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Desirable House for Sale.
and siieciallv convenient fora small ftmily,
Pleasantly located in an excellent neighbor-

CO„

NEAT

Exchange St., Portland.

at 109

hood in the Western part ol the city. Good lot on the
and I eras favorable,
Sunny Sale ot the Street. Price ”• <->. oOa 613.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

Address

Portland, March 27, 1875._ma27dlw«

vance.

fORjALEl

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

a

Advertising: One inch of space, tho
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily lirst week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less. 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three inscitions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for tirst insertion,
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent usertion.
AddresB all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

mar23I2w*_C.

For Sale I
THE

location for business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all dire tions. Any
person wishing to engage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab-

W. W. Thomas, Jr.,

lished.

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW
■

_mar23dtf

ON

CLARK,

For Sale at Windham.
llie STEPHEN HANmile from Windham Cenacres of good land, divided
about equally into Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attached,
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildiugs, all
The form now cuts about 40
in very good repair.
tons of hay. and can be made to cut 100 at small expense, and is well adapted for a stock or grazing farm
as it is well lenced with wall and lias plenty of water. For sale low. Enquire ot ELI J All VARNEY,
YVindham, or E. P. CHASE, Portland.
eod2m
febl5
farm

well knriwn

SON farm. It is
THE
WATER tre,
contains aoout 250

AND

PIPING.
ai>21

C. P. BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKER &

JOBBER,
OF

MANUFACTURER

Watch amt Chronometer Maher** Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and PhiloMophical E eiMtrnmcnt*, School

as

one

Valuable Mill Property !

Apparatus, Arc.,

56 Market Ntreet, Printer* Exchange,
O.

P.

BABCOCK.

d&wly

niTlfl_
«

lililiUU

LU.,

BROKERS.

SHIP1

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, CSrnin and other Charter*,
Negotiated. Fi eight Engagement* made

for all part* of the world.
ITlnrine Insurance cftected In
Office*.

reliable

Jay Steam Mill, with about four acres of
land attached, on which there is a Duelling
House, will be sold cheap. Said mill is one of the

THE

best mills in this state. The machinery is of the best
and most approved kind—consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard and shingle machines, planer,
lathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the best engines ever used in this country. Said engine is 100
horse power, nearly new, and in perfect order. The
power is amply sufficient to run all the machinery of
the mill. There is no other place on the Androscoggin river considered so safe for booming logs as at
this mill. For fuither information inquire of STILIM AN NO'S ES, or V. M. KICHAKDSON, Jay
feb24deod&w2m
Bridge, Me.

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icon’s Turbine Water Wheel,
elevators. Derricks, Hoistiug
Engines, and Blanchard’s

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power,

built to order.

apH_._______

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

PAINTER,

FRESCO

public

inform tlie

respectfully

I

THE

F.

G. Patterson’s Real

that I have taken

CARD,
A.
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
best house decorators ever
the
of
Schumacher as one
that Mr. Wm. bcimn Portland, and have no doubt
eutrusted to him durawork
all
execute
macber will
bly, tastily and
^ scn[JV,ACHER.
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no'iltf

satlstax^ify.

KEILEIt,
PAINTER,
FRESCO
L.

Portland Me.

__1L

O’Donnell

&

Sylvester,

Law,

Counsellors at

to Loan.

Craig,
Brackett,
and Stucco workers,
devolved
the ICtli.
THE
limitation. The business will be continued
inst..
Jackson &

Plasterers

was

on

my9__

by tlie undersigned at the old sland No. 6 South
Street, under the firm name of Craig & Jackson.
JOSEPH CRAIG.
CHARLES JACKSON.
d3w

Fairbanks’ Scales,
Highest Prizes at Paris ia 1867.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACCURATE.
MOST DURABLE.

THE ADVANCE ON ICE

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all Styles, Orades and Sizes.
The Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
Imuroveuients.

called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease ofMBtiHuem.nl. Durability, Drynes. and PnntT
of Air and Sii'O^O.HV of l€K.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prke*.

SAIL IHh Alltl.an any other. < A
VANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a betmanufacturer or agent.
,„r -irticle l>v buying of
of being convinced of this fact before buysa.ier

l"n;t faii

J. F.MERRILL.

Crons St.
Manufactory, Bear of No. lO
PORTLAND, MAINE.

m*iy26dtf

___

removal.
s.

EATON,

W

Weed
A ice a t for the Improved
and Mme. DeiaoreHl’H

‘rhinc

Seivias

Mn-

Patterns,

NO.

SQUARE,

MARKET

Hotel.
Opposite the United Stales
or 12 lorSOcts.
each,
Sets,
needles
Machine
Sewing
February

_fdl24lllf

23, 1875.

oilsT
FFTIVAM,
Agent for Mason & Whiting’s Eagle
F. F.

—-

AND

—

OTHER LUBRICATING OILS,
No. 31 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
mar5____——

VERMONT COPPERAS.
BE8T

and adopted by tbe
Designed
STATES GOVERNMENT.
—

ALWAYS FOR SALE
by-

HOWE &

GOODWIN,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.
Oc25_____—

NOTICE !
tp

ATIONS

for

a

mao

and wife to tilcc

in the
PK, f the Workliouso andtheFarm
Overse.rs ol
AT»r»T
received bv
nfVnerins will beuntil
the 5th day of Apr, nett.

«.tu»wn

Peering, March 15,1870.

ALSO

THE

I I o’clock A. I?l..
TucNilny. Wlnreh ItOth,
for the election of Directors for the ensuing year and
as may legally
business
other
the transaction of such
come betore the meeting.
E.
L.
RING, Supt.
mai25d5t
at

_BIBEE

SOCIETY OF MAINE.

Annual Meeting et this Society will be held
at the Young Men’s Christian Association
Library, THURSDAY, April 1st, 1875, at 4 o’clock
P. M.
W. H. HOBBS, Bee. Sec’y.

ma2tt

place.
unfurnished front

mal9dtd

A
near

pleasant rooms
High, also tablo boarders.

Drawer.

To I.et wttli Board.
Front Room on lower floor at
49 PLEASANT STREET.

PLEASANT

TWO

311 Broadway, New York.
CO.
<l!)m

VERY REST COALS
that are mined for Winter

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

John’s and Hickory Coals!
We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

Harleigk Lekigk Coal
NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.
attention to the preparation
and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

give special

or

ONE

two

without

mar2Z*3t

good mm

Which
furnished and unfurnished rooms to let.
NO. 11 MXRTLE ST.
dlw*

NICE
ma26

To Kent.
rent on M unjoy Hill at $10 per month.
W. W. CARR,
to
107 Newbury St.

PLEASANT
Apply
mar24dtf

To I.et.
ROOMS. Call at 17 Brown Street

FURNISHED
5

For Rent.
FINE residence on Tyne near Danforth Street
contains 15 rooms, has Furnace, Sebago Water
and Gas, handsomely finished ihroughout, would be
rented furnished it desired. Apply fo W. H. Simonma3dtf
lon, Commercial St., Holyoko’s Wharf.

A

COAL CONSUMERS. A

more

to be

seen

at

Office 123 Commercial Street.
constructed that, It will never warp,
durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least
This Barr is
ami hence its

so

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to IE THURSTON A CO., Ill
Street.

Exchange

ocl2dtf

__

Piano at Home.
Four Hands, is full of good and most
inu'dc for practice or homo lecreation.

entertaining

Price $2.50.

(SFTP’Praises of the River ©f Life, our popular
Sahbatli School Song Hook, come from all quarters,
indeed from all who have used it.
Sabbath School
Men recommend it highly. Price $30 per hundred.
All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.

Apply

Building.

r__
IVA

in Casco

TO_LET.
First-class

a

Jobbing House,

Keep this lire tie People
THAT

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
tTOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
X day of September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
Seam in regard to Consulai lees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Vemeh with Cargo*
$15.00
Certifying Manifest.
Bill of Health...
4.00—$ 19.0
For VfmmfIm without Cnrgo:
Certifying Manifest...$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
pe2dtf

85 '1 CBS
Vermont

Butter.

10 Bi ts. New Orleans Molasses.
FOR SALE

SHEPHERD A CO.,

OVER

119 EXCIELISTOE STREET.
100,000 IfooltN without regard to cost.
Good Clock*, Wntchc* nail Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and
Warrant**!.

ALBERT CQJLBV’S SONS,
I’ublinlicTo and Bookseller.,

to make oatb to tbe truth of the

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Ja20tf
Mass,, Box 111

.-

now

Hodsdon,

and Chambers

by Caldwell

<B

Apply to
JOHN SMITH.

ST.

jalldtf
half of

a

double Brick

given

Quality,

Best

may

INSON, Real Estate Agent,
Portland, Sept., 30,1371

Screened,

and

always be found

at

ten

rooms

205 Middle street.
dtf

OTmuK
ir

Baker & Johnson's,

Manufacturer of

VARNISHES
AND

Successors to James H. Baker.

dtf

febl2

Painters and Housewives!
You

can

—

—

BARGAINS

GOOD
at

AND

our

salesroom,

188 FORE STREET.

Henry T. Carter & Co,,
FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

OILS.

Foil SALE.
One of the
best lumber stands in the oily of Boston; an old establishment. with a good trade that can be relied upA Email stock ot lumber now' on band which can
on.
be pun-based at the market prices. The wharf is one
of the best and most convenient in the city; a very
kw rent. This is an unusual opportunity to obtain
The present owner is
a good paying business.
obliged to go South on account of the health of liis
address
R. A!., Box 235. BosFor
family.
particulars
ton Mass.

__niaSdlm

APER HANGING

WILSON & FENIMORE,
HAMJFACrtKEBS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

octl8

LOTS

Me.
oovMGm

P.

McGLlNCHY, Prop.

OP

THE

FLORENCE
SEWING MACHINE
hi Portland

and vicinity

NEEDLES,

can

be

AND

supplied with

ixerted

WFM3m

—

leaving orders with

A.

or

H.

PARTS,

addressing

OOO

“

500
400

#<
((
“
“
“
“
**
u

300

SEWING MACHINE

few

coil3m

B A It R

ELS^l P 1»lYs
—

si

AT

—

50 PER
in

CHEAP

BBL.,

$2.00,

Boys’

$2.50,

CUEAft* ones,
and water-proof,

bat

nre

just

not so

51

at abort

‘suggestions for ilifrfestcratinn of prosperity.”
following is his plan, given in his own
vords: “To put the people of the United
states in as prosperous, or even better posiion than they were before the war, I would
lay select a man as president, who will know
•hat he is president, give him power equal to
>r greater than the Queen of England—he
nust appoint his cabinet which would eonrol, and also Congress, (ho has ttie appoinl-

SPRING.
come

when you

see tho

ng power, the removal power, the veto pow
and all the power.) He should also issue

UNTEW GOODS
THAT

:r

—

W. C. BECKETT
I

Is

W, C.

Portland & Harpswell Steamboat Co.
Is hereby given that the Members of said
Company will meet at the olhee of Charles
street. Portland, SATURDAY,
Commercial
Sawver,
at 2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
April 3a, 1875,
of
their
act
incorporation, and organizing
accenting
under said act, and adopting a code of by laws,
other
such
business as may legally
ami transacting
come before said meeting.
CHARLES SAWYER.
ma2Gdtd
Portland, March 25,1875.

mal7

■"FREIGHT
ami

receipts

Bangbr

International Htcaiuship Companies

and Maine Central ICnilrond,
bound and unbound, for sale l>y

dlw

_dl0t

FOB SAFE.
Furniture and Household floods for sale
Parties desiring
at 21 Winter street.
Iho same will do well to call before April
1st, as the family are going West,and ail
must be sold before that time.
mar27*3t
Portland, March 26, 1875.
PRESSED
large

or

small quantities.

FOR HAFE

GEORGE
feb!2

HAY

D.

BECK,

Cumberland Ilouae.

Oti

(

12 Wall St. N. Y

___

are

<

at
possible notice.
Abo plain and iancy cakes that can’t be beat.
own and Boston
onr
Candy of
manufacture, warranted pure.
at all hours of day and evening,
served
Ovstcrs
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours noiice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at
Wholesale and Retail.

al43m

New.
semi your address to 87 Spring St„ and
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work Table call and show this gem of the work
mar!6tf
room.

seuse, judgment, and clairvoyant
hope 1 possess, I am not
nucli in favor of the opinion of those fantasically college bred engineers, which is often
alculated more to deceive than improve, but
for the natural and

common

sense

man,

uch as the discovery of America, Christo>her Columbus, G. Washington, and others,

vho led and controlled these United States
intil the election of Lincoln. The commenceueut ot the downfall of America to a certain
] mint, but now we are reaching to a point to
I iring this couutry (which God intended to be
; borne for all nationalities,
in

S. A. ULMER & SON.
till2 Congress Silrect.

SomelliiiiK

fnr

:otnmon

im

to furnish the very heat quality
Cake in small or large quantities

prepared

of Wedding
WE
the shortest

(Jnvnrnmmit

| oresigbt which I

deodly

WEDDING CAKE.

LADIES

KY

CO.,
Brokers,

ALEX. FKOTItlNGHAM &

ma26

& HARMON.

mill 9

In

detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the New York Stock Exchange, mailed
free to those desiiing to speculate. Address

Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange.

nml nlmlnra flin

J

d3w

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,

Bankers and

the

if required, to create that prosperity
ve had before the war, or even surpass if, and
i he United States government will not be
urpassed by any on earth if such a course bo
mrsued, then we will have prosperity in ev:ry state and territory of United States and
:apital'sts and laborers would come from all
1 Hi ts of the world just as the water of the
dississippi flows down the valley ot the Gulf
( if Mexico.”
Mr. Bairow goes ou to say:
‘views and ideas, on these and various other
ubjects, perhaps may proceed Irom imagina| ion and self interest, but I hope
they pro< ved from the natural mind that God enlowed me with, having sense enough to
I mow how much I do possess. With this

leads to many llion*niid* of dollar* profit*.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing

A Machias

amount

iven

] ions

BECKETT, Merchant Tailor,

PORTI^AJSTD, MAINE.

of greenbacks, no matter if
quantity necessary would fill ware-

my

mnciPe

spreading out to entice his customers and the
public. Please come and see for yourselves.

137 OLD, 237 NEW NUMBER,
MIDDLE STREET.

NOTICE.

v

rhe

eod2m

You may know that Spring has

rf

Mb. E. E. Babbow of Terrebone, LouisimS, has written a pamphlet which he calls

notice

DEANE BROS.

SIGNS OF

nn

as much as do the honest
of the metropolis, and are harsh in their
■ londemnation of
thieving in which they have
10 share.
The plunder seems to have gone
dmost wholly to the counties above Albauy.

given.

mn!9

That

nen

BED

Repaired

rnpfu

jed themselves

also Agents for tho best

—

dtf

—

in tTio TiomfM'Pntif'

evenly divided than at the time when
t rallied to the support of Tweed, for the
j hieves of New York city object to being rob-

Exchange Street,

durable

mh!5

carry

,8 more

REMEMBER TIME NUMBER,

thus saving the trouble of showing our
WARRANTED null PURE GUM Bloots
anil Hhoes, when you only require the
warm

AT

arrl>f !a

—

the market. Tlirefi’ribtUto trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removNt^Cfle of expense.

$L75,

as

are

Olil Furniture
and satisfaction

Women’s $1.50, Misses’ $1 35, Children’s
$1.00, Men’s Arclics $1.35, Men's Cloth
Top Overshoes $1.00, Women’s 75 cents,
Men’s Rubbers GO cents, Women’s 40
cents, Children’s 35 cents. Men’s I.oug
Cavalry Rubber Roots $3.00, Blip or
$3 50, Rubber Confs
Wading Boots
$2.00, Women’s Flannel-lined .Faced
Rubber: worn with or Nvifhont Feather
Hhoes, 55 cents, at HALL’S RUBBER
STOKE, nailer Falmouth Hotel.

which

OF

I N G
In

STORE,

Youths’

—

Prices that cannot be Beat In the State-

POBTIiAiVP, ME.dtl

Boots

to

desperate fight.
fight cannot perhaps be called a poitisal one, as the ring embraces both Demo:rats and Republicans, though largely made
The Tribune, which cerip of the former.
;ainly cannot be accused of unfriendly feeling
;oward the Democrats, says: “There are
Democrats a^d Republicans in it, though the
former are largely in the majority.” There
ippear to be canal ring Republicans, as
.here were Tweed
Republicans in New
ifork city, as there were Butler Democrats in
Massachusetts; but as the Tribune remarks,
The
;he ring is “essentially Democratic.”

full line of

a

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

Wo

Rubber

show

AND

—

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

Men’s

utmost

ie!f for a

—

KITCHEN Mill

Kendall & Wliitney,

GOOD

good order and
AT THE PRICE*

WOT. ALLEIV, JK„
11 EXCHANGE STREET.
mar24

prepared to

—

C0„

GEO. M. BKIfiGS. Gen. AsO
966 WiiMhiuston St., Hamoii, Mns«

5 0

are

—

large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

SEED

to the

This bill passed he sent in his
A great commotion
nessage of exposure.
•esulted, and the ring, lead by the Democrat,
c Speaker of the Assembly, is preparing it-

Parlor, Hall, Library

Also

feb25

himself,

The

Herd Grass Heed
Red Top Heed.
Northern New York Clover
Heed.
Michigan Clover Heed.
Ohio Clover Heed.
Pea Vime Clover Heed.
Alsike Clover Heed.
While Dutch Clover Heed.
Millett.
Hungarian Grass.
orchard Grass Heed.
Kentucky Blue Grass Heed.

3000 Bags
1000

As

iccomplices.

ma27d3w

LORING, SHORT

ROGERS,

9 MARIE TERRACE, FORTEANB.

FLORENCE

OF

more.

may he mentioned of a
the contractor for $2,000,

:ontractors and state officials who were their

Spring Opening

[

instances many times
oue case

■hrough the legislature the “civil remedies
)iil,” a measure ostensibly framed to recover
he money stolen from the city by TweeiT,but
which furnished legal machinery which could
re employed as well against the corrupt canal

DEANE_ BROS.

pointed.

(£3P*In no case where tho assessors have been put
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
the possession of Government bonds or deposits in
the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation
ot such doom.
S. B. BECKETT,)
S: B. HASKELL, Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
)
will be furnished at the room
schedules
(S3^="Blank
of the Assessors.

For Portland,

also have their machine repaired in a thorough aw
every way satisfactory manner at reasonable rates b

feb202awF&M3m

Feed for Cattle.

PATRONS

THE

Samples Furnished,

of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland.

has a larger
show.

EXCHANGE STREET.

ieb9

some

example

job undertaken by
Irut for which he received $28,000.
The
egislative committees have been in collusion
with the contractors, and have defrauded the
ijate of over $20,000,000.
With characteristic shrewdness Governor
rilden did not venture upon this expose un,il he had the canal ring in his power. He

STREET. NOTICE
dCm

FORE

208

dtr

fcb25

and in
an

MANUFACTURERS,
NO. 46

Call for Advertised Goods,

And Dealer in

get

Superior Brushes

state has in nearly every instance paid from
two to four times the amount of the contract,

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

same.

—AND—

House,
Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Pleasantly siiualed
ONE
October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBPossession

well Picked

There is no firm in New England that
better stock of furniture than we can

or

And any person who neglects to' comi>ly with this
notice will be doomed to a lax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make apany abateplication to the County Commissioners tor
ment of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

To Let

OF THE

Pay,

to

Better Furniture & Better Finish.

And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
of
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay tho tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

400
400

Relow the Post-OIBce.

first the Stores

185 FORI STREET.
dtf
dec8
^
_____a-

Cheapest Book Store in the World,

prepared

Trucking

or

sell In

having

and havina your furniture delivered to your house
all cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege ot exchanging or returning if not satisfactory, and will
guarantee to give

they
city,
:lay from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
Inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
Lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and periect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April, 1875, and be

300
35
400

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

February
occupied
ABOUTUnion
St.,
and Whitney & Thomas.

—

of Portland

Assessors of the

Freight

No

hereby
City
notice to all persons liable to taxation in
THEgive that
will be in session every secular
3aid

300

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

To Let.

"*

I£'
B* RICKER & CO.,

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

ordinary expenses $9,000,000. The surplus therefore was $6,000,000. But the “exsraordinary repairs,” as they are called, have
lost about $20,000,000. leaving a deficit of
•44,000,000. These vast expenditures have
leen of little benefit to the canals, for the

Lower'

than any Boston dealer or manufacturer will
this market, with additional advantages of

contracts alone there is

he

Bhall sell all kinds of furniture

we

percent.

Five

We

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

Until further notice

In ten

swindle of upward of a million of dollars.
Hie income from the canals from the fall ot
1869 to tbafall of 1874 was $16,000,000, and

*

dtf

3 -Floors fitted up for

Z. SARGENT,

:ontractars.
a

FURNITURE I
mm seeds.

to

Banlf
WM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Offlco,
OFFICE
Portland & Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.

Al.rAn
JVUiOVIlVU*

_-

—

sumer.

CITY of PORTLAND.

Portland, March 27,1875.

To Eet.

1,97

OtV

THE

Manufacturer to the Con-

desiring FURNITURE will find it
greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods beore making a purchase:jaI5d2awFM3m
5t3T*Tliose

_______

HOUSE

Please call at the above named Office and

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

agjti

Eet

To

No. 142 Pine Street. Key at No. 144 Pine
Street. This rent has been recently repaired.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
83 Middle St.
febl3dtf

on

60 ceuts.

D,

LETJ

TO

so

contrived to clean yonr fireN without opening the Furnace doors.

aurl i*

take this method to dispose of

over.

to

SAWYERS

CAFT.

Original Hymn Tunes, ohfef.

—

House.

heated lodging rooms to let
NO. 12 TEMPLE ST.

steam

mal*lm

now

we

rnaldtf

Kent.
NEW house rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, rooms, will he ready last, of March.
to cars, in a good neighborhood and splendid ’ocaT. H. MANSFIELD,
tion, inquire ot
at Woodford’s Comer.
maltt
To

FEW

BY

it

Union

Cram’s Improved Orate Barr,

FCRPTIJRE.

—

nrA

FOB

Price $1.50.

Choice

small

a

!

FURNITURE

And other FIrst-Classs

private family, with
Address tor four days.
A, BOX 4414, Portland, Me.

in
board.

rooms

of our

60 COMMERCIAL ST.,

public

PARLOR,

To Lee.
our

—

—

A

oeus nave

LARGE SALE

To Let.
BRICK Store Upper Village in Yarmouth. InF. W. SEABURY.
quire of
feb24eodtf
or GUSTUS STORES.

use.

an
For Mixed Voices. .Just published,
ly good collection of entirely new music, by the best
modern German composers. Just right for Musical

SEVEN PART WONGS. For Mixed Voices,
by,/. C. D. Parktr, contains new Glees which were
Price
successes, wheu sung by the “Parker Club.”

*

CHAMBER,

We have

Songs.
Is
unusual-

the veteran composer of “Federal St..” and other favorite tunes, contains 100 Tunes, Chants and AnPrice,
thems, all original and of the best quality.
Boards, 80 ts; Cloth, $1.00.

Owing to the general depression of the Wholesale
wo have accumulated a heavy stock, consist-

Trade

ing of

on

*

Ilaymarket Square, Boston

TO LET.

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

Societies.

oc5tf

or a

with a great deal of care and expense, selected and have on hand a large stock ot the

—

comer

Gentleman and bis Wife can
bo accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myt9dtf

WAREHOUSES—2 Ulilk Street Boston.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.

AND

st.,

transportation, and are justly regarded as an
important source of business and wealth.
Great sums of money have been annually appropriated to It ccp these canals in repair. In
spite of the large appropriations the canal

Deen gradually ruling up with sand
ami rubbish, and navigation has become year
by year more dilatory and expensive. The
mh23dlw
ber.
iepth required by law is seven feet, but at
present the average is less than six, and boats
PORTLAND MUSEUM.
HALL.
in consequence have to be much more lightly
OPPOSITE THE CITY
loaded, for they lose at least a foot of the
March
29lh.
This Monday evening,
Grand complimentry Benifit lendered by the citizens
lepth to which they are entitled. The profits
A.
AliNOLD.
to
.JAMES
of Portland,
liminish in proportion, for the expense of
When will be presented the splendid comic Drama
A WONDERFUL WOMAN.
running a boat is the same; and competition
After which a grand Musical Melange, to conclnde
ivith the railroads is correspondingly unsucfeb22ii
with Naval EugagcuwilP**.'
tessful. Another bad effect of the neglect is
;o prevent the introduction of steam.
Steam
nachiuery is necessarily heavy, and sinks the
mat to such a depth that In the present
ihallow condition of thq canals the cargoes
ire too small to be carried with profit.
op
Governor Tilden, who has a geniu3 for fer!
retting out fraud and cirruption, has made
an investigation of the disposal of the large
appropriations made by the state for the re*
pair of the canals, and has discovered that
:he greater portion of the money has gone
nto the pockets of dishonest legislators and

St. Extension

Washington

Cor.

Ja4tf

Gentlemen

The canal frauds iu New York, tho discovery of which has greatly muddled politics iu
that state, seem to be little understood by
the more fortunate people of other states.
The New York papers presuppose a knowledge of the subject, and their comments are
somewhat obscure to those who know nothing of the canals.
Tho New York canals are constructed by
the state for the purpose of facilitating cheap

admitting
Gents’ gallery tickets

BEAL & HOOPER

ANNUM,

colors, etc.,)
prosperity superior to Englaifc],
i’rance, or other despotic powers, and to in-

1 loint

[
|

ure
1

of

that contentment and

t is the same way to

bappiai

prevent.”

ADVANCE.

IN

The Lewiston Journal is in a teriibla
sweat—hasn’t been so scared since the Kingfield rebellion. It is now oppressed with terrible anxiety lest Jert'. Davis should bo
elected to the United States Senate troitt

Mississippi.

It cannot be on account of Da-

vis’s participation in the rebellion that the
Journal objects, since it welcomed from the

Alcorn who was engaged in it
It must be that since the advent of the lordly Revels and the statesmanlike Bruce it has become so enamored of
dusky senators that it can abide noue but
long-heeled, thick-lipped, lousy niggers in
the senate Irom Mississippi. Well, every one
to liis taste; we must confess that we would
prefer to liafe: Davis there—and we don’t
think much of Jeff., either.
state

same

throughout.

A Tbomaston correspondent clips tho
above from the Rockland Opinion, and remarks that the senators frem Mississippi to
whom that paper refers, are the peers of editors who can use such language respecting
cultivated men as “lousy niggers,” and
thinks jf that paper considers color an objection in an office-holder, above all other
considerations, it would be well enough to
make the point without adding the epithets
which are supposed to have gone out of use
when the Democratic party took Its .new de-

parture.
An inquiring writer in

one

of

our

exchan-

ges ask3 au auswer to a question which bo
puts thus: “Who did Cain marry?” As

the solution of this question would require a
great deal of time and learning, wouldn’t it
be quite as well (or the writer to postpone it
while be makes the acquaintance of English
The Post ot the Grand

Ticket?

OF PRODUCTION.

COST

PER

grammar ?

of State.

The Canal Frauds.

—

Gent and two Ladies, $1.00.
50 cents, Ladies* 25 cents, to bo
obtained of the members and at the door.
Members can procure their tickets of the President
and at the door.
Clothing checked free.
Members please appear in Regalias.
Reireshmeuts will be for sale in the Senate Cham-

AT

three boarders can be accommodated with
board in a private family. Rooms newly furnished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
ja!3*1 wtf

at 223* Cumberland
Also table board.

NELSON DINGLEY, Jr.

TO CONSUMERS,

or

TWO

Council Chamber at Augusta, this
twenty-third day of March, iu the year ot our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventylive, and of tho Independence of tLc United
States the ninety-ninth.

Given at the

Concert by Chandler’s Band from 8 to 9.
GRAND JTI ARCH AT 9,

Board.

fc24dtf

German Four Part

lw*dtf

feb9

reserve commu-

HALVE.

OF

By the Governor.
George G. Stacv, Sec’y

IRusic by Chandler’* be*t eight, D. II.
Cnandler prompter.

be accommodated with
and board at 58 Pleasant St.,

or

Fasting and Prayer.

$1.

BLAa U. ( All UJaliliS

can

necessarily for publication

In accordance with a venerated custom, and in acknjwledgment of our dependence on tho Divine fa
vor, I do hereby, with the advice ot tho Executive
Council, appoint Thursday, tho eighth day of Apiil
uext, to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation,

Monday Evening,March 29.

UlfUl U.

FEW gentlemen

not

PROCLAMATION.

A

HALL,

CITY

9

and side
ST.

Board.

LNITED

Safety Money

&

BY TBE "S

indispensable,

BY THE GOVERNOR,

Irish American Relief Association

75 FREE

room

OF THE

—

FURNITURE
—

room

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtl

TIIE

—

Miles’ Patent Alarm

UPALITY CiPAltAWTEED.
—

Merchants’ Exchange.
Annual Meeting of the Merchants’ Exchange
will be held at the Merchants’ Ey Range Room,

CHAS. H. DITSQN & CO., 711 Broadway, N. V.
mar23
d&w2w

has removed to

13

Package Scales,

FAIRBANKS

for every de
Plans, Details. Superintendence, etc.,
dcc2m
riptlon of building.

^Salesroom 1133 Fore St.,

—

fe24

PORTLAND, MAINE.

rh

ALSO

Postal

or

cases

12th Animal Ball

IMMENSE SALE

Rooms To Let.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

febOtf

Stevens Plains, Feb. 1875.

have information that several ‘’bum-

as we

STATE

AT

unfurnished, to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

TWO

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD OF

STIiEET,

(Boyd Block,)

latest

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

all

X. A. R. A.

-OP-

81., in Dcleno’s Mill.
HOOPER, Cor. Ifork & Maple
StreetH.

J. W. A II. II. MCOUFFEEjCor. Middl
&■ I1 nion Him.

Expenses, Regula-

to

as

1875

are

but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
Matinee*
WcdncMriny* mid SatarilnyH at 2J P. M. Admission 25 cts. to all parts of the house. Children 15
cts. Box olHce open daily from 9 30 A. M. to 4 P. M.
mar25
dlw

BOARD.

Twenty-fire Ter Cent of the Fuel,

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
architect,

the

situation to drive a Baker’s Cart,
or in a Wholesale Store.
Four
years’ good references given. Address
marl'id2w*
G. H. G., This Office.

Ij.

by

THE MOST CONVENIENT.

MIDDLE ST.,ltf

combining all

B. F.
i'ross

1

Dissolution.

THE

E. A.
All collections promptly attended to by
LEIGHTON, Constable and Hill Collector.

SATE

Wanted.
man a

cor.

New Custom House
Nearly
Opp,
J
rtt
decil

COPARTN ERSHIP.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Fairbanks’
Councilor at Law.
for

MIDDIJE

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, l.o. 959 Fore Mtreet,

in

In every respect worthy offhemoet implicit confidence

1-2

Roofers.
J. N. McCOY A CO., 98 Mprin* Mtreet.

For farther information,
tions, etc, Address,

an

MOllXlXprMAUCH^l),

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

ADMISSION.

OF

Boxes.$2

G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.

steady
Team
BY Express

COMPANY:

.....35 cts.
Parquetto.
Gallery. .25 cts.

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
ten regular teachers employed, giving
There
ample instruction in every branch.

R., Press Office.

TWO
a

PRICES

PRESS.

seeking courtesks In the name of tl;e
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
mers”

Orchestra Chairs.50 cts.

are

Rooms Wanted.
or three good rooms, well located, unfurnished. Reference exchanged. Address
marlOtf
X. BOX 1557.

Mtreet.

Coals,

3794
G. PATTERSON. Defier
Estate,
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
oc5dtf
Pearl Sts.

firm of

L.

journal,

LAMONTS, ALBERT

and continue fourteen weeks, closing June 10th.

from 3 to 6
Two of the
west. Ref-

Address

marl9tf

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

on

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

180

Real Estate Agents.

Portland,
Security,
taxes paid, &c.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
Randal! & McAllister
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
in Real
Office

81 MIDDLE STREET,

80

JAMES Mll.LEK.No.91 Federal Mtreet.

largo
satisfactory.

rooms

The subscriber would call the attention of the

Residence Cor. Market & Congress SL
lylT

Plumbers.

We

first class Real Estate

unfurnished.
facing south or

on

Tuesday, March 9th, 1875,

Tenement Wanted.
gentleman and wife a tenement of

erences

TERM

of this Institution will commence

dtf

furnished
BY rooms,
must be
and

SPRING

—

or

CO., No. SO Middle Mtreet.
J. H. I, AMMON, 159 Middle Mt.,cor. Cross.

BULLETIN.

ma24

NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

Estate

or

BY

TIIE

29tb,

& JFNNIE,
Gymnasts and Acrolats.
MINNIE
MISS
GREY,
The Little Comet.
MAGGIE II ASS AN,
Serio-Comic.
LEW BALLET.
Negro Comedian.
FRED AND EMILY NEIGEL,
Ballet Dancers.
The ST. FELIX BALLET-TROUPE,
4 in Number.
BARNEY McNlJLTY,
Irish Comodian.
IIARIIY BLANCHARD,
Double-Voiced Tenor.
CHASE AND DAVIS,
Song and Dance.
THE LERANONION BROS.,
Double Trapeze.
WALTER C. KELLEY,
The Popular Actor,
And Others.

Westbrook Seminary,

W. S. MAINS,

or

well-known Deane property on State street
containing about 12000 leet ofland, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
Fale. The house ran be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBJNSON, Real
Estate Broker! 205 Middle Street, or WM.H. MORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jal5dtf

Money

^g;scilC,„ACl.ER.

W.

Photographers.

_dtf
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

BLOCK.

the business or Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so

Bottles

March

the following

EXCELLENT
The

STEVENS PLAINS, ME.

Champagne, Tints. Quarts, and Brandy
—

Monday Evening,

88.C0

Every regular attache of tho Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, E<ljtor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

RE-OPENING

GRAND

Rt. Rev. If. A. Neelv, D. D., Visitor. Oscar I*.
Billings, B A. Rector. Semi for circular. oclOtf

Imediaiely.

Bottles Wanted

mal9

A. M. DAVIS A

W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
5 DEEBIITG

WILL

MONDAY

Opera House.

WARD. Manager.
WALTER C. KELLEY.....Stage Manager.

School

Family
Me,

Top*hutu,

Manure Wanted.
take it imediately from public or piivate
stables and pay cash.
WM; THOMPSON,
at office of Mattocks & Fox, 183 Middle St.
dtf
ma20

Boarding
Wilmot,

INJECTOR

BITE’S

FOB

Pattern and Model Maker.

Frnnklia

THE

J. 1).

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Bemored to

mar

203 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

THE

Patent Boiler.

table board-

few

Ward’s

with

Wanted,
a

Boys

for

—

■■AMLIN F. EATON, Principal.
marl6
d2w

E.

and

AT

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ft'OKKIDGEWOCK, ME.
Spring Term will commence March 29th,

Boarding.

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are ottered for sale.
cupies about an acre of land on tide water on Commercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Sbbp. Boiler
Shop and Blaeksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large and constant ly increasing list of customers in
NVw England, and Canada, and is notf running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.

jal2

una

gentlemen boarders,
at
NO. 34 FEDERAL ST.
TWOers,
#lw
25

A. KEITH.

SALE.

FOR

by

man

KING, Student,
RICHARD
Post Office Washington D. C.
mbl5dlaw3wM*

J. I. HARBOUR, 950 Fore Street, Cor. of
Cross. Portland.

O.

and select
as

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERKII,

—

thorough education.

a

Please address,

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle Mt.

Portland, March 19,1875.

Valuable Iron Works

febS_<H.v

AGENTS

WAI.TEK COBEY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Mtreet.
GEORGE A. WniTNEY, No. 5« Exchange Mt. Upholstering of all kind*
done to order.

FOR SALE AT JAY BRIDGE.

•

POKTLAND, ME.

U. L.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Mtreet, opposite Park.

Temple 8l.»

5 Door* £a*t of

GAS

Carpenters and Builders.

CO,,

reasonable terms a Cottage House in Knightville, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosv home
J. G. BATES,
for a small family. Apply to
marlOMwtf_Portland Dry Dock.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

premises.

&

questionable
chance of obtaining

#

For Sale,

dim*

W. C.

the

on

38 Exchange Slrcet,
PORTLAND, N1A.USTE.
mal7

apply to,

or

SOTARDON, SCA5IUIAN

resumed the practice of his profession at

has

Address

Confectionery.
JT. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
fancy Caudiea, 5187 C’outfrcMM St,
Portland Me*

and

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
business, orter for sale their entire busine>s consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually found
in a first class bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable

BUSINESS CARDS.

Printer’*

Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
SMALL A MHACIAFOKU, No. 35 Plum

L,

a

an

Family School

Eaton

kind
family
wiili
AN engagement
aftectionate young colored
their servant for
testimonials to act

Street.

101 and 103 New
ril WO first-class new houses Nos.
X High street, containing 11 good rooms each,
bath rooms, wash bowls, two water closets in each
house, good cellars, good sewerage, Sebago and gas.
Call and look at them.
W. STROUT.

Rates of

wanted!
with

Book Binders.WM. A. QUINCY, Room II,

__TERMS

EDUCATION AU.

_WANTS.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, A- FOtiO No.OI Middle Hired.
T. I*. McGOWAN, 954 Congress Ml.

MARCH 29, 1875.

which

Army

in

Washing-

ton, having done good service in actual warfare, is about to enter upon the mimic contest of the spelling match. If the boys in
blue can spell as well as they can fight they
will come out triumphant.
The article from the London Times In
column, is of interest as giving the
English view of the political future of the
United States. In spite of some errors of
detail the treatment of the subject is in the

another

main correet.
The Louisville Courier-Journal insists that
the delegates to the Kentucky Democratic
state convention shall not be “instructed.”
We know of no class of men who need instruction more than do the Democrats of Ken-

There are indications

that the temper*
intend to
play second fiddle to the Democrats this year.
Unless the prohibitionists waste their votes
foolishly the Republicans will carry the state.

ance men

of Connecticut do not

Current Xotes.

reported on apparently good authority, and the assertion is intrinsically probable,
that the Hon. Gilbert C. Walker, of Virginia, will introduce at the next session of
Congress a bill for the assumption by the national government of all the state debts.—
It is

New York Times.

Todd county, Ky., has set a most worthy
example to other portions of the state similarly afflicted. She has not ouly shown what
public sentiment can accomplish when it
shakes off the lethargy of Inaction, but she
has torn off the terrifying mask of the Kuklux and shown of what stuff these outlaws
She has exhibited the Kuklux,
are made.
not as the terror-inspiring and daring brigand who goes fegth as reckless of his own
life as he is regardless of the rights of others,
but as a mean, dirty, squalid, uncombed and
Ignorant white wretch, who assassinates
peaceable and industrious black men in order
••to give -the poor white man a chance.”—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

Legislature is not making a goed
busy investigating charges of
corruption against Us members. The Indiana Legislature has left a very bad odor;
and as tor the Pennsylvania Legislature, it
The late “wave”
was simply a disgrace.
tLn enntl>nl rtf nil
1 Vl
KrtillOQ f
(ItA
The Ohio

record.

It Is

rilO

ft

The return wave is swelling.
Private letters received from Arkansas
show there is already a split among the adherents of Ihe Garland government. Garland
has alwavs been a National Whig, and a
considerable number of his supporters were

Democrats,

Whigs, but the rank and file are Bourbons;
and now that the General Government has
recognized Garland, and the trouble with
Brooks’ party is endeJ, the oltl traditional
feud between Bouroous and Whigs is revived. The Bourbons claim the right of
absolute control, which the Whigs refuse to
recognize.
[From London Times of March 1 1873.
The Sceptre passing the West.
The vast dominions of the American Union
are divided, as all the world knows, between
two classes of communities—those which are
and have taken their place a*
units of Government, and those which are still
partially unorganized and have no share in nomi*
nating or directing the Federal authority, The
former class are the States, the latter tbo Ter-

fully organized

ritories; but the peculiarity of the American
system is that every undeveloped portion is
slowly ripening by a steady process; and prewhen the proper time comes, to be
ra-sed to the dignity and power of a constituent member of ibe Federation. That time may
be delayed by political difficulties, but if a Territory continues to giow it must assuredly obtain recognition as a state. The admission of
Colorado and New Mexico into the Federal pact
has lor a loDg lime been discussed in America.
New Mexico was ceded to the UnioD by the
Mexican government after the war of 1848, and
two years later was orgamzed as a Territory,
Utah being at the same time admitted on the
Within the next ten years the
same footing.
vast West was still further partitioned among
new territorial governments, and one of these

paring,

_,1.^

It is, do doubt, to the recent changes in the
Seuate that the determination of the Republito admit New Mexico and Colorado as
due.
further
without
states
delay is
The party majority ia the Senate has fallen
to
check
a
number
small
from 20 to 8—too
in
tho
the Democrats
forces of
the
House of Representatives. But, probably, each
relied
upon to
of the two new states may be
send two Republican Senators lo Washington,
who will be hailed as a welcome reiulercement
by the partisans of the administration, in tins
Mouse of Representatives the measure will
have less significance, for neither New Mexico
nor Colorado has anything approaching to tho
population that would entitle either of them
to more than the single Representative which,
state must
aCCTJtTTTTig to tmrConW;'Q‘^». twry
The number of memOefj Pi fho-rrS.se
return.
is determined after each decenuial census, and
was fixed, upon the basis of the luumeraliou
of 1870, at 283, distributed among the several
This
states iu proporli n to their population.
cans

gives

one

Representative

to

135,000 citizens;

but it is provided that the Representatives of
any new states admiited during the decennial
period are to be in addition to the 283 members
divided among the 27 states federated in 1870.
One member from New Mexico and one from
Colorado will raise the number, therefore, to
285. It is remarkable that this accession to
the organized forces of the Union, occurring
exactly a hundred years after the first assembling of the Congress of the “Thirteen Colonies” at Philadelphia, will precisely treble the
number of the Confederated States whose

amalgamation

was

tho

work

or

that famous

Tbe thirteen states for whom the
American constitution was framed have grown
to thirty-niue, and have extended tbeir grasp
from tho seaboard of the Atlantic, to which a
century ago they timidly clung, across almighty
Who shall forecast what teeming
continent.
populations will in another century inhabit the
vast regions west of tbe Mississippi? It is
not too much to say that Colorado alone, which
has now barely tho number of a foorih rate
town, will theu outweigh, in all the elements
of political strength, the w hole of New England. The territory of this young and vigor"astride upon the Rocky
ous- community,
Mountains,” riving one hand to Kansas and
the other to U ah, is at least of magnificent
dimensions. New Mexico, lying directly south,
and, with its neighbor Arizona, stretching
across half the continent from the northern
wilds of Texas to the Californian frontier, has
possibilities before it,
perhaps, less
but they are such as might dazzle any nation
1 ss accustomed to contemplate a boundless
inheritance than the people of the United
States.
The organization of New Mexico and Colorado as states leaves no great proportion of the
terrirories unorganized. Along the northern
frontier of the Union, it is true, where it
marches with the Canadian possessions on the
Red river and Saskatchewan and with tho
Province cf British Columbia, there are four
vast territories still unorganized, aud, indeed,
Monfor tho most part
tana, Idaho, and Washington; ami south of
is
Wyoming,
Montana and north of Colorado
which has recently adopted woman’s suffrage
These five territories had
as an experiment.
in 1870 some S3,000 inhabitants, yet they covthan that of
ered an area much greater
all the states north of the Potomac and
west of the Ohio. Beycud Idaho, on the
Pacific coast, is the state of Oregon, oud south
of Oregon, California claims the whole seaboard down io the Mexican frontier. Eastward from Oregon is Nevada, erected into a
state a few jears ago. Bnt between No-

Assembly.

splendid

unpeopled—Dakota,

singular hiatns in
vada and Colorado
the work of political organization. The Tera quarter of a
ritory of Utah was recognized
same time of New Mexico;
century ago at the
had
it
census
inhabitants—
last
80,000
at the
nearly as mauy as the state of Oregon, more
than twice as many as Nevada. Yet New Mexico and Colorado are to take their place in the
order of American government alongside of
Oregon and Nevada; but there is no thought
of admitting Utah to the privilege of a state.
The explanation is of course a simple one.
Congress can refuse admissiou as a state to any
find

we

a

territory, aud will do so unless satisfied with
tlie form of constitution ottered by the territorial population. In the case of Utah, which
claimed to lie admitted mauy years ago as toe
state of Deseret, Cougress required special
guarantees against the perpetuation of polygamy, anil the other peculiar institutions of Mormon Ism.
That the Mormons ot Utah arc not
disposed to give any such guarantees may be
inferred from the fact that they have lately
sent to Washington as
delegate trorn the territory au Elder of their church, whom a committee of the House of ltepresentatives has
pronounced to he disqualified as au avowed
and notorious polygamist. In spite of this it
may be confidently predicted that the pressure
of population in IJtah will eventually compel
Congress to orgauize it as a state. The arguments for this course will be g eatly increased
in weight, by the admission of New Mexico
and Colorado, aod probably will meet with
more attention from the Democratic party,
who are dow beginning to feel the responsibilities of their recent victory, than they would
have received from the Itepublicans, leavened
as they are with tho Puritau traditions of New

England._
Sen’s and Other Items.
The proposition to tax church landed prop
erty of value exceeding $15,000 has been defeated in the Michigan Legislature.
Fred. Graut and wife are going to accompany
Nellie and herjhusband when they go back to

England in May.
IndianThe first person to be floored in
a K>lis spelling-match was Prof. Bell, of the
School Journal. When the word was put to
unhim, poor Bell was tongue-lied, and, not
naturally had to be tolled by somebody else.
an

by telegraph.
MATTERS
(iiaveraor’rt

Objectionable Trade
Washington, March

IN MAINE.

School—Oak 6»rove Nem-

SuMpened ou Account of Scarlet
Fever—Death of IAcut. Horace L. Pike,

inorf

etc.

[Special

to

Press.]

Augusta, March 37.—A communication was
received from W. E. Gould, Treasurer of the
Reform School, recommending that the trus
tees be authorized to purchase three acres of
to land already owned by the
land

once before offerthe Governor. Tho land was
was
ed for the same price but the appropriation
that time the owner has
since
and
inadequate,
A large amount
to sell until recently.

refused

the past sesof routine business was transacted
sion.
Iteports were made for the quarterly
salaries of public officers and state bounties to
societies. The next session willbe

agricultural

commenced April 20lh.
The Oak Grove Seminary of Vassalboro, was
obliged to suspend to-day on account of several
The students have left
cases of scarlet fev*r.
for home.
received in this city to day
of the death Lieut. Horace L. Tike, son of
Daniel Tike, on the 25th inst., at Meudocino,
California. Ho served in a battery of the reguwas

Shop;
ask

affliction department.”—Fun.
The Rochester Democrat, iu utter defiance of
Judge Neilson’s request that the press would

Tiiu|ieroucc Inauguration.
Augusta, March 28.—A temperance meeting was held this afternoon in the Methodist
church, addressed by J. K. Osgood, and this

want

a

mourning suit.”

“What is the bereavemeut, may I
Shop mau,
Customer. ‘‘My mother-iu-law.”
“.Mr. Brown, show the gentleman to the light

mau,

_

prejudging the case, declares that
Theodore’s midnight wanderings in search of a
soft spot remind one of the old lady who
searched a long time for her spectacles and
abstain from

her own head.
finally found them
One of Washington’s oldest men,Uncle Dick
of the Naval Observatory, celebrated
on

Smith,
111 D

nnnicusaorv

/If.

tin*

--J

OCtCJlJ

other day.' Smith has been in the employ of
the Government for sixty years, and was presat
ent at every duel fought in olden times
He ha3 served nearly every
Bladensburg.
Cabinet officer uuder the Government, is a good
and has built a church.
The great painting of the naval battle at New
Orleans having been assailed as “a historical
failure.” the artist, Maurice F. H. I)e Haas,
declares that he had the very best authority in
the grouping of the vessels, viz., Admiral Far-

Baptist,

ragut’s own, who drew the diagram from
which the artist made his first sketch, aud
afterward corrected the sketch, while the admiral came in, from day to day, during the
progress of the painting, and approved of it.
The latest and best authority gives the population of the globe at 1,350,300,000. In America, 72,800,000; in Europe, 287,000,000; in Asia,

708.000. 000; iu Africa, 188,000,000; in Australia
and Polynesia, 5,300,000. These people speak
about 3000 different languages, and are cut up
into lOOOdiffereut religious sects. The adherents of the principal sects, recounting the
whole population, are supposed to be nearly
thus: Itoman Catholics, 195,000,000; Protestants, 57,130,000; Mahommedans, 400,000,000;
Buddhists, 40,000,000; the six other Oriental
churches, (1,500,000; other Asiatic religions,
200.000. 000; Pagans, 200,000,000; Jews, 6,000,000.
The British House of Lords contains at the
present time 49(1 members, of whom not forty
had taken their seats when the Queen acceded
to the throne, nor is there among them a bishop
or archbishop whose consecration dates back so

Among the titles there are but a few,
hardly a dozeu, whose titles existed prior to the

far.

_

.p

i_r.

irnr

finmn

fV>n

♦iflno

in the English peerage, among which are some
of early date, are held at present by peeresses,
and arc therefore not represented in the House
of Lords. Out of the entire membership, 131
temporal peers, and the whole bench of spiritual
peers, the total being 157, or nearly a third of
the entire body,

owe

their seats to Queen

Victoria.__
TELEGKAina
The crew of the hark .1. II. Rea, abandoned
at sea, have arrived at London.
California Democratic state convention will
be held at San Francisco, June 29.
The report of the loss of a steamer in Puget
Sound is contradicted.
The President and wife will accompany Fred.
Grant and wife to New York, Thursday.
The Methodist Episcopal Conference of
Philadelphia, having appointed Rev. Geo. McLaughlin to look after the welfare of Hancock
street church, notwithstanding the protests of
the trustees, the latter have closed the church,
and a conference will beg held th s week to
settle the matter.
Carruth’s condition is improving.
John Mullins has been bound over at Manchester, N. H., for perjury in declaring himself
a naturalized citizen.
A well known New York lawyer named Abe
Hummel has been disbaired for bribing a
MIMOIt

magistrate.
The Pottsville miners have become turbulent,
and are destroying property.
The bill passed by the Delaware Legislature
to meet the civil rights bill has become a law.
It does not mention color, but provides that
hotel keepers, railroad companies, sleamboat
owners and others may
provide separate accommodations lor any class of persons obnoxious to their customers or passengers.
J. \V. Steventou has been arrested at Harrisburg, Pa., charged with inhuman treatment of
his wife and the brutal outrage of his daughter,
aged fifteen years.
Among those invited by Senator Cameron to
accompany the Mexican excursion party are
Senators Morton, Allison, Anthony, Ransom,
and Vice President Wilson.
The schooner Early Bird, from New York to
St. Augustine, Florida, is ashore on the beach
at Townsend’s Inlet, New Jersey.
L. Bryan, who was to have been hung Friday
at Morehead City, was respited till September
by the Governor of North Carolina. All the
officers in the county had resigned rather than
UU LUO

UtkU£lll£.

Tlie furnishing goods house of Simms
Brothers & Co. of Boston lias suspended;
liabilities, $350,000. Au extension is probable.
Van Velzcr, who absconded with $33,000
belonging to tbe Hudson River Railroad, has
been brought to New York.
Patrick Rook has been convicted of murder
in the first degree at Virginia City, Montana—
the first conviction of the kind in Montana.
Frazier, a negro murderer, has been respited
fr,,m baugiDg by the Governor ot South Carolina.
The friends of Gov. Osborne of Kansas deny
that his business in coining cast is to sell fraudulent county bonds. Gov. Osborne is in Washington solely for the purpose of trying to secure
the removal of ludiau Superintendent
Hoag of this district, and this charge of com-

evening in Granite Hall, where some 200 signed the pledge. A meeting is appointed to rethe reform club

oganize

one

week from

pended.
old negro gardener of MemTony Dixon,
phis, Tenu., was shot Saturday by a colored
hoy named Nathan JJackett, whom he had
discharged. Another man attempted to interA
fere when he was shot and fatally injured.
crowd of negroes then gathered a: 1 shot Hack;
ett and then arrested him.
an

John Hagenbaek, a Bowery bar tender, was
fatally stabbed Saturday night by au unknown
mar.

The waste mill of P. G. Cheney & Co., at
Amoskeag, E. 11 was damaged by fire yesterday. Loss $1500.

UlilUU

this

the caisson murder trial.
Press.]
[To
IiANGOK, March 28.—During Saturday, the
eleventh day o£ the Carson murder trial, the
cjuclusion of the direct examination of Mrs.
the Associated

Carson and her cross-examination by Attorney
Geueral Plaisted occupied the entire day. No
new facts of importance were elicited and no
contradictions of her previous statements were
made.

Services.
Easter Sunday has been a beautiful day, and
appropriate services have been held in the
Knitter

Catholic,Episcopal,Unitarian audothcr churches, several of which were handsomely decorated.
Eire and Serious Accident.

Rockland, March 28.—A fire occurred here
at two o’clock this morning, destroying a cooper shop, and as the steam fire engine going
the fire passed the hook and ladder
truck hose cart attached to the steamer, it
slewed and struck one of the hook and ladder
company, E. J. Cliftain, on the side of the
head, knocking him sensoless. He was thought

rapidly

to

not to bo much injured this morning, nut nis
condition this evening excited grave apprehensions.

it

UC^USIl.

Various matters.
The internal ievenue office has ruled that the
is not the paymere act of put chasing stamps
ment of the tax upon a given lot of tobacco,
of
such
the
stamps may have
though
purchase
been with special reference to such payment.
The tax cannot be said to have been paid uutil
affixed to packages and cancelled.
The interna! revenue receipts to-day were
$233,036: fo: the mouth. $7, $7,537,135; and for
the fiscal year to date, $82,033,102; customs receipts to-day $387,652.
Treasurer Spinner to day nominated Col.
Frank Jones to be cashier of the Treasury vice.
Wyman appointed assistant treasurer. Col.
Jones Is nojv chief of the redemption division
the Treasurer’s office.
Secretary Bristow has
not yet determined who he will appoint to the
.vacant position.
restaurateur,
John Welcher, the famous
died here early this morning efjpneuuionia.
Geo. B. McCartee, who a few days ago tendered his resignation as chief of the bureau of
engraving and printing of the Treasury department, has at the request of Secretary Bristow
withdrawn his resignation.
be issued
Instructions will immediately
through the War department to the geueral
commanding in Texas to take such measures
as may be
possible to deal summarily with
Those best conversant with
Mexican raiders.
affairs apprehend that a geueral border warfare
will ensue, in which thq invasion of Mexico by
our
armed citizens in pursuit of robbers is
among tlie probabilities.
General Sboris, who has been seriously ill of
erysipelas in tho head, is somewhat easier tonight.
Physicians have little hopes of his recovery.
_•_

evening.

■

A Dry Time in Bath.

Bath, March 28.—Considerable interest has
been awakened in this city the past week concerning tho new city marshal, James Bailey,
in regard to the enforcement of the liquor law,
and it is now understood that ho means business.
He has notified sellers and landlords in

RAIDS ON

Several

robbed and burned the postoftice atNucees
and robbed and took prisoner oue mail rider.
The Texans have gone in pursuit and a fight
is reported near Banquet, in which one MexiAll excan and two Americans were killed.
cept four of the prisoners escaped, but nothing
has yet been heard from them.
Business is
mostly suspended and the citizens are under
arms guarding the town.
Inf jrmation received from Los Aimes, Neuces couniy, says that throughout the entire
region between there and the Rio Grande regions, lawless hands from Mexico are continually raiding through the couuty, robbing, murdering and driving stock across the river.
They have become se dariDg of late that nearly
Even
all travel on high ways has ceased.
stockmeu are deterred from hunting their cattle and horses through fear of falling into the
hands of these ruffians.
At present there seems to he a concerted
moyement on the part of these villians to
clean out the white mtn within striking distance of Rio Grande 50 to 75 miles, and even
further whe*e ingress and egress can be safely
effected. They have been crossing the river in
small detachments during tne past week aud
it is now estimated there are now on Texas
soil at least 300 armed bandits, and rumor has

troversy.

company waive all claims to the lands in dispute, except a few lots known as the Massachusetts lots; also the stumpage on these lands
paid the state or uncollected, the state paying
certain bills for scaling and the state releasing
alt claims to stumpage collected by the railwaA, amounting to $1200. This closes ths long
controversy between tbe state and said railway
company almost 'precisely as claimed by the

lb tiiab ocvciai

MASSACHUSETTS.
A “KING” IN BOSTON.
Ihc Painting and Fres-

of the Postofflce.

Mcmi-Crnlcnial Anniversary of tbc American Trad Society.
New York, March 28.—The fiftieth anniversary of the American Tract Society was cel
ebrated this evening at the First Baptist
The annual report was read and
church.
showfd that during the past fifty years more
than 10,000,000 sublicatious had beeu issued, of
which more than half a million were volumes
During the past year 220 colporteurs were employed, who visited more than 140,000families.
The cost*of th'S work was about #50,000.
Grants had been made, io number of 08,000,000
and to the number of #45,000. Gifts of matter
for foreign distribution have been made to the
amount of #4000, and of cash and plates to be
used in printing at missionary stations to the
value of #7000. More than four thousand pubi .cations have been issued abroad iu 143 languages, and since the formation of the society
it has expended more than #600,000 in cooperating with Americau missions. Addresses on
miisionary subjects were delivered by Rev. Dr.
Tyng, Rev. Thomas P. Anderson, Rev. Dr.
Hatton and others.

James

lirk;RfVokw

hi. Deed

of

Trust.

San Francisco, March 27,—Jas. Lick to day
filed in the recorder’s office a revocation of a
The deed was executed last
deed of trust
July, conveying his property to trustees loi^
various benevoleut purposes. He recites iu llie
revocation that lie wishes to provide for parties
bavin" natural claims'upon him, to amend the
health
original instrument and with returning
to give his personal attention to the execution
acts
heretoHe confirms the
of his designs.
fore performed by the trustees.
EChoilc v.lnnd

Democratic

Convention.

Democratic
state convention met at 11 o’clock to-day.
Col.
VV. Van Slick was chosen president.
Cl) as. R.
Cutler of NVarreu was nominated for Governor;
John B. Pierce of Bristol for Lieut. Governor;
Hilaries E. Gorman of Providence, for Attorrey General, and Philip Rider of Newport, for

Providence, March 27.—The

Treasurer.
The convention was the
largest the Democrats have held for soma
years,
General

xiuiciibaus

ucai

1110

mci

uavu

Kumors come in
been murdered by them.
that the Mexicans have cleaned out a company
or two of negro soldiers at San Luis
on the IJio
Grande, about 40 miles below Kio Grande
and
a
of
men
number
armed
were seen
city
prowling near this place. A upmberof Mexicans reside here, but they cannot be depended
Nearly the entire Itio
upon for assistance.
Grande frontier of Texas, embracing a belt of
50 to 100 miles in width is inhabited mostly by
Mexicans, many of whom, though takiug no
active, part in the forage of the thieves, yet
sympathise with and give them secret aid aud
comfort.
Washington, March 27.—Postmaster General Jewell this afternoon received the follow-

slate.

NEW YORK.

Americans taken Prisoners and

Galveston, Tex., March 27.—A New’s
special from Corpus Cliristi, Texas, dated today, says that the hand of Mexicans came
wi thin seven miles of the town robbing several
stores and houses, and taking a large number
of Americans prisoners.
Among them were
Judge Gilfiu, formeily a member ot the Legisand
two
women.
lature,
Tney compelled the
captives to walk in front of them till they
were
exhausted, and then mounted them on
bareback horses and hurried them off. They

Tho Governor and Council, and Mr. Woods
for the European and North American Bailroad Co., to day made an amaicable settlement
of all points in dispute between the state and
road, in relation to titles of public lands. The

coing
Boston, March 27 —Rnmors of fraud and
hints of early exposure have for some time
been current in this city, in connection with
the finishing and painting of the new Boston
postoffice. Nevertheless a ripple of excilemeut
afternoon by
was created upon the street this
the announcement upon the bulletin hoards of
the Herald, that U. S. treasury agents, who
investiare now in the city for the purpose of
gating the allegations, had seized the hooks of
Hugh Flood, whose name has lately been
brought prominently before the public as a
supposed principal in numerous questionable
The Herald charges the exring transactions.
istence of a “postoffiee ring,” that the funds of
the government have beeu misanplied and appropriated by private parties, aud indirectly implicates Postmaster Burt aud several promiuest state officials.
Mr. Flood will to morrow
He denies that his
publish his statement.
books were seized, but claims be voluntarily
The matter
submitted them for examination.
created quite a stir in the Legislature this affrauds
where
alleged
ternoon,
upon the part of
Flood in the capitol repairs are now undergoing investigation, and President Loriug of the
Senate surrendered the chair and made a half
hour’s speech, defending himself from the imputation of conuectiou-mth the so called post-

Post-office.

Gaily Occurrence

cil to be paid $100 per month when on duty;
the Land Agent is to have a clerk at $100 per
month until otherwise ordered. No change in
the other departments.
The committee of the Council to investigate
the affairs of the Land office, report that the
accounts are correctly kept and that tho financial report of 1873 was made in accordance with
correct principles and with scrupulous honesty.
Settlement of the £. & N. A. it. It* Con-

Frauds in

a

Carried OIF—Murders nnd Robberies of

made Saturday.
Tho Clerical Force in the State Departments—The Land Office.
Acjgdsta, March 27.—The Governor and
Council have established tbe following regulations relating to clerks in the several departments:
Secretary of State i« limited to a
deputy and two clerks, the latter to have $1200
and $1300 a yeaa; the State Treasurer, in addi
Mon to his present office force, is to have a clerk
at $1200; Messenger to the Governor and Coun-

Alleged

THE. TEXAS BORDER.

Mexicans Burn

whose buildings liquoor is sold, to this effect
and it is said the bats have all been closed and
nothing stronger than a glass of cider can be
obtained at any price. A small seizure was

superin~b“ v>18refc-Tmg. flood was appointed ofto the
new
tend the painting and frescoing
to the
and
was
to
disburse
allowed
postoffice,
harass him in this undertaking.
workmen. The specific charges against him
The general passenger agents held a meetare falsifying the rolls and charging the
govin
to
meet
Chicago,and
agreed
ernment
more than was paid the men employnight
Friday
ing
their managers at Cleveland the 3Uth inst.
ed; also with usiug upon private jobs the paint
aud materials of the government.
The Lemoyue-Farwell contested election case
in Illinois has been dropped, and Mr. Farwell

remains the Representative from the third Congressional district.
One night last week tbe court house at Galena. Mo., was broken into and all the indictThe sheriff undertook to arrest
ment# stolen.
a number of men supposed to have been engaged in the affair, but after a fight, in winch one
The two
man was killed, the sheriff desisted.
parties are now watching each other.
Louis A. Middleton, editorof the West Point
Miss., Times, was shot and killed by if. L
Lowe, editor of the Citizen, whom he had libelled.
The Virginia Senate has voted to expel Graham, implicated in the naval cadetship scandal.
Ship Thomas Boyne Of Halifax, has bee lost
at sea.
Steamer Lizzie Rea struck a snag and sunk
Vessel and cargo a
at Shreveport Saturday.
The second engineer was drowned.
total loss.
Orders for the arrest of ten more ku klux in
Todd county, Ky., have beeu issued apd the
sheriff lias gone to execute the orders.
Gen. Augur lias assumed command at New
Orleans.
W. S. Graves and Dr. E. B. Sparkam were
arraigned at Brockville, Can., for murder by an
attempted abortion.
The interest on the coupons of the Wilmington & Reading railroad due April 1st, will not
*
he paid.
.James Crombie, a well known Nashua builder, died yesterday.
The grand jury has founl four indictments
against Harris, charged with setting the recent
lire at the Lebanon Shaker settlement.
The Ashland, Pa., Savings Bank has sus-

Ca*e.
The application for a rehearing of Fitz John
Porter’s though briefly discussed, was not decided in the Cabinet meeting yesterday, and all
the papers have to-day been referred tor an
upinion to be prepared bv the Attorney General in conjunction with Judge Advocate General Holt.
Regulation, for the Redemption ol Mutilated Currency.
The Treasury of the United States will in a
few days issue a circular amending the regulation governing the redemption of United States
currency so that in cases of mutilation a deduction will bo made in proportion to the part
missing. Incase of legal tender notes, if less
than one-tenth of the original proportion of
notes is missing the mutilation will he disreIf one fourth of the note is missing
garded.
one-tenth of its face value will he deducted. If
more than one-fourth aud less than oue fit'ib is
missing one-fifth of its face value will bo de
ducted, aud so on, reckoning by tenths. But
of note of which less than one-half of the
original proportion is presented will be redeemed without evideuce that the missiou proportion
is destroyed. The same rule will be applied to
mutilated fraclioual currency, with the substitution of one-filth for one-tenth. The amended regulations will take effect on the 1st of
May instead of 1st of April.
Note* Redeemed.
The amount of national bank notes received
by the national hank redemption agency from
the 1st of July last to this date is $1)8,818,29,8.
The amount of notes redeemed and paid for
The
during the same period is $85,834,501.
difference between the above two amounts is
which
the amount of notes of national banks
have failed, gone into voluntary liquidation or
Filz Jolin Porter’*

not exceeding 8500 per acre.
is
The land is at the rear of the buildings and
clear land and
all
bo
to
high
good
represented
instead of the
very desirable for a play ground,
iu
low ground now used. The council reported
favor of the purchase, which was approved by

lar army and lost a leg at Williamsburg.
The city goverument to-day elected Seth
Wliithouse Assessor, in place of John W.
Chase, who would not accept.

Customer, “I

to-day:—Currency, $5,134,288.00jspecial deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates ot
deposit $44,446,000;coin, $80,175,051, including
coin certificates, $24,045,000; outstanding legal
tenders, $380,734,700.

adjacent
state at a price

Intelligence

Regulation* in Cuba.
27.—There is reason to
lntenns
rules

believe that the Spanish government
again to enforce cerrain objectionablewhich
having relation to our trade with Cuba,it. xne
it is feared will considerably embarrass
caused
regulations when enforced formerly
much complaint, on account of the frequent
ne
masters,
fines levied ihereon on American
new regulations go into effect April 1J,
Mercuants
having been officially promulgated.
trading with Cuba should inform themselves
upon the subject.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

Couuctl—Purchase of Lund

for the Reform

THE PERILS OF THE SEA.

WASHINGTON.

ing telegram:

•

Corpus Christi, Tex.. March 27.
The postotlice at Nucees was robled and
burned yesterday. The San Antonio mail carrier was robbed and taken prisoner; the mail,
No mail will be sent ont
however, was saved.
H. Taylor, Postmaster.
to-day.
It is supposed at the departmeut that these
outrages were committed by a band of armed
Mexicans, who were reported by the press
despatch of last night to be depredating near
Corpus Christi. A copy of the above will be
furnished to the slate department for suitable

investigation.

The Gorge at Port Deposit Weakening.
Port- Deposit, Md., March 27.—The ice
;orge is growing weak very fast. Several chanrels are making their way through it from
Hook Hun down. The people here hope now
Lliat all danger of another flood is passed.
Everybody here is busy in getting things

straightened.

Matters on the Upper Susqnehanna.
Pittston, Pa., March 27.—The weather is
?cry warm to day. The rain of yesterday had
the people
ao visible effect on the river, and
ire walking over on the ice.
They do not expect a break up before to-morrow, or possibly
later.
T'he

situation nl

the schooner Gen. S.

Fogg.

tviiKesbarrc.

Railroad.,123$

fasten <& Maine
Eastern Railroad.
iastern Railroad.
Second Call.

59$
59$@59$

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.105
fiasteru Railroad.
Sales at Auction.

59$

Fork Manufacturing Coranany.1317$
franklin Company, Lewiston.100
Eastern Railroad.59§ (aj 59|
eastern Railroad.
58f
Boston & Maine Railroad..123
Portland City 6s, 1897. 97
Portland City Sixes, 1907. 95$
eastern Railroad 7’s. 1883.— @ 92$
eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s, 1881.
@ 92$
—

A fire iu Warren, It. I, Saturday, destroyed
the barn of Charles Cole, and a peddlei’s
wagon.
G. W. Carmel’s cotton warehouse in New
Loss $30,000.
Void, was burned yesterday.
Some adjacent stores were also damaged,
A fire 111 i’ittsfield, Mass., Saturday .damaged
several stores.
On the

Delaware.

Delaware Water Gap, Penn, March 27.—
The ice gorge, which is seven miles above
the gap, still remains the same.
The strong
resiseance by ice in the gap has been lessened
by cutting a channel .through the middle. The
rain of last night has tit^de no visible impression. The weather is warm and the snow is
melting rapidly. Should the weather remain
thus for two or three days a break is inevitable. Several visitors came here to-day to witness the break of the
tremendous gorge. The
gorge consists oi one hundred and fifty miles
a
of
thrown into space
eighteen, which is now
thirty feet thick.
nETEOKOLOGICAL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT TWENTV-FOCH
HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
?
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Mar. 29, |1 A. M.) )
For New Euglnnd,
increasing cloudiness and continued cold
weather, followed by snow and rain, winds
shifting to easterly and southerly, falling barometer.
_

FOREIGN.
'The i'(iili.t War.
London, March 28 —It is reported from Estella that deputies from the tour provinces occupied by the Carlists have met to consider the
request of Dou Carlos for contributions, and
have replied that the country is exhausted,
feesh sacrifices are impossible, and Don Carlos
This, obstiought to procure funds abroad.
nately maintained, notwithstanding Don Carlos threatened to retire.
Despatches Irom Madrid report that Don
Carlos has ordered persons found reading Cabrera’s manifests to be shot.
There have been
additional instances of the fraternization of
the Carlist and government troops on tho
banks of the Oria.
lu one of the Carlist
•camps placards headed “Viva peace, the fueros
and General Cahrea” have been posted.
The government announces that six Carlist
colonels and
many other
geuerals, three
have
France and
deofficers
entered
clared their allegiance to King Alfonso.
A telegram from Santander asserts that on
the other hand the hopo settling the war by a
convention
Gen. Loma is
is fast dying.out.
expected there to meet a threatened invasion of
the province.
Don Carlos with sixteen battalions and artillery is march ug on liomales, 25 mtles from
Santander.
The Last of the Gustav Outrage.
London, March 28.—Spain has paid to Germany 11,000 thalers of indemnity fat tha Gustav outrage.
The Italian Government nml the AmeriCentennial.
can
Rome, Marcn 28—The Opinione says that
the government has decided to give assistance
within certain limits to Italian exhibitors at
tbs United States centecliial exhibition, but it
proposes to appeal mainly to individual efforts
and will recommend that only such articles bo
sent as are of exceptional merit aud great commercial importance.
A Catholic Priest Forbids the Reading of
a Newspaper on Pain of a Refusal of the
Sacrament.

Montreal, March 27 —The reading of a
newspaper, which published some anti- Catholic lectures, was ptohibited from the pulpit of
Metre Dame Cathedral yesterday on pain of
refusal of the sacrament.
Foreign Notes
A petition is being signed bv Dominion merchants engaged in the tea trade, praying the
House of Commons to appoint a committee to
examine iuto the present state of Cauadiau imports, as far as relates to tea and coffee, urging
that the existing law in this connection forces
the Canadian import trade into the hands of
Americans.
It is reported that the Khan of Khiva recently asked Russia for further assistance
against his unruly subjects, and said be lias
offered to become altogether a vassal of the
Czar.
Ochard, the French author, is dead.
Gen. Loma has arrived at Zurugaray, an advanced post of the Carlists, and there fraterDemonstrations
nized with the Alfonsoists.
were made in favor of peace.
from Protestant
According to statistics
sources, 30,000 Spaniards have been converted
Protestant chapto Protestantism since 1808.
els in Madrid and elsewhere is the country
continue open.
Edgar Quiluet, the distinguished author and
member or the Assembly from Paris, is dead.
The Paris police Sunday made a descent on
all the English betting offices aud seized the
books and cash found ou Ihe premises.
me itoraan uatuouc oisuops oi irrussia are
to hold a conference at Funday Tuesday.
Advices by the way of St. Thomas report
that President Guizman Blanco of Venezuela
has refused the custom bouse at Maraicaibo
and transferred the collection of duties for that
port to Torto Cabello.
Overboard.—About half past one o’clock
this morning Capt. Creamer of the schooner
Combey heard a shout, and going on deck discovered a man in the water. The captain, with
the assistance of the crew, succeeded in rescuing him. He proved to be John Brown, a Fort
soldier, who had wandered down to the wharf
intoxicated and fallen into the water.
Officers Place and Harmon were called and
took the man to the station, where ho was atwhile

tended to.

FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholeaale Markets.
Saturday, March 27.—The markets is very firm
and prices are very strong. The grain market is
very active and prices have advanced a little to-day.
The supply is rather small. Pord aDd lard are rtxU
The
in good demand and prices show no
market is quite bare. The grocery.r^Trxet shows no

change.

--

■?A~4>'gn Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Polynesian—20,580 bush wheat, 8152 do pens, 368 do corn, 1934 bush
oats, 1550 bbls apples, 61,000 lbs cheese, 229,5 0 do
butter, 200,000 do oatmeal, 700 bush seed, 1.467,900
lbs bacon, 1580 do bides, 120,000 do lard, 399,000 do
pork, 750 tonftues, 280 green hides, 159 bd.s lightning
rods, 190 rolls leather, 4 cases do, 55 packages merchandise.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase-1200 bbls flour,
2250 galls whiskey, 19 bbls barley, 1170 bags feed, 261
bags malt, 41,000 lbs dres-ed bogs, 16,000 do beet, 5400
do dressed sheep, 399 packages seeds, 1000 lbs hops,
480
10,000 lbs butter, 4600 do cheese, 38,500 do .hams,
galls brandy, 6 cases cigars, 39,200 lbs cordage, 13
4
pckgs leather, 453 do paper, 47 do boots aud shoes,

organs, 436 plcgs merchandise.
HAVANA. Bark J G Norwood—9513 box shooks,
500 shooks and heads, 200 kits mackerel.
HALIFAX, NS. Hrig Countess—1700 bbls flour
KKft

tr

ills nil

Foreign Import*.
9
Wilkesbarra, March 28.—The water has
SAGUA. Sclir Moses Patten—307 hhds molasses,
risen three leet on Kingston flats since jesterHunt & Co.
lay, and communication by fo.it is again cut 30 tcs do to Geo S
C1ENFUEGOS. Sclir Meusito—172 hhds molasses,
iff, but there has been no impression made on
E
Churchill.
do
to
C
44
tcs
rale
the
same
will
the water
;he gorge. At
more
two feet
-ise
through the night.
Cho thaw was not as rapid to day as yesterday,
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
led to night it is cloudy and threatens to rain.
by Grand Trunk Railroad—King & GilReceipts
for
on
the
watch
the
coming of man 100 bbls flour, Messrs Millikcn 100 do flour, C B
People are ail
he flood, and there is no reason to tear any
100
do flour, Norton & Chapman 100 do flour
Aarney
1 car fcom, Marshall & Ilsley 100 bbls flour, Josselyn
oss of life, however great tho destruction of
100
do
flour, J S Winslow luO do flour, W o
iroperty of property and devastation of the & Co
75 <lo flour, Waldron & True 3 cai« corn and 2
’alley may be, A low portiou of the city lying Alden
& Davis 2 cars corn, J W Dodge 2
Palmer
do
ilong the Lehigh & Susquehanna railroad, was carsoats,
oats and 1 do corn, Blake <& Jones 1 do corn, S
iooded to-day bv water from higher points,
2
do
corn, G W Green 4 do corn, Kensell
W Thaxter
vlrich could fled hut slow passage to the river.
& Tabor 8 do corn and 1 do oats. Hathaway & Wood
from
hills
of
the
ran
& Co 2 do corn, G W True 1 do
deal
Larminie
1 great
drainage
3 do oats,
1 do
i
corn. F S Wheeler 2 do corn, Messrs Knigbt
uto the Nortli Branch canal, which was within
! foot of being as lflgu as last week, when it oats,' J S Croc sett 2 cars oats.
bush cornmeal to G w
water
conveyance—1000
15y
A
number
of
uund ited part of Caual street.
True & Co.
aud several colored
, :ars are filied with water,
, amilies have moved into the seooud
story of
Kew Fork Stork and Honey Market.
| heir dwellings.
New York, March 27—Morning.—Stocks opened
If waking of the Ice Gorge above Glen
active and fluctuating. Governments are active and
Union-Several Lives deported Lost.
strong.Money at 3 per cent. Gold at 116}. Exchange
482; do short 486.
Lockhaven, Pi.. March 28.—Intelligence long,
The following were the closing quotations of Gov1 ias beeu received here this evening that the
ernment securities:
peat ice gorge at Glen Union, 13 miles above United States coupon 6 s, 1881, ex-div. 121
to
and
the
west
United States 5-20’s, 1862.
iere, has commenced move,
United States 5-20 s
iranch of the Susquehanna is overflowed. The
United States 5-20 s, lbb5vold....J-J
peatest anxiety exists among residents along
Starts 5-20’s, 1865, now, ex-div.11J
United
lie river banks, and they are already preparing
Umled States 5 20’s, IW,
o remove thesr effects to a place ot salety. The
2»J
States 5-20’s, 1808, ex-div....
United
falIon House, owned by Major F. M. Smith,
United States new 5’s ex.[
me of the handsomest and most cosily strucUnited Slates 10-40 coupon.|Jo
114,8
ures of the kind in this section of the state, is
Curreucv 6’s ex in.
of
areatenerl by the impending flood, as it exThe following were the closing quotations
ends nearly to tho water’s edge. The proprieStocks:
Co-ex
Union
Telegraph
ors commenced to move their
div.Jf?
property from Western
Pacific Mail.•.
he lower s ories to the upper this afternoon.
N i’ Central and Hudson R. consolidated.101
Clio furious mountain streams and general
Erie.
Jk*
haw up the river, has increased the volume of
.... 4o
Erie preferred...
77
vaterso greatly that the Susquehanna has
Michigan Central....
Tho
iverfiowed a number of valuable farms.
Union Pacific stock...58}
Lake Shore. 74.V
oss is very heavy.
The back water has also
102}
Illinois Central, ex-div.
orced up the current of Fishing and other
Wabash...14}
been
aud
small
■reeks,
destroyed,
bridges have
& Northwestern. 45}
Chicago
t is also currently reported that three lives
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..... .58
! lave been lost, and it is feared that tho lossfot
Chicago & Rock island... 1C6}
informa! ife mav be still greater. From the
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railinthe
be
can
it
is
ion that
probable
road securities:
secured,
Central Pacific bonds.98}
mdatiou will reach this city to night or to,..97
Union Pacific.
It is probable tho deluge
oorrow morning.
Pacific land grants.ICO
vill he ascelerated by a rain storm anil that the j Union
Funds,.
.....30
Sinking
desolated.
he
will
of
the
! ower part
city
_

18<>4.....[J®*

ex-div.J™#

jib.

Bank Statement.
New York, Mch. 27.—The following is the weekly
>atik statement.
Decrease in loans..$ 4,305.300
Increase in Specie.
1,014.00*
Decrease in legal tenders. 232,030
Decrease in deposits. 369,480
Circulation Decreased. 697,100
Increase in reserves.

1,075,400

Gloucester Fi*h Market.
Gloucester, Mass., March 27.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
Ending March 27th:
Georges Codtlsli—receipts are only moderate; the
George men bringing in lighter fares on second third
trips; new Georges firm at 5 75 p qtl. Bank—few on
market at 5 37$ to 5 50 as to quality.
Mackerel unchanged at 1100 and 8 00 p bbl for
l’fe and 2's Shores and $9 @ #7 for Boy.
Pickled Herring in moderate demand at 4 25 @ 5 25
p bbl for Bay of Island round and split; no Shore
Herring in market: Hake and Pollock arc quiet at
3 00 @ 3 25 p qtl; Smoked Halibut 11c p lb; prepared and boneless Codfish at 7c p lb; Tongues and
Sounds $9 p bbl; Halibut Fins #12 p bbl; Fresh cod
fish Tongues 8c p lb; Cod Oil 58c p galloon; Porgy
Oil 45c P gallon.
Fresh Halibut have not arrived so freely this week
and prices have advanced; last sales Bank at 6J @ 3$
p lb .for White and Gray; Georges Halibut are scarce
on Banks; the few brought in brought 7$ and 4c per
lb for white gray; most of the fleet engaged in Haddock fishery will soon haul off and engage in some
The season has been a seother branch of fishery.
vere one for the Shore seamen, but lew having made
last
season
sales— Codfish, fresh, 2$c
a paying
work;
p ft, Haddock 2c, Cusk ljo, Hake l$c p lb. About
in
the
will
Western and Grand
engage
fifty vessels
Bank fishery salt trips and some have already sailed.
March
17tli
seventeen arrivals
the
week
For
ending
were reported; nine from Georges with an aggregate
four from Grand
345.000
and
catch of
lbs Codfish,
Banks with 190,000 lb^Halibut, and four have refrom
Grand
Meuan
without
fares. No Herturned
ring has been taken there the past month. The
Bank
on
salt trips deWestern
fleet fitting away
pended on these arrivals for tbeir supply of bait.

CLEA RED.
Brown

Steamship Polynesian, (Br)

Liverpool

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax,

N

& A Allan.

Porteous.

Steamship

PQN’T

—

S—John

Providence Print Cloth Market*
Providence. March 27 —The priuting cloths mar
et closed dull; the sales of last week foot up only 11,200 pieces; 6$'@ 6$c for spot 64’s and weak at 6c for
futures.
_

@

G 75.

112.

Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 73,000 hush wheat, 42.000 hush corn,jG,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 3,000

bush of barley.
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 73,000 bush wheat 11,000 bush corn, 1,000 busn oats, 00,000 bush rye, 8,000
oust. Parley.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
declining at 93$ @ 93gc seller April; 78£c seller May;
99Jc seller June. Corn at 76c seller May. Oats are
an |c lower.
Pork and Lard nominally unchanged.

St. Louis, March 27.—Flour is quiet ami unchangdouble extra at 4 65 @

90; treble do at 5 00 (a)
Wheat dull and unchanged; No 2 Red at 112|
@ 113}; No 2 Spring 95 @ 96$c. Corn is a fraction
lower; No 2 Mixed at 70 ® 70$c in elevator for cash;
69$c seller April. Oats lower to sell and a little doing; No2at6@63$c. Barley dull and unchanged.
Rye declining at 1 00 @ 1 02. Whiskey quiet at 1 10.
Pork at 20 75 @ 21 00 cash; Dry Salted Meats firm
for shoulders 7|c; clear rib sides at lOgc; clear sides
114 @ 11$. Bacon firm; shoulders 8g@ 8fc; c.ear rib
ll| @ ll|c; clear sides at 12$ @ 12$. Sweet Pickled
Hams at 11$ @ ll$c.
Live Hogs active lor best grades; offerings mainly
common yorkers at 6 00 @ 6 50: bacon at 6 50 @ 7 00:
good to extra 7 25 @8 00. Cattle are in fair demand
and unchanged; good native shipping steers at 6 00;
fair at 5 25; fair to good native batjher steers 5 25 @
5 40; choice at 5 65; common to lair mixed stock 3 75
@ 5 00; fair to good Texas 4 00 @ 5 50.
Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 8,000 wheat, 15,000 bush
bush corn, 14,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush barley, 1,000
do rye, 0000 hogs ,00 head cattle.
Milwaukee, March 27.—Flour quiet and steady.
4

Wheat is unsettled; No 1 Milwaukee at 101$; No-2
Milwaukee at 92; seller April 94$c; 98§c seller May
Oats in fair demand and a shade easier; No 2 fresh
in store at 54c.
Corn firm and steadier; No 2 Mixed
in store at 69c; new in store at 67$. Rye is firm and
in
store
1 06. Barley is quiet and firm;
No
1
scarce;
No 2 Spring in store fresh at 1 08; No 3 do at 90c.—
Prov isions very steady. Pork strong at 20 00 for cash
and seller April. Sweet pickled atl0|@ll$c. Dry
Saited Meats, shoulders at 7$ @ 7gc for loose; middles at log @ 12$c boxed for prime. Lard is steady;
steam rendered at 13$ @ 14c; kettle at 14Jc.
Receipts—16,000 bbls Hour. 41,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—65.000 bbls tlour,29,000 bush wheat.
Toledo, March 27.—Flour is firm. Wheat firm;
No 2 White Wabah 1 22; extra WLPe Michigan 1 21;
Amber Michigan at 1 14$ jseller May 1 17$; No 2 light
114$; No 2 Dayton and Michigan 114; seller April
at 115; No 3 Red 1 09$; No 2 Amber Illinois at 1 15.
Coru is in fair demand and advanced; high Mixed at
72fc; seller April at 73c; seller May at 75c;seller June
at 75$c: low mixed 724c; no grade at 71$e. Oats are
No 1 at 62c; No 2 at
in fair demand and
60c; White 6l'$c; Michigan 60$c.
Receipts—18,000 bush Wheat, 20,000 bush Corn, 6,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—1,000 bbls flour,6,000 bush Wheat,16,000
bush Corn, 5,Q,00 bush Oats.
Uinoinkati, March 27.—Provisions—Pork is firm
and higher at 21 00. Lard is firm ;steam at 13| @ 14;
14$c for kettle. Bulk Meats firm; shoulders at 7|c;
clear rib sides at 10|c; clear sides at ll$c. Bacon is
steady; shoulders .at 8$c; clear rib sides 1 lJc; clear
sides at 12gc. Whiskey is firm at 1 11. Live Hogs
steady; offerings all of Jow grades; common at 6 75 @
7 35; fair t<5 medium 7 50@850.

advancing;

Detroit, March 27.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat firm and in fair demand; extra 1 20$ @ 1 21;
No 1 at 117$ @ 118; Amber at 112 @ 1 13$. Corn is
quiet at 72$ (a) 74c. Oats quiet at 59$ @ 60$,
jno receipts.
Charleston, March 27.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplandsc.

Mobile, March 27.—Cotton—Holiday.
New Orleans, March 2L—Norton is strong and in
good demand; Middling uplands at 16c.
New York, March 27.—Cotton—Holiday.
Savannah, March 27.—Cotton—Holiday,
Market.
Havana. March 27.—Sugar is quiet and nominal ; No 16 to 12 d s at 14 @ 142 reals per arrobe; No
15 to 20 d standard at 17* @ 20 reals per arrobe Molasses sugar at 10@ 10* reals; Muscovado Sugar, inferior to common 9f @ 10 reals; fair to good refining at 10* @ 12* reals; grocety grades at 15 reals;
stock in warehouses at Havana anti Matauzas, 274,000 boxes, 51.000 libds; the receipts for tLe week have
been 46,000 boxes 13,000 hlids; and the exports for
the week have been 43,000 boxes and 13.000 liuds, including 6600 boxes and all the hhds to United States.
Molasses—Clayed and Muscovado 5* @ 6 reals per
keg.
Lumber quiet and weak; White Pine $65 @ 70 per
M; Pitch Pine—$53 @ 55.
Freights firm;.vessels are in demand. Exchange
Havana

nominal.

Rcropean Markets*
London, March 27—12 30 P M.—Consols at 92| @

93 for money and account.
London, March 27—12.30 P.

pain in your back in the morning,
and is it with difficulty that jou can move in your
bed? If so your kidneys are diseased. Don’t use
plasters, they will do you no good; take Hunt’s
Remedy and be cured. This medicine cures dropsy
and all diseases of the kidneys, bladder and uninary
ma26cod&wlw
organs.
too

have

a

MARRIED.

$0,

In Freeport. March
by Rev. N. D. Center. John
Mitchell and Miss Mary E. Knight, both of Freeport.
lu East Sumner, March 10, Stephen C. Heald and
Miss Ella S. Robinson.
In Augusta, March 17, Chas. H. Ashford and Miss
Nellie H. Griffin.

DIED.__
In this
[9 years.

city, March 27,

Edward

Clapp Rideout, aged

[Funeral services this Monday forenoon at 11 o’clk,
it No.T44 Pine street. Relatives and friends are incited to attend.
In this city, March 28, at the Orphan’s Horae, the
ittle Daisy, who was left at the door of the Asylum
u the autumn of last 3?ear.
[Funeral sei vices Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
it the house. Any person having a special interest
u the child can call that day.
In Fret port, March 26, George A. Clark, aged 4$
rears,—son ot A. W. Clark.
In Fryebtirg, March 22, Mrs. Mary Fessenden, aged
17 years.

Name.

From

For

_

4

Cock, Robinson, Lynn, to load for Ca ais
F Swifr, Collins, Southport.
SAILED—Br'gs Eudorus. and Edith Hall; sclis
Alexander Harding, Benj Reed. C F Young, Ruth H
Baker, Nellie Grant. A K Weeks, Satilla, Mary E
Rankin, Lizzie Lane, Stephen Woodbury, Ida L, and
others.

Scii

Soli

Game

Emily

Ulas.Boston.Liverpool_Apl
Ugeria.New York- Liverpool.Apl
Ups.-.New York. Jamaica,&c.. Apl
dolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Apl
Scandinavian.Pori land
Liverpool.... Apl
Moravian .Portland.... Liverpool.Apl
...

30
30
31
31
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
9
10
10
17

yiisiaPirc Almatinc.March 29.
bin rises.5.48 I High water....,, 4.30 PM
| Jun sets.6.22 I Moon rises.1.20 PM

MAPvINE

iFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!
Cld at Philadelphia 27th, brig Addio Hale, ShepHavana.
pard,
Ar at New York 27th, sch Hattie Ross, Durgin,
Guantanamo.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 27th. brig Clara 31
Goodrich, from Sagua, (ordered to Portland.)
Spoken—March 15, lat 23 30. Ion 65 35, barque Jennie S Barker, from Java for Boston.

MEMORANDA.
Brig Hattie E Wheeler, Armstrong, at Sagua from
New York, repons. March 11,2 o’clock A 31, lat 29 01
lou 72 05, passed within thirty feot cf a vessel bottom
up, keel about 100 feet long.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 17th, ship Pactolus, Tobey. Astoria.
Cld 25tb, ship Fred Tudor. Bearse, Honolulu.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 20tb, sch Olive H Robinson,
__

_

Craig, Ruatan.

__

Below 25th. ship Mayflower. Harrington. Havre.
Ar up 26th, ships Crescent City, Delano, and Norris,
Barstow, Havre.
SAVANNAH—Ar 25tb, sch Annie P Chase, Poole,
__

_

Philadelphia.
Cld 25th, sch Hattie N Fuller. Hart, Union Island.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d. sch Farragut, Hart, from
Philadelphia.
Sid 26th; seh Mabel Thomas. Randall, Matanzas.
NORFOLK—Ar 24ili, schs R O Thomas, Douglas,
Eockport; Clara Keen. Keen, Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, brig Julia II Dillingham,
fm Boston; Addle
TAr 25th,rschs Skylark, Smalley,
Emma Arey. Hall, New

York; P H Odiorne, Ortiwell. Providence.
Ar 26th, sch J V Wellington. Rich. Boston.
M
Sid 25th, barque Palo Alto, for Montevideo; sch
E Henderson, lor Matanzas.
Cld 26th, sells Omaha, Coggins,Portland, C C Lane,
Lane, New London.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, brig San Carlos, AthNewerton, Matanzas; sch Eastern Light, Chase,
„„„

_

P°Ar 26th,

Matanzas
barque Ocean Pearl, Henley,
Cld 25tb, schs John Douglass, Parker, Itio Janeiro,
FA Crowley. Crowley, Matanzas.
, Eva
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 25th, seh
C

*

We'n t 'lo° soil*1 251 h, htigs J B Brown, and Wifi field;
25tb, sells Millie Triin, DrinkECNEWmYlHtK—CldMaid
ol the Mist, Smith, Port
au

water, Hnmacoa;
Prince: Conservative, Benson. Sagua.
Ar 25th. schs Albert Mason, Rose, Richmond

II b

Bridges, Landrick, Providence; Hattie, McClintock.
Bello Brown, Nash, Rockland: Charlie
Cobb. Kennedy, do; Mary B Harris, Mitchell. New
Haven; Silas McLoon. Spear. Rockland; Speedwell,
BedSanders. Rockland ; Chas Carroll, Chase, Nety
ford; Nautilus, Peck. Fall River ; Chiliou, Grant,
Boston; Mary Shields, Snowman, Newport; ConJameson.
gress, York, Portland ; Oliver Jamesou,
Providence-

John J Marsh, Fickett, Matanzas;
B<Ar°26th. barquePatterson,
Cardenas 16 days; schs

brig Faustina,
Emma K Hart, Hart, Sagua; Grace Cushing. HamilAdton, Portland: Red Jacket. Gregory. Rockland;
Lewis, do; Merrill C Hart, liawley, St George;
rian,
_i r..i_-,i
Hvannk
Ar 27th, barque Jona Chase,
sch O M Marrett, Heed. Para.

Clifford, Liverpool;

Cld 2611), barque Willard Mudgett, Dickey, Slianghae: brigs Havana, Meyer, Havana; Emma, BuckGalveston.
nam, Matanzas; H M Kowiey, Rowley,
Kid 26lh, brigs H P Dewey, for Matanzas; Maty
Gibbs, lor Cette.
„„
_.
MornPassed through Hell Cate 25th, schs Lllcn
sou, from Hoboken for Providence; Georgia Staples,
New York for Calais; Decora, do for Providence.
Passed through Hell Gate 26(h, sebs John Batch,
from Hoboken for Providence; Globe, Elizabeth port
tor do: A S Emery, New York ior Rockland; Alrnaretta, Baltimore lor New Haven.
BRISTOL—Sid25th, sch Sarah Louise, WmetenKWPORT—Ar 25tb, sch Susan Ross, Wall, Providence for New York.
In port 26th, sebs Alaska. Thorndike, Portland tor
New York; Joseph W Fish.Daiiy. St George for New
York; Samuel Fish. Tea), Rockport for Norfolk;
Bessie E Dickinson,Dickinson, Batli for Wilmington;
Fred Fish. Davis, Rockport for-.
Id Dutch Island Harbor 25th, sens Pioneer, Basset,
Portland for Baltimore: Bagaduce, C(Sx. do for do.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar25th, sch E R Emerson
Sears, Philadelphia fer Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 261 h, sebs Silver Spray, Wass, irom
Sagua; Iona. Bunker, New York.
Ar 27th, brigs Eugenia. Veazie. Matanzas; Harry,
Robinson, Sagua: Northern Light, Harper, Sagua;
G P Pomeroy. Bryant, Im Baltimore; E R Emerson,
Sears. Philadelphia.
Cld 27th. brigs A J Ross, Lothrop, Humacoa: Eliza
Morton, Leland, Cardenas; sehs Speedwell. Drisko,
Cardenas; Eben Fisher, Itevnolds.do; Lizzie E Dow.
Chase, Matanzas; Ida Hudson, lxenniston, Rockland.

Saturday, March 27.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passenrers and mdse to Henrv Fox.
'steamship Polino, (Br) Leach, St John, NB—pas
icugers ami mdse to John Porteous.
Barque Jenuie Cobb, (of Boston) Small. Matanzas
5 days—G85 hlids 106 boxes sugar to Geo S Hunt &
Brig Etta M Tucker, Merrintan, Philadelphia—coal
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Moses Patten, (of Bango*-) Harding, Sagua—
107 hlids 30 tes molasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Soli Monsita. (Bn Lent,Cienfuegos—472 hlids 41 tes
nolasses to E Churchiil & Co.

OPEN

From

»Uiin«ui«hrd

a

lo

MARK DOWNOUK PKESENT •TOt’li

CASE

INCURABLE

FOR AN

1st,

APKIL

decided

have

onr

will

wc

ABOUT
wc

Uooda

STOCK,

SPRING

NEW

which

tion.

$5000

room for

order lo mnkc

In

Inrruior
more

WANT.

WE

THAN

diseases
Luugs, and all
leading to Consump-

—

AT

PRICES

I,aw,er of Bo.toa
that all

a
to
Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Slr-Idesne
nalsaU'word An behalf of your Adamson a Cough
Irom
cosovero
have been a surterer from a very
tbe first of last November, trying a great many
or 1
scriptions without, any considerable
a
ot Mwc u
improvement, until tbe middle
J tried the
notico.
friend brought this balsam to my
>
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin ga
tor
and 1 had no occasion to tiy any more,
twelve hours from taking the first
leu
entirely left me. Tne result seemed Utile

—

TUAN

LESS

LOW

SO

buy good* for

can

retail

Pje

a

whorl lime ■!

at

PRICES.

WHOLESALE
HIM,

WE

KEEL.

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best Tl read made,

of sill
miraculous. I liave sent more tliaii a score
tor tbe
ferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft.,
in every instance wi
1
as
so
learn,
far
remedy, aud,
marked success.

for : O cent*

on

Dozen.

a

100 Doz. Combination Shirt Fronts

IlespecifuHv^y^urs,

Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-Law, 27 Tremout St ]

manufacturer’* l*rice»— C7heupe»l and

at

Firm

Deal From

[Fro Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Zion’s Herald
35 Brumfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with tbs most gratresults.
We esteem it as one of the best of

we

hare

ever *eeu.

medicines.

—,

Savannah.

Ar at Callao 1st

inst, ship Alex McNeil, Sptonl, fm

Liverpool.
In port Feb 28, ships Gettysburg. Alexander, from
Cardiff, ar 27th; John Bryce.Morse, to load for Uuited States; barques Norwegian, Rogers, for Europe;
Fannie Skolfleid, Reagan, tor Europe.
Ar at Aspinwall 8th inst, seb Hattie Haskell, HewSid fm Cienfuegos 23d, barque Idaho, Richardson,
New York; brig Tbos Owen, Guptill,do; ech G B
McFarland. McFarland, do.
Sid fm Cabarien 22d, brig Netiie Cbase, Cbase, for
Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas 18tb, sch Almon Bird, Drinkwater,
St Thomas; 23d, barque Elliott Ritchie, Hutchinson,
Sid 23d, brigs Hattie M Bain, Tbestrup; Geo S Berry, Bradley, and Minnie Miller. Leland, for North of
Hatteras; sch Nellie Bowers, Stackpole. do.
in port 18th, brigs David Owen, Geo S Berry, M C
Comory. Moses Day, F H Jennings. Acelia Thurlow,
Minnie Miller, Charlotte. Hattie M Bain, and Isaac
Howland, for North of Hatteras; schs John Bird,
Nellie Bowers, Geo K Hatch, and Jas Brown, do.
Ar-at Havana 2Gth, barque Speedwell, from St
John, NB.
Sid 24tb, barque Lavinia, Sbackford, for Caibarien;
26th, brig Sarah E Kenuedy, Peterson, for North of
Hatteras.
Ar at Matanzas 23d, brig Ortolan, Dyer, Philadelphia; 2cth, sch Maggie M Rivers, Rivers, New York.
Ar at Sagua 23d, sch Cumberland. Webber, Philadelphia; 23d, barque Yumuri, Carlisle, New York;
John S Ingraham, Packard, Brunswick; 24th, brig
Juliet C Clark, Moore, and George Gilchrist, Orcutt,
New York; sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent Providence.
Sid 14th, sch John II Couverse, Plummer, North of
Hatteras.
In port 18th. barques Martin W Bre*t, and Henry
L Gregg, for North of Hatteras; sch Five Sisters, tor

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
COUGH BALSAM for the euro ot <out/hs
ConColds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and I he
sumption, has given rise to spurious com pounds.BALgenuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC CJUUOH
SAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protect yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that tbe words “b.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,/ are blown
n the glass of the bottle.
$5000 for a better article.
FAIL

DON’T

dec4

system has fallen a prey to disease of an intermittent
or remittent type, the Bitters will, if persisted in
eradicate every vestige ot tho malady. Billiousness,
constipation and dyspepsia yield with equal certainty to the operation of this potent vegetable alterative*

Hease tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,090,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
OF BOSTON,
will take parlors at tho

STATES HOTEL,

COST, OR LESS.
every article of goods in our line oi trade. The stock
consists of
Dry and Fnncy Good** and Groceries*,Hat«,
Cups, ifooIn, nhoe* and Rubbers*, CarpetiugN, Paoer Hanging"- Crockery, Glams
and Hardware, Flour, Corn Meal, elc.
Now is the time to purchase cheap, for we mean
business and must close out the enlire stock as soon
We will sell the stock and store fixtures
as possible.
to any who wish to take hold of a good trade in a
first-class store.
TERMS CASH.

Commencing March 25th and ending 31st,
where he will follow the promptings of tho
Spirit, iu hcaliug tho sick and afflicted,

No medicine

Great

C’IEABGK.

OF

Consultation, examination and

giveu.

All that arc able are
pay one dollar. Call early and avoid tho
for
ol
benefit
day
Laboring Class.

prescriptions tree.

Yarmouth Falls, March 24, 1875.

or

de21deod&weow52t£sn

$5.00.

JLADIES SPRING COSTUMES
—

in

HOUSE

Printing Business of the
continued, as heretofore,

115 EXCHANGE STIiEET.
All

orders,

eitho

prompt attention

personal

or

by mall, will receive

Jy24dttsn

—

ORCHESTRA.
D.

II.

CHANDI.EK, I.KADBK.

Office 27 Market Square.
D.

II. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton

Prompters.

MieodGmMWF.

oo 29

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
HA.RKISO N’S

OK.

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.
Indorsed by all the Medical .Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Idlfeotive and
Sure Remedy for

COST/YEN ESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to tlie palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require increase of doee, do not exhaust, and
ami for elderly persons, females and cbildreu, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ol
once the next morning.
the PiLFS end Falling of the KECTUM. We promise a cure for all svmptoms of Dyspepsia, such aa
Oppkession Afteb Eating, Soub
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of tiie Skin and Eyks^Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Lives Coeflaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
jfND ALL IBHEGU LA BITIES, NEUBALOIA, FAINTNESS &C.
lust what they need,
Travellers find the
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
as an aperient or
and
be carried in the veet pocket,
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Kura
ttOr. seal
Trial Kun 30 c. Inrue
by aunil free or |aoalngr la any ndalresa.
No.
1 Tremont
J6
Habkison
For salo bv E. S.
Co.,
acifeneodly
Temple. Boston, and by all Druggists.

Lozenges

MRS. A. U. EMERSON,
30 Free Hlreel,
Teacher of the Pianoforte. T. ran *20 for a course
Kefcrs by permission to Mr,
of twenty lessons.
Koizsclunar, and Mr. J. W, Tufts, Boston, Mass.
feblUsncodtl

1875.

1835.

REPORT

OF

THE

—

NEW ENGLAND

GOODS

with the latest Novelty in

TAPE FRINGES.

WORSTED
We

arc

OF BOSTON.

offering .pecial bargain, in

CASHMERE, DRAP D’ETE
ALPACA AND BR1LLIANTINES.

BLACK

BLACK

December G1,

Net Assets

1874,

$13,114,410.98.

SILKS,

for the

Income

from 70 els. to 93.00 per yard.

1874,

year

$3,267,530.01.

ONE LOT LIGHT STRIPE SILKS,
at

at

Income from Interest for 1874,

38 ct*. Hold l«.t year at 80 els.

$870,089.40,

ONE LOT STRIPE SILK,
80 cts sold last ncasoa at 91.00.

Death Claims Paid in

$1.25,

Former Price

$1.00,

One Lot at

Distribution of

SPRINGS WOOLENS.

Ratio of

WC KEBP THE

extra

bargains in

WHITE GOODS,
TOILET QUILTS,

EASTMAN BROS..
531 CONGRESS

mi

Jn

To Be Let.
and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
On

HENRY 1 JEERING,
No. G5 Exchange St.

THOMAS FILLEBROWN, D, M. D.
SUCCESSOB

to

Receipts

a

healthy state of business.

uf”Tlie Income from Interest
alone Exceeds the amount paid
for Losses—and the Ratio of Expenses to
Receipts shows the
strictest economy ol management,
Policies in the New England arc
not forfeited or made void, as so
frequently
one

occurs, if

death

over-

whilst his Premium is

unpaid.

STREET.

IMtS

de28sutf

Expenses

The above figures show

the best repellant iu the Market.
few days

1875,

Only 10 Per Cent.

WILTON GRAY WATERPROOF,

n

Surplus for

$575,000.00.

beat stock we have ever shown in
low priced goods for Boys, in nice Caaaiuteres and Scotch effects in Suitings,

We offer for

1874,

$739,357.85.

The

“A PoHcv of Life Insurance Is the cheapest an<l
safest mode of making a certain provision for one's
family."— Benj. Franklin.
There is nothing in the commercial world which
approaches, even remotely, to the security of a well
established' an I prudently managed Lift) insurance
Company."—Prof. DeMorgan.

mTpALMER,

JAMES

TO

a_-i.

__

DBS. HEALD & DORR,

DENTAL ROOMS, NO. 30 } MIDDLE ST.

J. W. Munger, Agent,

sndlm*

mats

$500.00

REWARD.
ma27

THE

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

PORTLAND.

Hereby offers

reward of Five Hundied dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
or
ty
parties charged with the crime of arson, in
iiriug the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland, Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I).
Jost, on November 10tb,and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward wili be paid only ou duo proof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
lly order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
dec23*iiLi
a

TIIE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
Ho shall lay bands on them and tney shall be
healed
BOOMS If A 12 ILIE.YT
ma4

BLOCK.
sntt

TICKETS TOOK FBOM

BOSTON

$2.50
or

Eastern Railroad.

For sale by

FOR

II

EXCHANGE

Old EXCHANGE
Stables 28 Franklin St,

Opposite Lincoln Park,"Portland, Me.
formed
association with
of the
tost buyers of horses in the country, whereby I
HAVING
Iresh
shall receive
the
an

ami the

Messrs. C.

Way

OFFICE.

_

Co.

After trying your C’oitipoiiinl Nvmp off
Ijiiiiit'vori. I can say ir has helped mo very much,
and 1 can recommend it as a <’ om*li Med*£■■*«•

OLIVER H. DAY lb.
Price 35 cent8 a bottle.
t\ WAV A- CO., Apo*Hc<*nrir», corner
ina?lsndlw
Myrtle mid t’lmiberlaud 8I».

PJEKNONAIj

public

that 1

can

NOT I Cl E.— All

officers, sailor?

and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New ChainCommunications prompted St.. New York City.
y auswered.
oc29snly

and will sell them horses

elieai»er than they can to obtained at any other »table
in New England,* having constantly on hand hoavy.
draft, cart, dray, coach and coupe horses, mulched
pairs and gentlemen’s driving horses. My horses
;ire selected by the best Judges with special care m
to temperament, deposition, soundness, with good
tones and muscle, and adaptation to the wains ot
this market. Please give me a call before purchasing.
1 hope to make t an object tor dealers to buy ol me.

RUFUS

HAND, Agent.

eodiJm

$20,000

STREET.

Portland, March 23,1875.

some

supply weekly throughout
season, I feel confident in assuring luy former patrons
a

febt 1

sn if

SAFE

Wholesale and Retail,

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
NO.

eod3«r

ORSES

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS

•

sntf

AND

Plain and Plaid Effect**,

POLICE

RAlVDALL&illclLLINTER.

The Book, Card and Job
late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

—

—

DRESS

N EW

TONS

60 COMMERCIAL STREET.

BAND

CHANDLER’S

—

of the celebrated
sale in lots to suit purchasers at

RYAN & KELSEY

No. lGlCominercinl Street

niv28

_

jal'G

LYKENS VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL

STEP
Hale low

a

—

ALSO

Via Boston & Maine

FRANKLIN COAL.

PRINTING

SOUTHERN
close coosi^uiuent

to

ANNUAL

to
Sun-

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

TUCKER’S

AT

lilit

EASTMAN BROS-,

sn.’t

LYKENS VALLEY

mar29

snlm

Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottle, six

expected

rush.

mu-29

lor

CO.

EUROPEAN
COI'GH
CLARKE’S
REMEDY.—This well-known remedy is still the
best remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general

CiruilarN.

Nee Small

301

&

YORK

R.

R.

IV

PINE
FLOORING and
BOAR OS in lota to suit purchiwcr*, for

business,

our

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

SEVEN DAYS,

FKIDE

NOTICE.

SPECIAL

of the most reliable of medical safeguards, tlie

FOR

Ja28

MARBLE PURITY.

Having decided to make a change in
we shall sell out at

STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE

takes

uuder the influence of this standard tonic,
and if, in tlic ab-

UNITED

E. T. ELDEN & CO.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples.
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and Iresh and imparting to it

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBEUK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
maSWsndtf
one door above Brown, X’ortland, Me.

per Dozen,

worth 83.44.

Sclilotterbeek’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

a

$2.94

170 Dozen Towels only

1

AND DOMESTICS.

nervine, malaria may be defied,

a.toni»hingly Eow Price*.

IT.

TABLE LINEN,

The best safeguards against epidemic diseaso are
thorough digestion and firm nerves. It is because
they assure the regular performance of the digestive
process, and invigorate the nervous system, that
Hostettcr’s Stomach Bitters are such a sovereign
protective against the influences which beget intermittent maladies, and those which directly att'oet the
stomach and bowels. If the nervc3 are healthfully
tranquil, the assimilation of food perfect, as they aro

sence

ut

all Drugginta.
sneodaeowGm

Sold by

The Best Protection.

to be

TRY

TO

The following are a few of the names of those who
Mis. Hon.
have used (his remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony,
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Goveraor
Mrs. Col.
Lambard,
Thomas
of Maine, Mrs. Col.
of AugusThomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveietb, Mayor
Rev.
C. F.
E.
E.
Rev.
Martin,
ta; Rev. l>r. Ricker.
Rev H. F. Wuod, Col.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew,
WoodT.
Hon.
J.
of
State;
F. M. Drew, Secretary
1‘refiward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley,
H. Cushman,
dent First National Bank: lion* B.
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, SecCharles
retary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor;
Wm. II.
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston;
and
Cook
many
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory
others in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
mention.
to
numerous
too
others
and fifty thousand

New York for Cardeuas.

sure

One Case Piauo aud Embroidered Table
Covers

TANiC

SPOKEN.
Feb 28, lat 6, Ion 79, ship St John,? from San Francisco for Liverpool.
March 19. lat 35 57, Ion —, brig Nellie Hustled, from

and

♦

AND

IMITATIONS

barque Idella Berry, Turner,

Ar at St Helena Feb ID, barque Meudota, Perry,
Batavia tor New York.
Sid tm Cadiz 5th. sch Levi Hart, Giles, Gloucester.
Sid fin Cardiff 24th inst, barque Jennie Prince,
Prince, Montevideo, (not New Orleans).
Ar at Cardiff 25ili, ship Riverside, Woodward, Rio
Janeiro.
Ar at Liverpool 26th inst, ship Jane Fish, Brown,

All of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.

OF

COUNTERFEITS

Feb 8, ship
cron rice.

wai'ing
Ai at Samarang
New York.
new

All the New (Shade, Price only 31 cent*

Notice,

Special
BEWARE

Arlington Poplins,

One Caso more

$5000_ GOLD.

FOREIGN FORTS.
Bombay, Work, tor Europe,

Akyab

At

All our White Goods at about ouc-half
their value.

ifying

—

NEWS~

FORT OF PORTLAND,

Soreness

EXTRA:

u

J>ate.

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool_Mch
3ity of Merida..... New York. .Hav&VCruz Mch
\tides. New York.. Hayti, &c.... Mch
Parthia.New York.. Liverpool_Mch
3ity of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.Apl
rlenry Cliauncy... New York. .A spin wall... Apl
decla.Boston.Liverpool.a pi
Jtopia..New York. Glasgow.Apl
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Prussian.Portland.. Liverpool.. ..Apl
3ity of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Apl
i/Amerique.New York..Havre.Apl

o

SAILED—Barqne J G Norwood.
Nun«lay« March 2S,
ARRIVED.
Brig Gipsey Qupen. Morgan, Baltimore, with loss
of maintopmast.—coal to Randall & McAllister. \ easel to Clips Merrill.
Sch Helen M Condon, Condcu, New York—iron to
Portland Co
Sell N W Megee, Hudson, Boston, to load for Cuba.
Sch Carrie W, Fearaby, Boston, to load for East-

DR. J. LIVERPOOL, Jr-,

DEPARTURE OF MTF AIRSHIPS.

VARIATION

•»i*W
liml we haw

Wr Imre ilii"
of our .lock and
aud less .Honey

Chest aud

Throat

of the

North of Hatteras, ldg.

M.—American securities—United States 10-408,1U2|. Erie Railway at 27*
& 27*.
Do

Sch L> B Doang, Chandler, New York—Orlando
Nickerson.
Sch J C Roker, Sawyer, Boston—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Mariel, Anderson, Boston—Bunker Bros.

Blaisdell. Baker. Boston;

Domestic imarkctn.
Chicago, March 27.—Flour is unchanged; extra
Wheat steady; No 1 Spring at
at
4
50
4 75.
@
Spring
1 00 @ 1 10; No 2 Spring at 94$c on spot;94c for seller
for
seller
988c
May;
99$c for seller June; No 3
April;
Spring at 91J @ 92c; rejected at 85 @ 85£c. Com is
buoyant and unsettled; No 2 Mixed at 69c on spot for
fresh; 68Jc bid seller April; 76c bid for seller May;
rejected 67 Jc. Oats is buoyant; No 2 at 5Gc for fresh
on soot; 55c seller April.
Rye quiet. Barley quiet;
No 2 Spring at 1 01 on spot; 99c @ l 00 seller April.
Provisions—Pork unsettled and in fair demand; 19 95
@ 19 97i on spot and seller April: 20 25 seller April.
Lard in light demand and holders firm 13 87£ on spot
and for seller Aprii; 11 07$ seller May. Whiskey at

4 50;
5 25.

Nickerson.

NOTICE

S

Influenza,

Bronchitis,

Albert, Bryant, New York-Orlando

__

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, March 27.—Cattle active at full prices;
receipts 1500 head; medium stockers at 3 50 @ 4 75;
Spring 5 00 @ 7 00;shipments 3500 head.
Live hogs firm; receipts 8,000 head; light at 6 90 @
7 6i>; heavy 7 00 (g 8 50; shipments 9000 head.
Sheep weak; inferior common 3 75 @ 4 75; medium
to extra 5 00

&

TBV

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,

Newman, Newman, Baltimore—Bunker

Sell George

TO

BALSAM !

botanic

Baiquo J G Norwood, Sheppard, Havana—John I)
Lord.
John
Brig Countess, (Br) Burnie, Halifax NS
Porteous.
Sch Kate

FAIL

ADAMS ON

Cromwell, Bacon, New York—J N

Geo

Magna.

*

NO

to

Helena. Brocklebank, Newburyport—dories to
Lewis, Whitten & Co.
Seh Kelso, (Br) Porter,Tusket. NS—wood to order.
Sch Four Sistors, Bickmore, St George, to load lor
Baltimore.

II

AND

PBIfE

ONE

SUFFERERS.

Alzena, Plummer, Boston, load for Cuba.
Convoy. Blance, Boston,—iron to A E SteveuB

Sch
Sch
& Co.
Sch

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Sch Abbie Dunn, (of Boston) Fountain. Havana
13 days—516 litids 55 tcs molasses to Geo S Hutit
Co. Repor's a succession of gales on the passage aim
carried away oue of her fore shrouds and lost outer

—

..

Fires.
Kimball and Sawyer’s box factory, at Boxwas
entirely destroyed by tire
port, Mass.,
Thursday night, with its couteuts. Jt was ruu
Loss not
for the maufacture cf shoe boxes.
estimated.
At a fire iu Montreal Saturday morning, in a
grocery, the wails were biown out by gunpowder and the building wrecked.
Two firemen
were badly hurt.
minor

cpp*£e.

SPRING FLOODS.

■

Experience of Newfoundland
Fishermen.
Baltimore, March 28.—Capt. Jaegon, of the
steamship Nuremburg, which arrived at this
port to-day reports that on March 22d saw a
schooner with ensign at half mast, bore down
upon her and Was hailed by the master to take
The
on board the men whom he had saved.
men after being takeu ou hoard
reported that
they were fisltermeo, belonging in St. Marys,
Newfoundland, and that ou the 2d of March
with a party of 34 men, went to the relief of
an ice bound vessel.
They made for land that
night but failed to reach, and seven of their
to
froze
death.
number
The uext (lay nine
more men were left on the ship being too weak
Seven of these men afterwards died.
to move.
The survivors were with almost nothing to eat
for several days, but were finally rescued by
Fearful

Boston Stock liist.

(Sales at the Brokers' Board, March 27.
121$
J. S 6s, 188t.
Eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s.92$

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Forilum! aixl
Vicinity
in Sums to Suit,
Heal Estate Securities,
paving 8 to 10 per
cent, interest freeot Taxes. Investments in- Kkal
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if
Judiciously
made, are the tost and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without
charge. Guarantees i-erfect title ami
ample security in all its
Kkal Estate Loans.
Peal Estate Invest-

ments and Improvements
on shares.
Bankable

made on commission
paj»er bought and sold.

and

G. R.

RAWS,

Real Estate an<l Loan
cc27

BROWN’S

Agency,

BLOC^iy

PItESS.

TTTTd

It* Obscrvautc in

29. 1875

MONDAY MORNING. MARCH

SPECIAL NOTICES
miscellaneous notices.
Cogin Hasaan Annanncements—5.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Business Stand—For Sale.

Wauted—Situation.

For Baltimore—J. Nickerson.
For Sale—At Yarmouth.
For Salt—Church Building, &c.
AUCTION COLUMN.
100 Choice Canaries—F. O. Bailey & Co.

BEFORE

JUDGE

winter. The steel blue faded
out of the sky and it seemed that
•
“No more
The expansive atmosphere is cramp’d with cold;
But filil of life and vivifying soul,
Lifts the bright clouds sub.iine, and spreads them
thin,
Fleecy and white o’er all-surrounding heaven.”
But while everything overhead was so bright
and delicious in the life giving sunlight, under

piercing blasts of

Court.
KNIGHT.

Saturday—John Sliohan. Intoxication. Fined $3
with costs.
Mary Shehan. Search an3 seizure. Suspended.
Business of the court, civil and criminal, will commence at 9 o'clock a. m.

crossings

ing.
Portland Cadets have commenced

The

to

drill.
The little child who was found on the door
steps of the Orphan Asylum one day last fall,
died m that institution yesterday.
The schooner Monsita, which arrived here
from Sagiia Saturday, reports that a man was
lost overboard several days ago. His name
was not learned,
N. B.
A lady made complaint at the station Saturday that she left her carpet-bag in a Congress
street horse car aud that when she went to
recover it she could not find it, and sho accused
near her in the car at the
a woman—who sat
time—of the larceny because the woman had

in Congress Square.
The merchants on Commercial street are no.
well pleased with the decision of the Secretary
of the Treasury m regard to sealed cars at

Island Pond.
Sheriff Pennell and his deputies presented
Ex-Judge Morris with a tine gold chain and

™atch there a great many
other words not in the High School dictionary.
The police are getting so they arrest a fellow
Officers Hanson
late.
on any little Charge of

spelling

The police broke up a row in Page’s drug
store on India street last night, and Officer
Miles arrested the ringleader, who was very

ing:

lanAincr oifiiTana t,

and

popular

Mr

by

the complinumber of our

.Totnpa A

A rntllil

accomplished leading

tllP

man at

the

off. There is a very general
heir
desire on the part of the public to testify
appreciation of Mr. Arnold’s efforts to please
them, and so the house will le packed. The
hill is the finest of the season. In addition to
the beautiful drama ‘lA Wonderful Woman,”
and the elegant comedy “Naval Engagements’’
a musical melange of no ordinary merit will be
presented. Mr. Arnold will sing the “Standard
of the Watch,” and the “Muleteer” from
Miss Blanche Ellermaa
“Crown Diamonds.”
will give L’ardite waltz, and Mr. Bascomb will
recite John Cooper Vail’s fine poem, “The
We suggest to those who cannot
Actor.”
spare the whole evening that they will do well
to step in between plays ^aud hear the musical

Museum,

part of the eutertainment.
yet be secured.
The following is the cast of the pieces:

Mary

In the evening the audience was even larger
than in the morning, and the church wa9 resplendent with hundreds of gas lights, and the
services were very impressive. The music as

published

nftfr.

nnlu t.llA

fmi nd.'lt.ioil

It is to be used iu nearly every grain store
on Commercial street, and is sure to have a
large sale.
com-

posed of some of the “best amateurs of the
city, heretofore noticed, announces its debut
on Monday and Tuesday evenings, April 5th
Morton’s beautiful comedy “Lend
and Gth.
and the new comedietta
me five shillings”,
“My Uncle’s Will,” which was so successful in
New York lately, will be presented on Monday
night. On the following evening the many
admirers of our native born aud most distinguished poet, Longfellow will have the pleaspoem “The
ure of witnessing Ins beautiful
Courtship of Miles Standisb,” recently drama
tized by a member of the club. The quaintof our forelathers,
costumes, befitting the times
By special rewill b« used on the occasion.
uouu ior umuauu
quest “Poor Pillicoauy
such favor, will
created
which
recently
ing'’,
This attractive programm'd being for
follow.
ensure a
the benefit of St. Paul’s cburcb, must

was the most successful concert of

_____

FriA Row.—Sometime between midnight
a
morning
Saturday
aud
daylight
day night
Comer. OffiGorham’s
at
took
place
big row
Hanson went into the
cers Stevens, Hicks and
The officers found
them.

the season.

FIRST PARISH.

At the First Parish church the floral decorations were few and beautiful, the laudable endeavor being iu the‘direction of “elegant simplicity.” The altar table was matted with
evergreen, from out of which white roses
peeped. A balkric of evergreen, studded with
superb callas, hung from the desk, and a simwreath adorned the organ front. No other

crowd todisperse
that a man named Shehan

was the ringleader.
cut about the
He had been fighting and was
the officers manbead. After a hard struggle
was taken to tie
aged to arrest him, aud be
for trial
station. When he was brought up
to Judge
he
complained
Saturday morning
his Ik ad were made
Kuiglit that the wounds on
called Marshal
by the officers. Judge Kuigbt
told him
Parker’s attention to the case and
Mayor
investigated.
be
to
the case ought
decided
Richardson heard the man’s story but
that thj officers hud simply done their duty.
This is the second or third victory that the officers have won on this field of battle of late.

ple
decorations were to be seeD.
The memorial offerings were numerous, and

Some
of them exquisitely beautiful.
wero in the shape of the cross, somo anchorshaped, many bouquets iu vases. There was a
of roses, and azaleas and camelias,
some

profusion

intertwined in the ivy and the passion vine;

while hero and there a carnation ora heliowas to be seen. To
trope or an English daisy
from
tho right and left were slender vases,
which the stately callas rose amid their broad
One of the most noticeable of
green leaves.
iu which was
the offerings was a silver basket
three roses. The colors
a simple spray bearing
red and white, tho symbols of the

Raimioad Notes.—Superintendent Lincoln
reports business unusually brisk the past week
on the Maine Central.
Passenger trains Saturday wero full.
The Eastern managers promise Commercial
street that its business over the Maine Central
shall be done ou more favorable terms than

were

chiefly

Passion.

before.
The new Maine Central directors meet at the

ever

Falmouth Tuesday evening.
Allan mail
steamer Polynesian, Capt. Brown, sailed from
this port for Liverpool yesterday morning at
2’clock with 39 cabia and 16 steerage passenMovements.—The

|

1

It was

those
that the

specially requested by

iu charge
who had the memorials
not be made public.
names attached should
of publishing
The custom which lias prevailed
boar the semto
them
to
seemed
the names
he more
blance of ostentatious woe, and to
honored in tho breach than tho observance.
The music at the morning service consisted
of
of Haydn’s anthem “Now tlevate the sign
of
Judah”; the 232d hymn “Itesnrrection
Christ”, the 235th hymn, from Wesley’s col•
lectio?, Rising witli Christ”; and tho chant
*‘Ou wings of faith rncunt up iny soul, and

VAxncii/naua

And

and

cross.

joy are beating
blessed Easter Day.
Knowing that a risen Savior
Smiles all sweetly from above.
CHESTNUT STREET CHURCHi
And

Over
This church had a fine oriial display.
the organ were the words “The Lord is B’sen
is a
in evergreen, on a white ground. Below
the
of
front
In
large cross of red flowers.
desk is a large anchor composed of evergreen
on the
aud tea roses. A large cross was placed
It.
front of the platform in memory of Henry
at
A large basket of rare flowers sat
Chase.
late
the right of the desk iu memory of the
There were also au abunMrs. Win. Boss.
dance of oleanders. A large English heath
A number of other rare
also on the platform.
on
plauts were also set upon the platform
either side of the desk.
a disThe pastor Bav. Mr. Jones, preached
Lord
“The
9.
and
8
Matthew
from
28,
course
A sermon appropriate to the day
is Bisen.”
was also preached in the afternoon.
was

PARK STREET CHURCH.

The exercises at this church were especially
adapted to the children of the Sunday School
aud cousisted of an examination of the School
on points in the history of Christ, the singing
of an Easter anthem by the choir and of Eas-

n

DOMINICK’S

ST.

The services at this church were very interesting The floral display was not elaborate
The music, which
but was very appropriate.
was furnished
by tho ladies was very fine.
acieu as ceieuraui,

P atner

auu

juiiuh

was covered with elegant bouquets, and others
were set at ils feet, while on its front hung a
most elegaut cross of white aud green in
mcmoriam of Mr. Ira Batchelder, a former
member of the Society. The Repository of the
Word was surmounted by several callas. The
was also beautifully decorated,
aud the baptismal font bordered by au exquisite
wreath of white azaleas aud evergreeu. Besides these were set on the chancel floor and
aud
steps numerous flowering plants aud ferns,

reading desk

with variegated foliage.
The music, which was very fine, consisted of
“Who is the King of
a voluntary sentence,
Glory?” and beside tlie hymns and cbatils
from tlie Liturgy, an Easter carol, written for

plaits

the occasion by

a

talented lady member of the

congregation.
The Sacrament of Baptism
to one adult and three young

administered
children; also

was

the rite of confirmation to one adult. These
ceremonies were very touching and impressive.
Mr. Hayden preached au appropriate dishow the
course from Jehu xx: 2,18, showing
Lord arose, aud poiutiog to the beautiful lesson
taught by the Divine Resurrection, of the pos
sibility of man’s advancement from a state of
.rinotii In imliffptrfincft and ignorance oi
wilful transgression to one of intelligent comand happy
prehension of the Divine attributes,
life in imitation of them.
ST.

STEPHEN’S

CHURCH.

The floral display at this church was very
used in the decora'
tasty, aud all of the flowers
tious were furnished by the ladies of the parAs vou enter the church you first see a
ish.
large cross depended from the ceiling over the
It was made of evergreen with tea
desk.
aud looked very fine.
rosjs set in the centre,
A wreath of evergreen ran around the tablet of
the Kev. James 1’ratt; the green of the wreath
was relieved by a number of rare flowers. The
also had a wreath of flowers, and in

pulpit

front was a beautiful cross composed of whift
The reading desk also has a wreath
azaleas.
of evergreen with a harp, composed of red
azaleas in lruut. The baptismal font was dec
orated with callus aud other rare flowers. Out
large cal I a was sent in memory of Miss Georgit
Fogg. The children’s window was also decoThe memorial window of James O
rated.
Brown held a large white cross. Mr, and Mrs.
Carney had a largo basket of rare flowers 01
0119 side of the church in memory of a your.;
excellon
Tbo pastor preached an
child.
“IIo is not bore
sermon from Matthew, 28; G;
He is risen.”
The exercises in the afternoon were very in
teresting, it being the Easter anniversary o:
The church was crowdei
the Sunday School.
aud a great deal of interest was manifested lrj
the friends of the school in the exercises. Th<
floral emblems by the several classes were verj
The reports of the officers, whiel
beautiful.
allowed the school to bo iu a von
were

read,

•

This year, however,
Hon. Charles Buffum who is as well acquainted with all the facts as any man can be, as a
member of the Committee on Accounts of the
Council has given the whole subject a careful
examination, and submits the following report
which is a thorough vindication of a public of-

proval of bis accounts.

Business Notes.
Two thousand four hundred dozen hand
manufactured the present
rakes aro being
season by Amos Hobbs & Son, at Walton’s
Mills.

tion.

more.

Ilion STREET CHURCH.

Fenn,

was

appropriate

very

to

the day.

ST.

A basket of lovely flowers, surchancel.
mounted by a cro3s of immortelles, wreathed
with Windsor fern—in memoriam. of the late
rector—was placed over the lectero. Several
memorial windows had wreaths, and bouquets
A large congregation listened to a
cf flowers.
fine Easter sermon by the Rev. Dr. Pise, from
the text, “Then were the disciples .glad when
the Lord.
The music consisted principally of Goold’s
Easter Anthem, Kotzschmar’s Te Deum in F,
Andrew’s Anthem in E 6 and Kyrio Eleison

they

saw

very acceptably rendered.
The second service was held at 4 p. m. instead of 3, the usual time, at which the Bishop
administered the rite of confirmation to a
was

large

class._
•

Personal.

At

a

lioldeu

on

Saturday

last at

the office

of

M.

Heath, Esq., resolutions were unanimously
adopted highly complimentary to their pastor

pressing

otuer year.

Mr. William Calder has resigned his position
as stage manager at the Mnseum, and Mr. S.
H. Yerney will succeed him.
Signor E. Ponce has returned from his Cuban

trip and is looking finely.
Mr. George W. Hunt, one of the proprietors
of the Turner Falls (Mass.) Reporter, arrived
in town Saturday evening and will spend a few
days with his friends in this city. George has
lots of friends here and they are always glad to
him.
Rev. Mr. Pise, pastor of St. Paul’s church,
has resigned, and he preached his last sermon
yesterday. He goes to Ohio.
Mr. H. W. Bryant, cashier in the hanking
house of Messrs. J. B. Brown & Sons, who
has been so seriously ill tho past week, was re

see

parted

to ha better

yesterday.

High School Entebtainment.—Tho literary exercises given by the young ladies of the
High School Saturday morning were very in-

teresting.

The entertainment

was

mostly of

a

musical nature. A declamation was delivered
in French to the satisfaction of all. The school
paper, the “Aspirant,” was nicely read by
Miss Small. The articles were mostly w*ell
written, hut some who were present expressed
themselves sorry that tho managers of the
to
paper should allow such personal articles
appear as were read. They made hard feelings,
aud were not at all called for. Doubtless this
feature of tho paper will bo omitted next time.
There was a large audience in attendance.

The company is an excellent
success.
aud cannot fail to draw as long as they remain. Mr. Walter C. Kelley, the stage manager, is a very popular actor and will doubtless
make lots of frieudshere. The price of admisMatinees will bo given
sion will he as usual.
Wednesday aud Saturday afternoons. A few

grand
one

tickets for this eveuiug remain aud
should ho secured at omje.

they

Business Changes.—The following aro rebusiness changes in this State:
Portland—Kaler, Merrill & Co., millinery,
dis; now Herman S; Kaler & Co.
SearsiHjrt—Webber & Porter, clothing,
dis; now Porter & Bios).
Bangor—Cobh & Thorndike,gro., dis; now J.
C. Thorndike.
Hayes & Jones, clothing, dis; now Hayes &
Roberts.
Kimball & Sanford manufacturers of saws;
dis.
Livermore Falls—Fred Bobbins, manufacturer of bedsteads; sold to S. Bobbins.

cent

Chestnut

Street

Anniversary.-Tho

Chestnut street Sabbath school will hold their
anniversary exercises at their church Fast Day
eveuiug. The programme for the occasion is
will be
a very elaborate one, and the-serviees
very interesting. There will bo a quartette
present who will sing several favorite pieces,
The oratorio of tho Pilgrimage will he given by
tho school. There will also bo remarks, recitations, &c., &u.

are

They never were doing belter than now at
The woolen mill
the shoe factory in WarreD.
has not shut
down, and though business
has been dull through the year, they have
run continuously,
selling almost up to the
loom, and at the annual meeting of January,
1875, declared a dividend of six per cent., with
several thousand dollars retained as a surnlus.
Under patents issued to C. H. Knowlton,
•November 26th, 1872 and April 1st, 1873, the
Knowlton Platform and Car Coupling Comfor the
pany has been organized at Bockland,
and car
puipose of manufacturing platforms
couplings. Its capital stock is 850,000.
Funds were collected last year by tbe Crispin
at Bockland, to start a co-operative shoe

lodge
factory, but the project has been given np for
the present, and the money paid back to the
contributors.

The Vassalboro’ Mystery.—Tbe Kennebec Journal publishes another account of the
the mysterious case in Vassalboro’, which is as
follows:
“The name of the young man was Cyrus
Eaty. For some years he had been suffering
from chronic bronchitis, in consequence of
which be lost the use of his voice about a year
a few
ago. Ho was confined to the house ouly
weeks, hut they were weeks of suffering. The
his
aud
reached
throat
had
his
of
lungs
disease
It
consumption was quickly doiug its work.
became so difficult for him to breath, that for
his
attendants
of
his
life
last
days
the three
almost constantly.
were obliged to fan him
1 •< tha

TYinruiiHr

nf

tho rlnv

nn

whir’ll

hn

died, he told his friends that he was soon to
leave them, disposed of all his earthly effects,
and whispered touching words of farewell
At about
counsel to those who were present.

8 o’clock he repeated a few beautiful lines of
poetry, and offered a very fervant prayer in
behalf of the ungodly in this place. The
that Jesus would
prayer closed with a request
take him out of his sufferings to Himself. The
aud for a time it
sank
he
away,
prayer ended,
Whether he ceased
seemed that all was over.
He remained moto breath I do not know.
tionless for two or three minutes, and then,
with his eyes still closed, began to tell of the
beautiful visions which at that moment were
moments more,
spread out before him. A few himself
up aud
and he opened his eyes, raised
said “You are all here. I was never so glad to
died
and
He said he
see you in all my life.”
Like
had come back to talk to his friends.
body,”
Paul,“whether in the body,or out of the
he could not tell. But his suffering time was
He
revived.
over. There was no pain after he
said he had found a physician who had cured.
For more than two hours he continued to exhort all who came in to seek Christ, and be
faithful. Then ho sank down exhausted aud
in about four houra passed calmly away.”
Bowdoix Notes.—The next number of the
Bowdoiu Orient will be the last issued by ediof
tors of the Seuior class. The first number
the
the new volume will appear the first of
summer term edited by the board already
lected from the Junior class.
The Orient states that active measures

se-

are

to

stubs. Black, 75, aud S. C. Whitmore 75, are
players for the Bowdoins. The first game was
wou by the Bowdoins and the second is now in
progress.
course

louun

j;iviug

is

of lectures

on

u

very

Philology

luieicauug

to the Junior

class.
The Faculty have voted to cut down several
large trees on the Delta, by doing which the
out field of base ball grounds will be greatly

improved._
Sad Affair.—A Pownal correspondent says
that a few days since Mrs. Hannah Reed of
that town threw herself from a chamber window, in the night time, to tho icy ground beneath, breaking the bones of her leg and

lacerating the flesh in a schockiug manner
Mortification ensued, and on Friday last Dr.
Bates of Yarmouth amputated her leg, and

The

Gazette

says

__

100 Clioice Canaries.
At auction.

ON

to

Carriages and Sleighs,
together with the
Wooden Building*, Fixtnrf*f Ac.,

I8w prices.

We shall sell

streets,

is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D" Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

rjpAPt—Piirpa

in

The Times says that the county jail house
sold at auction Tuesday. Sheriff Johnson
tho purchaser. A new brick budding will
ba erected iu place of the old one the coming
was
was

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

quarterly mooting of tho
Maine

Industrial

quire

F.

OF

AUCTIONEERS
—

COGIAHASSAN

TO

BE

Commission Merchants,
Ro. 18 Exchange St., Portlam!.

R

auld

Private Sale.

A LOCAL

Entirely closed

UNDER CONTRACT FOR CONVEYANCE OF TIIB
Canadian and United State. Mail..

Out!

Passengers booked to London-

—

U. S. Centennial and Exhibition 1876.

—

Steamship Oo

MANAGER
AND

—

—

SOLICITORS

SUBSCRIPTION

Wanted iu Portland and each City, Town and County
in the U. S. for the

CENTENNIAL JOURNAL,

derry and Liverpool.

elegant ENGRAVINGS of the EXHIBITION BUILDINGS complete; size of each, 2tz27.
18 mouths steady work at $15.1)0 a week, and 40
cents per name added. Address, with return stamp,
with its five

Return Tickets
a» Reduced Rate.*.
Tbe Steamship

.granted

Thursday,March25,

CASPIAN, Capt. Trocks,
leave this port for Liverpool

AND

M. & Co; arc agents for the sale of“ Herring & Parrel's champion Satv-s. “Wiegands" Pateot Sections
Steam Boiler, “Haskins" Steam Engine*, “Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant" Chen, leal
Fire Engine-

STORE
—

Will

CO.,

MORGAN A

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Montreal

BAILEY A Co.„ Auctioneer*.

TI1B

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ALLAN_LINE.

—

ma24___did

It will pay you to lay in a stock for coming
sale.
years at Cogia Hassan’s closing out

Ocean

of
O.

At

on

SATURDAY, April 3, 1875.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (accordiug to acccomroodations).#70 to #80
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts ou England for small amounts, a-ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 15,1871.nondtf

It.
521 CHESTNUT STREET,

—

THE

—

PHILADELPHIA, PA,
For Prospectus, Journal, &c., enclose 15 cents.
ood3tls«&w2w
mar26
xt

tx

GRAND SALE

11

m

n

For Sale.
SALE at Yarmouth, one of lane’s Patent
Self Setting Saw Mills, Main Carriage fortyfour feet long with a cast iron gear block for Sawing
long limber. This Mill is nearly new, wilh tract
tightening Pully, and a fifty-four iucli Saw, one cast
Iron Pully four feet support at face. Will be sold with
Mill. The above mill will be sold for one half what
Inquire
new can be bought lor if applied for soon
JuHN STAPLES, JR.,
of
North Yarmouth.
ma29deod3w*

FOR

We hare secured

THE

These
our

goods

were

bought

jobbing trade

at
«*

and will be

jobbers’ prices,

}

SACRIFICED

FOR BALTIMORE.

138 Commercial aireei.

at *ouc

d3t

Business Stand for Sale.
Furnishing Goods, well established busi-

LADIES

Rent low. Small stock mostly new. A
good opportunity to add millinery or dress making.
For further particulars apply at 92 Portiaurl St., Cor.
of Mechanic, or to F. G. PATTERSON, Williams’
ma29eod2w
second block cast of City Hall,

Four Rooms Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and Wifo, no children, rlosiro
Jo secure three or four rooms suitable fot house
keeping purposes. Two of the rooms must ho ot
good size, arid have considerable of sun light. RefeAddress L’lNCONNU, PressOfrences exchanged.
ma26natf
qce-

half the

cost of

manufacture and importa-

Wanted.
a Swede aged 18, to

take

THE STOCK

AT 75c.
These goods are in nice desirable shades
and usnnlly sell lor 91*50$ also n lot of
Gcrnian Kids for Jlisscs at 75 c.

•

OWEN & MOORE,

WILL BE

CONGRESS ST., COR- BROWN.

caro

ALFRED NEILSSON.
Press office.

Address
ma29dlw»

TO THE LADIES
Portland and Vicinity.

Entirely Closed
Out !

THE

J

shall make

a

We have

*

•

7’s

•

7s
7’s
6’s

•

*

FOB SALE BY

tOO MIDDLE STREET.

SALE

ieblSeod

sep2l

Pcttengill

Littlejohn,

&

MANUFACTURERS
—

33I±!GrI]N'S

LS

& DEALERS

—

PITRE WHITE WINE VINIGAB.
PITIIK CIDE« VINIGAR.
REFINED CIDERC R ID K CIDER (SWEET).
AMI CIDER.
FINE PICKl.ES.
.MEDIUM PICKEFS.
_

Thursday, March 25,

full line of

COARSE PICKEKN.
PICKI.ES.

■IllJED

CORSETS,
LINEN BOSOMS,
HAMBURG EDGES,

All for Bale at factory prices.
—

AT THE

HOSIERY,

Ladies’ Furnishing Goods.
secure

the

Bargains.

L. C. NELSON &

ma27

COGIA HASSAN

*d2w

“Blattering
pon

testimony
*

—

boring’s Specific
FROM E. E. UPHAM, Esq.
Portland, March 19, 1875.
LORING—rear Sir:—I have given your
valuable SPEC1FIC a faithful trlaland can truly
than all the mediray that it has done mo more good
it
cine I ever took in my life. 1 have recommended
endorse
to many of my personal friends who heartily
it to all perit. It gives mo pleasure to recommend
sons afflicted with Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Constipation, niclt llcnd-nche, Ac., as a
reliable remedy. Wishing yon ovory success in its
DR.

Lullies of Portland and
nun.

Vicinity,

vi——

»uw

—

Millinery Slow, m 419 Cin«m» SI.
Ami have onoof iho finest assortment of Goods
usually found In this line, having purchased at an
early day cf the largest firms in New V urk and
Boston. Also having secured the services of an experienced Milliner, we feel competent to suit the
tastes of the most fastidious.
We respeciully solicit the patronage of all who will
be pleased to call on us.

129 MIDDLE AND 6

MRS. A. W. STAPLES &
E.

JENNIU.

GARLAND.

CO.,

JIILLINER.

ma2C___

TEMPLE ST.
atf

Vegetable

I

am

truly yours,

E.

(“w

& Flower Seeds.

We have received

our

annual collection of

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS,
nnd

our

customer*

being pure nnd

CATALOGUES

w. c.

enn rely ou Ihcir
true lo noiuc.

FREE TO ALL.

SAWYER & CO.,

22 Dlurkol Square.
ma24

sale.

aim

WOULD KESPECTFITREV IN
FORM THE

WE

New

STORE,

above Brown Street.

mar 18

Street,

PORTLAND, ME,

iimt wo

CO.,

503 CONGRESS ST.,

IHarket

S

—

and everything pertaining to

Doors

8s
7 *

...

c-

RED GLOVES,

4

J»

•

•

«

ex-

change at that time.
a

••

■

*

bouglitof us before

we

S.s

*

SWAM & BARRETT,

GRAND
Cents
Ninety-nine
as

*

•

«=■

ceeding

APRIL 1st,

®’»

•

•

■

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo
Chicago
Cook County
Lo.'isyllle Ky.,

10 PER CENT
all bills

Portland

tfaine Central R. R.
C. k >'. American R. R. Gold

—

on

BONDS
Bath
Belfast
Bangor
Lewiston

-OF-

will bo given from'our’regular prices

dlw

mar27

RElUEMBER

A DISCOUNT

GLOVES

KID

generally useful.

English fluently.

Trefousse & Garibaldi

_

A

of horses and make himself
Speaks
The best of references.

PAIRS

600

tion.

Block,

SITUATION, by

50 Poz. Ladies’ Hemstitched at 25c.
50 Doz Ladles’ Plain Hemmed at 12 l-2c.
25 Doz. Ladies’ Colored Borders at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents’ full size, very fine, at 25c.
25 Doz. Gents’ full size, colored borders,
at 25c,

JaH

ness.

A

which were damaged by fresh water in a
warehouse basement. The goods are but
slightly foiled and are warranted to wash
clear. We hare placed them on our counParties will do well
ters in lot** as below.
to call early us many perfect goods can be
selected.

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.

PACKET
For freight apply to
ma29

Cases of PlTBE

OWEN & MOORE,

Schooner Four Sisters, Capt. Blckmorc.

J. NICKERSON,

two

Eineri Handkerchiefs
for

For Sale.
Trustees of Pine Street M. E. Church offer for
sale tho church building now standing on thier
lot, to be removed ou or before the first day of May,
1875. Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the abovo
named prop< rty can get particulars by enquiring of
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Comruittco
for
N. S. FEKNALD,
A. J.PETIENGlLL,
) Trustees,
dtf
in nr29

E. UPHAM.

isdlw

ICE.
CARGOES OF

PURE

I C E
Furnished a»d Shipped hjr

W. 4) CRAM*

Istf___

Bankers & Brokers,

scasou.

Many of tho lumber crews in Aroostook have
been doing a good business the past winter.
There is a good depth of snow and a prospect
of a good “sugar crop’’ for those who engago in
the business. The travelling is very good.
A son of Alexander Foster of Forest city had
bis leg brokou recently while sliding down
*
hdl.

Immense Stock

ware, and Iron BlacksmLas Tools. Lumber, 2 cases
tnamil Leather,2 Stitching Machines, Broadcloth
and Plush Trimmings, Varnish and Paint Stock,
Paint Mills, Benches, Tools, 2 Scales, Office Stoves,
Desks, Tilton & McFarland Safe, Ac., Ac. The
buildings, which are on leased land with three years
to run with the privilege of a ten years renewal, are
00
nearly new, in good condition, cost about $12,000
and specially adapted to the manufactory of Carriages and Sleighs.
Terms of sale cash. For further particulars en-

nnA

H.M.Payson&Co.

NEWS.

THE

mck26-d&wlw.

initiate.

stock of

Kimball Company, consisting in part of Top ami
Open Buggies, Jump Seals, Basket Phadona, Double
and Single Sleighs, about 25 unfinished carriages
ready to paint and trim, about 30 carriage bodies all
kinds partly painted. 50set wheels light and
heavy,
large stock of Steel Sorings, Axles, Carriage Hard-

publication

Astc the Mothers.—Women have better
mediopportunities for observing the effects oftrue
of
This is especially
cine, than men.
mothers, win* note with a keenness born of afremedies
the
they
fection, the operation of
administer to their children. Now ask any
mother who has used Hale’s Honey of Horehonu4 and Tar in her family as a cure for
cough, colds, borseness, whoopi ng cough, croup
Tho anor influenza, what she thinks of it.
swer in every instance will be that she has
found it the most effective preparation of its
kind she has ever tried or heard of.

on

Thursday, April 1st, at 10 A. M. and
3 1-2 1*. M.,
the Manufactory, corner of Preble and CumAT land
tlie entire
the C. P.

Hamburg Edges are among the special inducements offered at our great closing out sale.
Cogia Hassan.

“Must be Closed Out’’ is onr motto, and
at prices that must sell them.
Cogia Hassan.

of the

Kimball tompnub Fortlaud* Hie.

E. I*.

•_
Don’t Slight Your Teeth.—Remember
that upon their labor the health of the stomach
to
depends. Keep them perfect, and, in order in
do so, manipulate them with a brush dipped
tho fragrant SOZODONT, once or twice a day.
mc29 d&wlw

goods are marked

Work, Stock and Tools,

Unfinished

"cogia

Hassan Store acAll who visit the
knowledge that goods aro sold at wonderfully

cirni

C'O.j Auctioneer*.
dlt

—OF—

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 11 o’clock

Taath. a

to

splendid opportunity

a

F. O. BAILEY &
ma29

to-day, at 170 Fore street, about 100 flue Canary
singing birds.

T>r,rTB»fi

This will be

buy.

I HI PORT A N T AUCTION SALE

flock

that

MONDAY. March 2Dlli, at 11 o’clock A. M., *t
rooms 176 Fore street., we shall sell 190 cboJco

Canaries.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

of the

....

The citizens of Dexter can claim to have
taken forward steps at its recent town meetings by abolishing the school district system
and by voting that the town purchase all the
text hooks, for which 8500 was appropriated.
Captain E. E. Small will soon enter upon his
duties as pension agent for this district.

Prices tell, and the crowd
Cogia’s prove it._

ALLD*.

C. W.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 170 *oro siree*#
commencing at 9o’clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.
_oc3ui»

preparing
ginia veteran early in April.
are

the rash act.

Board of Managers

(Since 13 Exchange 8lree« )
F. O. BAILEY’.

COUNTY.
that the Dexter Grand
to bring out the V ir-

EOBINC’B SPECIFIC is sold by all the
I.OR1NG, Proprietor.
T1IOS. G
Apothecaries.
Price *1.0(1. Dealers supplied by J. W. PERKINS
& CO.
iua20dtf
A- CO., and W. E. PHILLIPS

There will be a

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

PENOBSCOT

she is now in a fair way to recovery.
Mrs. K. is partially insane, and imagined
some one in pursuit of- her with deadly iutent,
when she arose from her bed and committed

STATE

F. O. BAILEY * c©*»

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Party lines were forgotten in Waldoboro' at
the town meeting, and Milton Mcfntiro, William Eugley and George W. Caldwell were
elected selectmen; Georgo W. Sproul, Clerk;
John Richards, Treasurer, and Henry Earrington, Supervisor of Schools. Tho town also
voted to tax all dogs one dollar each, the proceeds to go to the school fund.

Cnll early aud

have all the living members of
the class of ’25. pieseut at the semi centennial
celebration of that class next commencement,
A series of match games are being played
between the Kingston and Bowdoio chess

being taken

iTOi.

Ward’s Opera House—This evening
Ward’s Opera House will he reopened for tho
spring season. Tho sale of tickets Saturday
morning indicated that the openiug will be a

good

Preparations

auction sales

MISCELLANEOUS.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly

Tlio Land Agent.
For several years certain interests to which it
is not necessary to refer here, have undertaken
to break down Hon. Parker P. Burleigh, the
faithful aud efficient Land Agent. For two
vears, these hostile interests have had sufficient
influence in the Council to delay the usual ap-

being made by the mill
company at Lovell Village, to manufacture
hogshead shocks extensively next season.
A large quantity of oak timber is now on
hand, and teams are busily engaged in hauling

Rev. S. F. Jones, giving their unqualified approval to his minissry to that church, and exa disire for his return to them for an-

Here also were floral decorations and services
especially adapted to the season. There was
not so great an abundance of flowers as at some
other churches, but such as were to he found
were of the choicest description and most
tastefully arranged. The Communion table

room in Mechanics’ building, and
thus render a good service to the reform men,
many of whom have families and are needy.

Reform Club

L,ooney
Wallace delivered an address upon the lessons
He urged his hearto be delved from Easter.
ers to leave their sins and follow the teachings of the Saviour. His remarks were closely
listened to. The church was crowded to reple-

and choir master, and the service was very effectively rendered.
JERUSALEM CHURCH.

Work Wanted.—If any of our citizens desire help for an honr, day, or any length of
time, they can be supplied by calling at the

CHURCH.

meeting of the leading members of the
Chestnut street Methodist church and parish,

NEW

by Copt.
Little, Stackpole aud others were of moro than
ordinary interest. Large numbers signed the
pledge. All aro invited to a similar meeting
this evening.

—--n-

that being regarded as more appropriated for All Saints Day, rather than EasterThe music was very good, and rather
tide.
The choir
marked for its extreme simplicity.
has evidently been carefully trained by G, W.

Goold, organist

anticipated.

1

auu

PAUL’S CHURCH.
The decorations were chaste and beautiful.
The font was tilled with Easter lilies and bright
flowers. A large whito cross, wreathed with
ivy, rising from a mound of green, stood in the

persons,

very pleasant time is

carols by the children, and an address [to
A noticeable feathe children by the pastor.
ficer who has been troubled because he has
ture of the occasion was the singing of a caroj.
been faithful to the state.
written by Miss Potter and set to music by
STATE OF MAINE.
Kotzschmar. On the platform and around the
In Council, Mar. 25,1875.
1
flnral
pui[llb was M UUU
The undersigned, a member of the Standing
of
calCnmmitipfi nn Accounts to whom was referred
display. There was a beautiful basket
in
the accounts of Hon. Parker P. Burleigh, Lanu
las, heliotrope, azaleas, geranium and heath
NoticeaAgeut, has the honor to report that I have exmemory of Arthur Howard Brown.
amined the books of accounts and the report of
wreath
memorial
a
were
ble also for elegance
the Land Agent for the year 1873, with special
for
flowers
reference lo certain correcting entries made in
for Mrs. Parmenio Neal, a vase of
said books during that year. I find that these
Willie H. King, and a basket of flowers for
entries
were made for the purpose of rectifying
Alice Bryant. On the front of the pulpit wa3
certain errors which had arisen in former years
and
azeleas
hel.otrope
from a misapprehension of tbe location of lands
lovely cross of japonicas,
which had been set apart by authority of acts
with festoons of smilax.
tbe legislature for the benefit of the permaof
CONGRESS STREET M. E. CHURCH.
nent school fund. Tbe records of the land office
church
this
at
floral
the
display
Although
relating to these lands had become mnch confused prior to 18G9, and by reason of the loss
was not as profuse as at some others, the
of ascertain part of said records, the proceeds
everchurch looked very fine. Long lines of
of the.sale of a certain portion of them and
green hung from the front of the organ behind
of the timber on certain other portions of
the desk, and from the gas jets depended bastbem has been paid into the state treasury for
of
the
the
tbe general uses of the state. In other cases
Over
flowers.
top
of
beautiful
kets
moneys received for sales of property not lethe desk was a large wreath of evergreeu with
gally belonging to said school fuud bad been
On each
roses half hiden in the green leaves.
through tbe same means diverted from the
side of the desk was a large bouquet of rare
“cash” account proper to the benefit of said
school fund.
flowers, the fragrance of which tilled the whole
I find the entries correcting these errors disroom. Ou a stand in front of the desk was also
marked in tbe margin to attract attentinctly
at)d beautiful bouquet from Mr. Brya large
tion, and with proper references to the original
1 have made a careful
errors in the books.
ant’s hot house. The flowers were very tastily
aud critical examination of each of these enarranged and to a good advantage.
are all correctly made,
and
in
tries
they
detail,
The pastor, Kev. Mr. Pitablado, preached an
each one being carefully explained in itself;
and they completely restore the accounts to
excellent discourse from Matthew 28th, 6;—
their true and proper condition.
“Come see the place where the Lord lay.” [ft
The financial portion of the report for the
was a very appropriate sermon for the day.
year 1873 is made in accordance with correct
*
CHURCH.
PLYMOUTH
principles; with scrupulous honesty; in strict
conformity with the facts as represented by
This church was not decorated but the pastor
the books of account, and with as great a depreached a discourse in regard to the obser- gree of clearness as the somewhat complicated
vances ef the day, taking his text from Luke,
circumstances of the case admit.
AH of which is respectfully submitted.
17; 20 and 21. The sermon was an able effort
Charles Bcffum.
aud was very attentively listened to by the
Bead and accepted by the Council and by
large audience present.
the Governor approved.
ter

free-will offerings with our holy worship,”
ond after administering the rite of confirmation to fourteen candidates, he addressed them
At the communion
on
the religious life.
which followed, Bishop Neely officiated as

which the builders rejected.”
The floral decorations were very beautifully
arranged, and we have seldom seen the Cathedral more beautifully adorned than at this
Easter.
Although many floral offerings were
specially sent in, we do not understand that
they were considered as memorial of deceased

a

Allen Mission.— Tho meeting at the Allen
Mission last evening was fully attendee. The
addresses
J. B. Coyle, Messrs. A.

On this

vice.
The Bishop officiated, assisted by the Rev.
Mr. Kayes and Kev. Mr. Pyne. The Bishop
made a short and very appropriate extempora“In
neous address, founded on Psalm cx 3.
the day of the power shall the people offer thee

preached

j

we bow before the
our hearts with

This church did not make much of a floral
display. Upon the table in front of tho desk
On each
was a beautiful cross made of an ivy.
side of it was large bouquets of beautiful flowThe discourse by the pastor, Rev. Mr.
ers.

six infants.
At 7 p. m. the Cathedral was again crowded.
The services were choral, by.Bishop Neely,
who was assisted by Kev. Messrs. Hayes,
Pise
Kev. Dr.
Pyne and McLaughlin.
upon Psalms 118, 22: “The stone

sure

number of pleasing recitations were delivered,
aud a new Easter carol by Hawes, was song.
A piece arranged by Mrs. Bragdon, entitled
“Spring Offerings," was acted by the school in
Mrs. Fliut saug a
a very pleasiug.manner.
solo from Elijah, entitled “Trust in the Lord.”
It
Mrs. Merrill saug “Consider tho Lilies.”

o

celebrant, assisted by Rev. Canon Hayes.
At 3o'clock the Litany and ordinary Sunday
school service was rendered chorally in the
presence of a large congregation, and the Sacrament of Holy Baptism was administered to

for

and abiding. Lean, then, upon the
facts assured to us by the risen Lord; let yonr
faith be the faith of Christ and your hope “a
hope full of immortality.”
In the evening the Sunday school concert
took place. Tho services were of a very interesting nature and the church was crowded. A

tality

jjLlvlb

literally
At 10J a m. the Cathedral
packed, and we have never seen a more orderly or devout congregation within its walls than
remained through the somewhat lengthy ser-

may be, but surely, ever onward aud unward.
Without the belief that Christ still lives, and
without faith in ourown immortality, we have
no motive for living as good and true a life as
Christ becomes our
we can, and in this way
great reformer and friend. But when the joyous shout was raised, “Christ is risen,” tho
world had an anchorage for its faith in immor-

_

the Cathedral

was

preacher elaborated his thought at much length
with the future life which awaits us, that the
cross brings us nearer to tho living Christ, aud
that looking to it, we shall find joy in tho endless life, the forgiveness of all siu, slowly it

already

the well known effect of

performed

large atThe beautiful morning brought
tendance to the early communion service at 7
Kev. Canon Haye3 officiated as celea. m.
brant, assisted by Rev. Mr. McLaughlin, dea-

the observance of Easter day, but of the whole
The leadstructure of the Christian religion.
ing idea presented was, that tho lesson of the
day taught U3 that Christ died for all, and
that the sting of death was removed when
Christ rose from the tomb. Well may we welcome the day with thanksgivings and floral offerings; fitly may we deck the cross with flowThe
ers, for it is the festival of all the year.

it.

was

a

dead,” aud was an eloquent and convincing argument in favor of Christ’s literal resurrection
na

Saturday’s issue,

t*x.

24;

ftvxtn fVira flntwl

in

choir.

which was finely rendered.
The sermon by the pastor, the Rev. Wm. E.
Gibbs, was preached from the text, St, Luke,
5, “Why seek ye the living among the

rods can bo made any length in a moment to
suit bags of different length, and the spring on
the ro<l makes it just as convenient for holding
The
common grain bag.
a large sack as a
proprietors are just introduciug it, but have
received a large number of orders for

the next

of flowers.

Messrs. Davee and Greely, were very kindly
Mr. Quimby
assisted by Mr. J. A. Arnold.
presided at the organ. The specialty was the
singing of “Pro Peccatis” by Mr. Arnold*

D. Adams.
Wm. Calder.
Dennis.
P.
Grattan.
Mrs. Pontitex.H.
Mortimer.Mrs. V. Cameron.

gers and a fall cargo.
The Scandinavian, Capt. Brown, is
arrive.
steamer of the lino to

a

Easter Sanday—was lovely.
The music on the occasion was fine and the
choir, consisting of Mrs. Merrill, Mrs. Flint,

Short..A.

Steamer

it

momorials were elegant and many were the
touching remembrances laid before the altar in
before.
memory of those who had “passed ou
The memorial star, in front of the altar, in
has
memory of one just departed—one who
long been on the decorative committee for

Admiral Kingston.S. Verney.
Lieut. Kingston, N. N..J. A. Arnold.

success.

There were no floral decorations on chancel
or altar, hut the shines of the Mother of God
and St. Joseph were adorned with a profusion

left were anjimmense anchor and a lyre, each
some three feet in length, properly decorated
with flowers of the rarest description, and suspended from the gas fixtures were elegant
baskets of running vines and ivy, and tables
The
at the foot filled with pots of the same.

NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS.

Garrick Club,—The Garrick Club,

celebrated, Father McKenna being celebrant,
and the choir making the responses.

from the center of the two small
arches, were two elegant baskets of flowers and
running vines, while from the centre point of
the arch was suspended a white dove holding
in its mouth a sprig of smilax. In the recess
hack of the altar was.an immense white cross,
some ten feet in length, maguificently decorated with the choicest of flowers and being in
Oa each
reality our idea of an Easter cross,
side of the platform were large wreaths of
calla lilies, wdiile next to them on the right and

Maid.Alice Newman.

It is called Mosher’s hag holder,
and was invented by Mr. Mosher*of the firm of
Skillings & Mosher. The machine consists ot
two upright rods about four feet apart. At the
top of each rod is a semi-circle band with small
One of
teeth which holds the bag iu place.
the rods has a spring upon it which is just
strong enough to keep the bag in place. The

»

more

Suspended

Miss Isadora Cameron.
niece.Miss V. Cameron.

filled.

the

con.

cobbler.Win. Calder.
Tailor.G. L. Rumuey.
Servant.C. F. Monell.
Madame Horteuse Bertrand (a Rich Widow)

ing

Lord is risen;
Jews must go to prison.”

risen;

words, “I know that my Redeemer liveth.”
which were encircfed by an evergreen border.

a

Something New.—One of the most convenient articles which has been seen for a long
time, is on exhibition at the store of Skilling’s
& Mosher on Central wharf. The patent is a
machine lor holding a bag open while it is be-

These two points were ably elaboratAt the conclued and enforced with power.
sion of the discouse, the elevation of the Host
took place, and large numbers partook of the
sacrameut. The appropriate Easter mass was

victory.

with

WONDEBFUL WOMAN.
De Frontignae.J. A. Arnold.
Richardson.
Wilietlenrr.C.
Viscount I>e
Rodolplie (a young painter).H. L. Bascomb.

Cecil—her

persecuted

connection with the memorial tablets placed on
the wall a few months since, the display wps
Over the top of the
more brilliant than ever.
arch was suspended a large evergreen wreath
reachiner nearlv to the floor, at the foot of
which were tables covered with running ivys.
In the two circles under the arch were the

Marquis
Crepin,

those who in life serve God is certain victory,
since the faithful believer may expect from the
great lesson of Christ’s life and death, that his
death, if he is faithful in life, will be the remove Irom graco to glory, from struggle to

CONGRESS

comes

A lew seats may

were

sermon

infidel world could not overthrow the glorious
truth thus established. Ho next proceeded to
deduce the practical lessons of the resurrection,
the first of which is that the history of Jesus
shows that the way of suffering is the surest
road to Heaven; and, second, that the death of

few years since.
SQUARE (CNIVEBSALIST.)
Immense congregations attended at this
church at both morning and evening service.
At the forenoon service linudreds were obliged
to go away, not being able to obtain even standing room. The decorations were fully as elaborate as those of previous years and taken in

ignored

anniversary of the battle ot Concord, April
lytb, and he has accepted the invitation.
On the fourth page will be found a memento

a

Jews

eloquent

Passion of the Lord, and contrasted them with
the gladness and joyousness of the present ocHe then proceeded to show why it
casion.
should be a season of gladness—because the
Lord had risen and thereby proved his divinity,
and by all the attendant- circumstances and
witnesses had so conclusively proved it that the

The day
generally observed by the
churches than at any previous time, denominations recognizing the festival that entirely

in Peering.
We understand that Father Bradley is about
to institute a branch of the Catho’ic Temperance Union in this city.
Gov. Pingley with his staff have been invited to attend the centennial celebration of the

evening

“The Lord is
Now all the
was

vicinity, particularly

Museum.—This
mentary benefit tendered

au

Easter until a very recentMate, which was so
that from England we have the follow-

Theie promises to be a large amount of
building the present season in the city and

The

Father Bradley delivered
based upon Mark 16; 1—7,
the narrative of Christ’s appearance after the
resurrection. He began by briefly reviewing
the lessons and scenes of the foity days of tho

geous ceremonials.

general

drunk.

declining.

Tbo

CONCEP-

been silent,
pealed forth the triumphant
strains of the Gloria aud other hymns of joy
aud gladuess. The services were wanting iu
something of their usual impressiveness, as no
bishop was present to participate in the gor-

early

manner.

same

IMMACULATE

the figure of Christ stretched upon the cross
beautiful gas jots forming the words
“Resurrexi" and "Gloria in excelsis deo.” Purple, the color of mourning, which had shrouded
the altar aud crucifix during the days of Passion, was removed aud tho colors of joy substituted. The orgau, which since Friday had

The day
(?) demanded a kiss or a sixpence.
following the women raised the men in the

July.

THE

were

In
which the local authorities prrticipated.
the northern counties of the same country the
to lift the women in
men were accustomed
their arms thric6, and in payment of this favor

and Hicks arrested a man at Gorham’s Corner
last night for heating his mother-in-law.
Work has commenced on the City Hotel.
The building is to he completed the first o

are

the

By this arrangement Easter may
as March 21, or as late as April
25
This sacred festival has beeu termed the
from
queen of festivals and has been observed
the very beginning by a large part of the
Christian world with great solemnity and devotion, and in many countries with popular
sports and superstitions. In England until a
very recent date, games of ball were played, in
as

Christ

TION.

March 21.

come

locket, Saturday.
A correspondent of the Advertiser says there
is no such word as fail in the High School dictionary. If we may judge from "the refusal to

of camp-fire.
A recent telegram from Buenos Ayres states
that the lumber market is very dull and prices

opinions respecting

resurrection of

All of the services at the Cathedral yesterday
were attended by immense congregations to
witness the resurrection of Christ as typified in
the gorgeous symbolism ot the Catholic church.
The high altar was a bljze of .light, aud below

Christiau passover, is derived from tho Jewish
observance. During the early days of tho
Christian church there was a dispute as to tho
time for celebrating Easter, but it was settled
by the council of Nice, A. D. 325, that the
Easter day shall be the first Sunday after the
full FviAAn lrrHiMt honnoiis iinnil nr DPXt
after

ing

a

of

OF

CATHEDRAL

The Jewish passover ocanew in the spring.
curs about this season of the year, aud within
three or four days of the vernal equinox. The
festival of the resurrection of the Lord, or tho

number of bad snow slides
Saturday. A little boy named Gerrlsli was
badly cut about the head by one from a build-

enter

variety

Dr. Hill on tho

closing hymn, Coronation, by the congregation,

meanig

a

were

Rev.

rived from the name of thefetst of the Teutonic goddess Ostera (tho goddess of spriug),
which was celebrated by tho Saxons in tho
spring, and from which the early missionaries
substituted the Christiau festival. Others hold
that the word is derived from tho Saxon word
oster
“rising,” because nature arises

arm.

There

Wetkerbee, music by I. S. Bach; remarks by

origin of the term .Easter. Many scholars hold
that it and the German word “Ostern” are de-

also left the car.
An old lady over seveoty years of age named
Betsy Sickles, fell down stairs, at her house
on
Brackett street Saturday, aud broke her

right

anything

were

There is a

Calvary alone could save us—
Christ is smiling from above.
Halelelujah!—he has risen,

School for Girls, at the TIallowell House, Hallowed, on Wednesday tho 7th day of April
next, at 10 o’clock a. m.

Army boys

Easter Monday Ball.—This evening the
Irish American Relief Association will give
their twelfth annual Easter Monday ball at
City Hall. There are twenty-six well selected
dances on the order. The music by Chandler’s
best eight will be the best of the season. The
grand march will occur at nine ’o’clock. The
members of the Association will appear in full
uniform. The hall will doubtless be crowded,

Join the glad song, all yo nations
Of ids great redeeming love,
While on earth, reviled, rejected.
Gain ho counted but as loss.—
Christ has riseu!—joy excelling,
All our sorrows tieo away,
Blessed day that banished darkness,
At the cross we bow in love.

bouquets
Chapel to their pastor, aud superintendent

Grand Praise Meeting.—The second of a
meetings was held at
The
Chestnut street church last evening.
music by Chandler’s quartette was very fine.
A large number of old hymns were sung by
Inter
the audience to the music of the band.
esting remarks were made by Rev. Messrs.
Jones, Pitblado and Johnson. The church was
crowded and the meetiug was mnch enjoyed
by the audience. The next one of the series
will be held at Congress street church next
series of three praise

Sunday evening.

Crown the altars now with garlands,
Let us how before his worth!
Christ has risen! Christ has risen I
All our hope is in the same;

q^esentation

vices.

but he belonged in St. John.

Angel voices, sweetly singing,
Banish all otlr earthly gloom:
Blessed day we hail thy dawning
Hope shall gild thy rising sun 1

The two schoolMessrs. Phelan and Brown.
united in repeating the Lord’s Prayer. Tht
of bou
exercises closed with the
qnets to the children of Preblo Street Chapel.

The street
but pleasant.
filthy aud the sidewalks wet
from the meltiug snow which runs across them,
Early in the day crowds of people were out in
Sunday attire enjoying with a keen sense of delight the bright warm sun and the almost
balmy air. All of the churches were well attended, but at tliose where the festival of the
resurrection of our Lord was celebrated, there
was not only an unusual attendance upon the
services, but hundreds visited such churches as
made displays of flowers, between the serloot it was

Jolting*.
Ti e first, rehtarsalof the “Drummer Boy”
Will be had at Grand Army Hall this evenlirief

Cbrst is risen, all triumphant,—
He has risen from the tomb!
He has risen! He is pleading
For each poor and struggling ono;
Ring, glad bells, your loudest anthems!
Let the glad songs now ascending
Sing our dear Redeemer’s name;

witl
sang, and the First Parish responded
“Hail this glorious day.” The “offering fo
the poor’s purse,” from tho First Parish Schoo
to the Chapel was made by Dr. Hill and ac
Cepted by the Rev. Me. Phelan. Two large
were presented by the scholars ot tht

Iu the Evening the audience was very large.
The exercises were as follows: Grand organ
voluntary; Gloria Patri by Mosenthal; hymn,
“Angels roll the rock away,” music by Novello; Te Deum by Greatorix, Trisugion by Dr.
Hodges; “Therefore with the angels andjnrekangels”; solo, O, Trusting Heart, by Mrs,

sung.

append:

schools,

upon us here in New England than was yesterday. The sun rose in a cloudless sky aud a^
the day advanced, every hour seemed to grow
particularly in
more delightful and delicious,
the remembrance of tho dreary storms and

«

were

tone.
In the afternoon a children’s service wa
Parish
held, the Sabbath Schools of the First
The exercise
and Preble Chapel uniting.
consisted of the reading of soripture, prayer
Rev. Mr
singing and remarks by Dr. Hill, the
set
Phelan, and Edgar S. Brown, Esq. The
vices opened with an Easter recitation by botl
Tho children of Preble Chapel thei

Christ from the (lead is risen—dleth no more.
Sing out, glad Earth, rejoice from shore to shore.
First fruits ot them that slept! O Life in death!
Fair garden lilies, with their odorous breath,
Salute with grace the world at Easter dawn.
The tonth is open, the captive loosed and gone,
Christ from tho dead is risen—dieth no more.
Sing out, O Earth, rejoice from shore to shore.
A more delightful March (lay rarely dawns

Several beautiful carols
we
One of them by Kotzschmar

nourishing condition.

things
nently conservative

Florul Displays—

Choice Music—Approprinle 8ermous,etc.

Adv*'rli»e>i1<,n,“ *°’,,nr.

IVIuuicipul

the Chnrfhes—Impres-

sive Services—Unie

CITY AND VICINITY,
New

rise.” The sermon, delivered by the pastor
Dr. Hill, was from Colossians in—1,—“It >'e
then be risen with Christ, seek first those
which are above.” It was of an emi

EASTER SUNDAY.

GRASS SEEP.
Herds Grass, Clover and Red
—

32 EXCHANGES’!.
PORTLAND.
_codtf
PRINTINGS of every descrlptfm neatly
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HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,
143 Commercial Street.
Portland, March
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Notice.
to
PERSONS requiring work done please apply
Spring St., plain
1 Home” of W.C. A., No. 16copying,
eI“'’'
aud family sewing, dress-making,
,
try and ii*iicy-work In woola, die., cic.

>

POETRY.
What’s

a

BY W.

Camp-iUe t
B.

SMITH.

Well. X wen’t bo ofleniletl;
selfish minds
Ta’D’t DO wonder such
it
As vourn can’t comprehend
of them iellers that didn’t go nigh
Jreckon yuu’s one
must have tiu about as old as I.

Though you

You was a little lame;
course veins,
Hail symptoms of very
And your mother on you depended.
Well, jierhaps you was right;
in some fight,
That vein might have busted
was defeuded.
And your country—well, thank God,

Some of the boys make verges,
And Borne on um, too, is pretty fair,
understand um
But such fellows as you cao’t
there.
Cause, you see, you waru't
and the fun
They tell of the tough times,
in the field,
That we used to have out
When we’s uncle Sam’s blue-bellied pels,
And twan’t no crime tor sodgers to Bteal.

tirs up the old feeling!
Well, what if we do?
We had stirring times before

didn't seem to start you.
We do stir the old feelings,
You’re just right there,
And it makes u» more willing the bunions to bear.
But it

it alive?

can’t much longer;
The tumult against it grows stronger and stronger;
We are fast dropping oft, who stood shoulder to
shoulder.
And soon the last veteran under the sod will moulder.
we

few times more,
Ere we leave forever this earthly shore.
Forgive us, if at our boisterous meetings
We have done or said aught to wound your feelings.
We shall soon lose our number in the jolly old mess,
“For fortunately the soldiers are growing less.”
us

light

our

old campfires

a

in another army,
Under the great Captain up above,
When again we’ll meet round the campfire
Burning bright with brotherly love.
We’ll

soon

be listed

TIIE FA KM AND HOUSEHOLD.
the Shop, the House-

Useful Recipes
hold and the Farm.
A strong solution of hyposulphite of soda
is said to be excellent for cleaning silver.
A teaspoonful of powdered borax dissolved
in a quart of tepid water is good for cleaning
old black dresses of silk, cashtnere or alpacca.
Butter will remove tar spots.
Soap and
water will afterward take out the grease
for

stain.
Black shoes may be bronzed by a strong
solution of anilin red in alcohol.
Four parts borax and three parts Epsom
salts, mixed with three or four parts warm
water to one part of the combined substances,is said to form au excellent fireproof wash
for clothes. It should be used immediately

preparation.

after

Flax-seed and tallow are used in Germany
One part of talas a stuffiug tor cushions.
low to ten parts of flax-seed are employed,
the mobility of the greased seed rendering

—

the cushion very soft and pliable.
Gold bronze for furniture is a mixture of
copal varnish mixed with gold colored bronze
powder. The last is bisulphate of tin.
To prevent moths in carpets, wash the
floor before laying them, with spirits of turpentine or benzine.
Straw matting should be washed with a
cloth dampened in salt water. Indian meal
sprinkled over it and thoroughly swept out
will also cleanse it finely.
In washing
windows, a narrow-bladed
wooden knife, sharply pointed, will take out
the dust that hardens in the corners of the
sash. Dry whiting will polish the glass,
which should first be washed with weak
black tea mixed with a little alcohol. Save
the tea-leaves for the purpose.
Gray marble hearths can be rubbed with
linseed oil. and no spots will show.
Sprigs of wintergreen or ground ivy will
drive away red ants; branches of wormwood
will serve the same purpose for black ants.
Papering and painting are best done in
cold weather, especially the latter, for the
wood absorbs the oil of paint much more
than in warm weather; while in cold weather the oil hardens on the outside, making a
coat which will protect the wood instead of

soaking into it.
Never paper

a

wall

over

old paper and

thoroughly.
paste. Always scrape
Old paper can be got off by dampening with
saleratus and water. Then' go over all the
cracks of the wall with plaster of Paris, and
finally put on a wash of a weak solution of
carbolic acid. The best paste is made out of
rye flour, with two ounces of glue dissolved
in each quart of paste; half au ounce of
down

the mixture.

borax improves
can be given to new pine
and
tables by washing them in a solufloors
tion of copperas dissolved in strong lye, a
pound of the former to a gallon of the
latter. When dry this should be oiled, and
it will look well for a year or two; then re

powdered

An oaken color

new

the oiling.

Kerosene and

Wood ashes will

powdered lime, whiting,
scour

or

tins with the least la-

Vinr.

Spots can be taken out of marble with
finely powdered pumice stone mixed with
verjuice. Cover the spoU’and allow the stuff
to remain for twelve hours, then rub clean,
dry and rinse.
Soapstone hearths are first washed in pure
water and then rubbed with powdered-marble or soapstone, but on with a piece of the

stone.
Two ounces of common tobacco boiled in
a gallon of water is used by the Chatham
street dealers for renovating old clothes. The
stuff is rubbed on with a still brush. The
goods are nicely cloansed, and, strange to add,
no tobacco smell remains.
Never use wrought iron instead of steel,
simply because it is more easily worked and
cheaper than thejlalter; use brass instead of
gun metal in heavy machinery.
Shellac is the best cement for jet articles.
Smoking the joint renders it black to match.
Barrels tor alcohol may be rendered perfectly tight by applying inside a solution of
one pound leather scraps and one ounce oxalic acid in two pounds water, alterwards diluted with three pounds warm water. #
A solution of chloride of iron will remove
nitrate of silver stains from the hands.
Uuslaked lime is excellent for cleaning
small steel articles, such as jewelry, buckles,
and the like.
(Bass may be powdered to render it suitable for glass-paper, for filtering varnishes,
(fee., by heating it red hot and then suddenly
plunging it in water.
To remove old paint, cover with a wash of
three parts quick stone lime, slaked water to
which one part pearlash is added. Allow the
coating to remain for sixteen hours, when
the paint may be easily scraped off.
Frosted glass, useful for screens, &c., is
made by laying the sheets horizontally and
covering them with a strong solution ot sulphate of zinc. The salt crystallizes on drysame

ing.—Scientific American.

Poisonous Wall Paper.
Dr. Kedzie, of the Michigan Agricultural
College, showed us last summer, when visiting that institution, a large collection which
he had made of specimens of wall paper of
different shades and patterns, colored with

arsenic, which gives a remarkably delicate
and agreeable shade, and hence the eagerness
with which these colors are sought. He also
exhibited the simple test for the arsenic, of
which we gave a brief notice at the time. He
lias since favored us with a copy of the Report of the Michigan Board ot Health containing valuable contributions from his pen,
tlieiesultof careful investigation on more
than one subject of importance, and some
additional facts relative to the deleterious effects of poisonous paper in addition to several
which he stated to us.
One of the cases of poisoning was that of a
young daughter of a gentleman formerly a
state Senator. The room in which she slept
with poisonous paper, the
was covered
ground of which was stone color with bands
of bright green. Soon after occupying the
room her health began to fail, lameness came
on, and darting pains through various parts
of thq body, languor, fever, sore, <fec. Medical advice and treatment did no good. When
she left home for a few weeks her health improved, but she relapsed on returning home.
Alter some mouths, the paper of the room
was suspected as the cause.
The gill was re
moved, and entirely recovered her health.
On analysis, nearly five grains of arsenic
were found for each
square loot of surface.
The room remaned vacant a year, when it
was occupied by a boy lor a time.
He soon
became similarly affected. On removal to
another room he recovered. Several cases of
similar character occurred.
The only sure way of detecting this poison
is by chemical test, although a prcaticed eye
will often do so from the color. A bright

v-

e r>
<
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Returning.
Leave

fttLeave
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land a little extra cultivation and an
additional quantity of manure to destroy the
ill effect the moon would have on the crop for
being planted on the wrong day. And now,
lor more than a quarter of a century, I have
not for once found this remedy to fail iu baffling the pernicious influence of the moon on
the crops. But much diversity of opinion
exists even among those who believe in the
moon’s influence on crops, some contending
that such a sign is best, and others that
another sign is better still for particular crops:
however, the best rule to observe iu regard to
rassiug crops is to drain the land thoroughly,
manure heavily, and cultivate properly, and
if the ground is iu good condition, plant
whenever one is ready, regardless of signs
and phases of the moon on particular days,
and on crop thus put in the element will al-

give the

ways act favorably.
I know many very intelligent farmers who
think it beneficial to plant their crops in the
right signs, and for whose opinions I entertain great respect, but they are all excellent
farmers, drain well, plow well, and manure
well, and of course in suchfeases the moon
cannot fail to have a good influence in connection with such farming.
I notice that most of the believers in signs
of the zodiac will not buy tripe on a Friday,
nor begin any important undertaking on that
unlucky day; and i once knew a moon-struck
believer in signs who would not take a dose
of physic when the sigh was in Taurus, or
the bull, because that animal chews End
throws up the cud, and in that case thv purgative would act as an emetic.
My infidelity about the moon’s influence on
vegetation is founded on practical tests repeatedly made during a period of thirty years,
and notwithstanding I made the experiments
honestly and without drejudice; still I dare
say many others will assert from long experience also that they fifcve made fair trials and
lound the moon to have great influence on
the growth of potatoes and other crops.—
Inter Ocean.
Two “Kennebec

Jerseys.”

years old, that
dropped her last calf the 17th of June last,
and her grand-daughter three years old, that
dropped her only calf September, 1873, when
she was just 26 months old. The milk of the
two alter selling one quart 'daily, and using
mik and[cream wanted in our family of four
persons, gave us from Jan. 1, 1874, to Jan. 1,
1875, 915 lbs. butter—the milk used and sold
would yield 50 lbs. more butter. This butter
sells readily throughout the season for 40 cts.
per lb. I think this a very good yield, although these cows have not been forced to
see how much they could be made to give,
but have been well fed and cared for. My
method of feeding during the time has been
as follows: Through the winter of 1874,1 fed
clover hay three times a day, and occasionally well cured sweet corn stalks; 3 quarts meal
each, daily, one part cotton seed and one part
corn, and'3 quarts each, wheat bran; the
meal and bran given in their water morning
and evening. Clean wrater given at noon and
the meal discontinued in summer, when on
grass. When the feed failed in pasture, sweet
com stalks were fed at nightunlil frost came;
then one peck of pumpkins each, daily, until
December. From that time to the present,
Jan. 20th, they have been fed low ground
or swail hay (early cut,) and two quarts meal,
cotton seed and corn, and four quarts bran,
(fed as before in their drink,) and four qts.
On this feed
roots (carrots or potatoes).
they have given and ate giving 45 lbs. milk
older one
the
daily—the young one 20 and
25 lbs. The old cow was dry five weeks, the
heifer giving us 64 lbs. butter while we did
1 have
not use the milk of fhe old cow.
been particular iu giving my method of feeding, for the reason that after trying various
experiments this has proved the most satisfactory in its results.
Not a small part of the profit in keeping
these animals (although it does not come in
dollars and cents,) is the satislaction of seeingthe seeming enjoyment of their dumb life.
If any one has better cows than these, I
should like to hear from them.—Jos. Vertical in Maine Farmer.
I have

a

Jersey

cow

eight

Manure.
At various times, says tin Phila. Press, we
have pointed out to our readers the profits
resulting from covering manure, instead of
allowing it to get soaked by the rains or dried
by the sun, as is generally done. We have
given this advice from what we have actually
seen.
When rough sheds have been built to
cover the manure heap, the crops fertilized by
this pilejhave been increased in productiveness
sufficient to pay for the shed covering the first
year. We had never seen any exact figures of
the proportionate value of covered and uncovered manures that we remember, uutil the
following, which we find by Lord Kincaird, a
Scotch laud owner and farmer. They present
the best statement possible, we think, of the
advantages of the plan :
Four acres|of good soil were measured; two
of them were manured with ordinary barnyard
manure, and two with an equal ouantity of
The whole
manure from the covered shed.
The products of
was planted with potatoes.
each acre were as follows:
Potatoes Treated with Barnyard Manure.
Value of Covered

bushels.
bushels.

produced.272
produced.298
Manuredfrom, the Covered Shed.
One acre produc-d.442 bushels.
One acre produced.471 bushels.
One
One

acre

acre

Potatoes

year the land was sown with
wheat, when the crop was as follows:
Wheat on Land Treated with Barnyard Manure.
One acre produced 41 bushels, 19 pounds (of 61
pounds per bushel).
One acre produced 42 bushels, 38 pounds (of 61
pounds per bushel).
Wheat on Land Manured from Covered Sheds.
One acre produced 55 bust els,5 pounds (of 61 pounds
per bushel.
One acre produced 53 bushels, 49 pounds (of 01
pounds per bushel).
The straw also yielded one-third more upon
the land fertilized with the manure from the
covered stalls than upon that to which the ordinary manure was applied. lu view of those
facts, we hope that our farmers will give this
subject their full attention for their own benefit, and in making shelter or* stalls for stock, it
might be done with a view to the increase of
manure under the cattle, as it is not removed
before it is intended for use, if it is likely to remain there for mouths.
The

next

Mnrkti of

a

Cvootl Cow.

L. B. Arnold said we wanted a milking
breed. There are great milkers in all breeds
cultivated for the purpose, and there is not
so much difference in the different breeds as
is sometimes supposed. It any one stood far
above all others, the fact could be proved.
The Ayrshire is perhaps as near perfect as
Tht IIola perfect breed.
any, but it is not
steins lie thinks excellent cows. A cow
should have a feminine appearance. In secow lias
lecting, he looks first to see if the
ho would
a good stomach, paunch; if not,
reject her. Next he looks at the chest to see
Next he
il there is full room for "heart.
looks at hair, uok for color, but its appearance as showing condition of digestive organs and general health. The milk mirror
shows the termination of the arteries which
go to the udder, and its size indicates the
quantity of blood carried there, as the milk
veins indicate quantity carried away tiom
udder. The milk minor and milk veins generally correspond in size. The milk minor
is not alone a sufficient guide; all desirable
points should be taken together. Generally
speaking, a broad udder with teats set well
apart, is desirable. As a rule, tlie best milkers are sluggish, lymphatic in temperament.
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However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, and
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
a most frightful increase of
year by year, we wiiness
from the slightest neuralgia to the

day

moro

VEGETINE

VEGETINE**
Does not deceive invalids into false hopes by purging
and creating a fictitious appetite, but assists nature
in clearing and purifying ti e whole system, leading
the patient gradually to perfect health.

VEGETINE
as an experiment for some time by
most increduphysicians, but those
its most ardent

looked upon
of

our

best

lous in regard to its merit
friends aud supporters.

are

now

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
or plants a flower garden, my large. Illustrated CatOne
alogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed lor 1875.
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on my four seed farms, on Sew England
soil. 1 have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer ot
Hubbard. Marblehead and Butman Squashes, Pliinney’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a score of
All
other new vegatables, I solicit your patronage.
seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
marl6t4w
Marblehead, Mass.

VEGETINE
Instead of being a puffed-up medicine has worked irs
actual
way up to its present astonishing success by
merit in curing all diseases of the blood, of whatever
nature.

laboratory
all other reme lies had failed, I visited
and convinced myself of its genuine merit. It is preis
pared from barks, roots and herbs, each of inwhich
such a
highly effective, and they are compounded
results.”
manuer as to produce astonishing

VEGETINE
and recommended by physicians
Is
and apothecaries to be the best purifier and cleanser
of the blood yet discovered, and thousands speak in
its praise who have been restored to health.

acknowledged

PROOF

This is tfce only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulcera-

tion, Leucorrbcea, Dropsy, Enlarjiment, Prolapsis,

Congestion, Inflammation and 'Weakness. It lias
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
PI TEMPLE

T?aK

lin*

Coughs,Colds, Bronchitis, More Thront,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping
Cough,
Hoarseness, Liver

Mr. H. R. Stevens :

Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in a
feeble condition from general debility. VEGKTINjS
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who
bad been much benefited by its use. I procured the
article and after using several bottles was restored to
health and discontinued its use. I feel quite conii
dent that there is no medicine superior to it for those
complaints for which it is especially prepared, and
would cheerfully recommend it to those who feel that
they need something to restore them to perfect

Respectfully yours,

health.

U. L. PETTINGILL.
Firm of S. M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.
Cincinnati, Nov. 26,1872.
Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—The two bottles of VEGETrNE lurnished
by your agent, my wife has used with great benefit.
For u long time she has been troubled with dizziness and costiveuess; these troubles are now entirely removed by the use of VEGETINE.
She was also troubled with Dyspepsia and General
Debility; and has been greatly benefited.
THUS. GILMORE, 229* Walnut Street.

FE£L MYSELF A NEW MAN.
Natick, Mass., June 1st, 1872.
MB. H. R. Stevens :
Dear Sir—Through the advice and earnest persuasion of Rev. E. S. Lest, of this place, I have been
taking VEGETINE for Dyspepsia, of which I have
suf' ’Oil for years.
I h,. f e used only two bottles and already feel myself
Respectfully,
DB. J.

Report from

a

W. CARTER.

Practical Chemist and

Apothecary.

is sold

all

by

Druggists.
vllmt

ma2_

POND’S
EXTRACT
without it.

FACE.—
HANDS AND
Pond’s Extract should be in every Family
this rough weather, it removes the soreness and
roughness and softens and heals the skin

CHAPPED

promptly.

RHEUMATISM.—During severe and changeal le weather no one subject to Rheumatic pains
should be one day without Pond’s Extract,
which always relieves.
LUNGS,
CONSUMPTION,
HOKE
COUGHS. COEDS.—This cold weather tries
the l.nnits sorely. Have Pond’s Extract on
hand always. It relieves the pain and cures tho
disease.

CHILBLAINS will be promptly relieved and ultimately ented by bathtog the afflicted parts with

Pond’s Extract.
FROSTED I.IM BS.—Pond’s Extract invariably relieves the pain and finally cures.
SORE TH ROAT.QUINs A, 1 s PI, A MED
TONSILS nnd AIK PASSAGES are
promptly cured by the use of Pond’s Extract.
It never foils.
POND'S EXTRACT.—Pamphlet, history and
uses with each bottle and mailed free on application to your druggist, or to 98 Maiden Lane,
ma2t4w
N. Y. Sold by druggists.

FROM

Other

The

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
by

World.”

The groat sensation of the age. Col. Olcott’s wonderful report, on tne
EDDY HOMESTEAD SPIRIT MANIFESTATIONS
Adfullv illciBtrated. Agents wanted everywhere.
dress, American Puiilishihg Comrahy,Hartford,

"50 ci’-. and SI

bottle; large bottles much

the

SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&weow4
ja2“,

Mass.

medical.
rvR. G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform Ms
friends and patrons lhat he 1ms returned home
and may be consulted professiouallyht his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Offlce hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jaietf
Portland, Jan. 15,1815,

U

Restored*

A victim of youthful imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple sellcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J. H.REEVES, 78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
f(. 1,2

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.
Book for Everyman.

A

published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuof
Exhausted
Vitality, 1m
ated, cause and cure
potency, Premature Decline in Man, SpermatorLosses
(nocturnal and diurnal),
rhoea, or Seminal
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Mental
Depression, Loss of EnGloomy forebodings,
Mind and
ergy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of
Loss of Memory, Impure State 11 the Blood,-and all
diseases arising from the errors op youth, or the

JUST

beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXtJAL PHYSIOLGG Y OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; ur, Woman treatedct Physiologically and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Inlancy to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in

beautiful French cloth. With the very best
tions forjprevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Book for Everybody.

extraordinary

faculty

On and liter

.July 22, 1874. anil

un

Red and the Yellow Tickets

TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.

TO AND FROM

Sold by Druggists generallv, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN <& CO., Boston, Mass.
<I4wt
ma3

—

AA/ATVrT7'‘\7’ easily made by selling TEAS at
IVjLWlN Cj Jl IMPORTERS’PRICKS, or getting up clubs in towns and country for the oldest Tea
Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send
for circular. CANTON TEA CO., 148 Chambers St.,
ma4d4wt
\j_ Y.

CF TltE

Will be taken

BOSTON,

—

RAILROAD*

BOSTON & MAINE
on

all

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF THE—

HATE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA

EASTERN
.

YOU

or Debilitated?
lAfnitfuid that any exertion re-

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
July 21.1874.viStf

Weak, Nervous,
yon

quires more

*©

of

an

ettort

SMUGGLER,

capable of

than you feel

matting

Then try «I mtlTBISBA, the wonderful tonic

and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces*
It is

no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, on.y to let the sufferer fall to a low.r
depth ol misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Bowel*) quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
characIt* operation i* not violent, but is
terized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
but
marked
results,
gradually
no
no sudden change,
his troubles
“Fold their tentr. like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
no new and untried discovery, but has
i*
Thi*
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known

Ask your

druggist

WANTED AGENTS Everywhere, to sell our
Dr. Livingstone,” from his childFully Co/wp/cfe, Auhood to his “Last Journal.”
ilient c. Attractive, People's Edition. B. B. Bussell,
Mass.
publisher, Boston,

popular “Lite of

_mail6t4w_
“
AGE NTS^V ANTE D
published.

Agents.

Send for circular and owe extra
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mnmiw

Philadelphia Pa._

1?TJ
T? SAMVLK lo Agents. Lndies ComJ- MXmJmJ birniioii Needle Book, with CuroSend stamp. F I*. Gluck, New Bedford,
mos.
marmiw
Mass.
_

Chang Chang sells at sight. ^ecesMl g
soap. Goods free. Chang Chang

ACJBWT8.
sary

Co.,

as

Boston._

inari7l4w_

SHOT-GUNS, HIFIjBS, PISTOLS,
Of any and every kind. Bond stamp

•*“"
for CatHlok-ne. Address Grrut
l,nd I’isitol Workv, flXTSBUMQB,

marly

PA.

Farm, Milton, Mass.,

March 15 to July 1, at $200—a maro to bo entitled to his use whenever in the stud till she proves
in foal.
from

HENRY S.RUSSEUU,
mario

MILTON, MASS.
_

cod4w

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT,

tor it.

For sale by GEO.C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.
marl3t4w

terms to

Dark Bay, 15.3, record 2.20, by Blanco, he by Iron’s
Cadmus, he by Cadmus, he by American Eclipse,
will make a season at

Home

HIS is <o give not:cc that on the sixteenth day
of March. A. l>. 1875, William T. Morris, of
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Cyrus
Greene, of said Portland, all his property, consisting
of a Wooden Store on leased land on York si root,
and the stock books, etc., in said store for the benefit
of bis creditors.
All persons indebted to the said William T. Morris

requested

remedy,

GERMAN SNUFF,
this horrid complaint can he
It may not be generally
cured.
known, but most ot our leading
Physicians arc prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

otlie1’ well-known M. D. writes as
follows: “When one complaius to
me ot a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a

to call and sortie

immediately,

or

their

accouuts wiU be left for collection.
ELFAZEH C. SHAW. 1 *
CYRUS G KEENE,
{Assignees.
d3w
ma25_

appointed establishment of
the late Cliapin Humphry of Bangor, Miilne,
is offered for sale, consisting of a large lot o" land,
with an ample supply of water, buildings admirably
adapted lor the business of Wool pulling and tanning,
heated with steam. Also buildings for thu workmen adjacent to ihe factory.
All of North Eastern
Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
nil respects the best point in Maine for the Wool
«
business. For particulars apply to
malM&wtf
MOSES GIDDINGS, Executor.

THE

new

practice ot

near

twenty

blessing

forward hundreds of testimonials

nf

RIDER’S

GERMAN

SNUFF

as

pocket

a

It

box of

GERMAN

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

They impart.

Body

to the Mind

SNUFF

ton

and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system

has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
Blow often do we hear peeple say,
“,i|y head is thick and I cannot
4
think.’* Don you know what is
llic trouble J You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you

preventive
use of ardent spirits anu habitual intoxication, and
And ibem actually specific in such cases. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.
Tipton, Dec. 3, 1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of tho
beneficial
results
from the use ot your
surprisingly
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lot Drop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three y Bars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; bu*; your medicines have produced a
most wonderful change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.—We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

ore

wise, you will

pinches

take

a

few

of the

RIDER’S

GERMAN

AGENTS:

SNUFF

and rid yonrnosc aed head oi that
l>o
which in lime will kill you.
you doubt it 1 Well, sutler away.
Esc up three oi four handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DUEL EVES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OP SPIRITS, a
curse to yourscil and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must he so obstinate as to
not purchase one box ot

GO., RUST BROTHERS

& BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE As SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS As HAWC'J., Providence, R. I.

W. F. PHILLIPS As CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

GERMAN SNUFF.

For Sale by Druggists generally

Everywhere.

Price 35 Cents.

Dr. Lothrop may bo consulted professionally
mail free of charge, Address

For sale
D.,

all

Druggists.

from tbc city send 50 cents to the
Genera
box by return mail.
Agents'for the United States, SMITH, DOOLl TTLE
P & SMITH,^Wholesale Druggists 26 Tremont street,
1* you

arc

remote

a

j

k

mai13

by

Agents and receive

MASS.
dly

a

semi-weekly line.leav-

I,

only steamer sailing in

will be the

Wednesday

this line.

Leav-

P. M.

Manufacturers
Merchants and
will
please remember that the
rales of freight by this line are the
same as by any other direct line,

no2J

whether special
For freight

or

Jy28tf

regular

or

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf!
or CLARK <Xr SEAMAN,
86 We&t street. New York.

BOSTON

Portland to the Sonth and West.

—

No Transfer! No Change o! Cars
—

BETWEEN

_I..1

.1_U

Alnn.dmctap

—

Steamship Line.

WORCESTER.

~

AND

PI§ IJLARJEl/PII f A

—

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.

Ho

lying Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, PhiladeUihia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and SoutB
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
From

Froi*

PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight

or

Passage, apply
TO

jn23’-ly

to

B. NAMPNOH, A goal.

E.

Long Wharf, Boston.

MAINE
€0.

STEAMSHIP

TRI WEEKLY LINE

YORK.

HEW

TO

rnnnnn!

Jxwell, Worcester, New York by Norwich liDe, nnd
Springheld Route, and to all important points South
and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the
DC1'0t
WM. H. TURNER, Supt.
no23

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

On

and

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
...
The Eleanora is a new steamer, jnst built for tnia
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
this
making
for
with tine accommodations
passengers,
the most convenient anil comfortable route for travellers bet ween New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with nigbt mail traiu for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.4^:

months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal. Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
rates.
jE£r"Freiglit taken at thetolowesttheir
send
freight to the
Shippers are requested
on
the
4
as
days they leave
as
P.M.,
Steamers
early
Portland. For further information apply to

a. in.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. ra.
Mail flora Qucl>ec, Montreal and West, Lewistoi

and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. ra.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

AFD

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

|

points

in

Southwest
J C.FURNIVAL Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with tirst-class rolling
stocK, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
HTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the traini
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
baggage checked from Portland to Detroit anc
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage t<
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) uuless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate o
one passenger tor every 5500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, September 19.1H74.se21dtf

Central

CHANGE

Railroad.

OF TIME,

■

'‘u'liv.

Portland 1.03 r>. ill. lor Danville .lane
"atcrvilie
tlon. Auburn, Lewiston. Farmington,

Boston.

♦

Cmls

Udi
0

Brunswnjk.

Ida-

Brunswick.

Lla-

Portland I lop. m. for
" atcrvilie, Skowheho., Bath. Rockland, Augusta,
Danville dune-

Augimtaj

“

Ni.ht Train

tor

-rill arrive from
at

Train',
bp'aB.«Mer
Bath ond
tciin

m.

^;’''

from SW.

Lewls-

skowhegan,

John, Bangor, Sc., at

Train. Onily to aB points
1-Thronah
Freight
Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.
Maine

on

Central,

Railroads.

Freisht Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arrival Lewiston 6.05 a. m.. Bath 10.00 a. m Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Watcrville 10.30 a.
tu.
in., Dexter 1.45 p. in., and Bangor 2.20 p.
feb26tf

SPRING

and

St. John, Dighy
Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT S.

On ami after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Had, and the Steamer
.City of Portland, Cant. S. H.Pike,
'will leave Railroad Whari foot ol
w
—e
n
State St., every Monday and Thursday at G.00 p. m.f
for Eastport and St John.
on tho
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport
—

..

same

days.

..._,_

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. *»ohn for Dlgby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbedlac,
Amherst,'Pictou, Frederickton.
4
unt
Utlr'Fieight received on days of sailing
o’clock, p.m.
A K sxuBBS, Agent
mar24dtf
_^

__

MT. DESERT &
First
O X E

Night Pullman Train from
ftonioii leaves Portland 12.30 a. m
fur Bangor, Calais, St. John, Moulffvyiir;
,117V
R^»tcn. St. Stephens and Halifax.
PaMcngrr Train leave* Portland 6.15 a
m. lor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Uiunswick
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed trait
from Brunswick to Augusta, Watervillo end Show-

“^.SlaadSp.

Calaia

Windnor and

L. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.

MACHIA8L

Trip for the Season.

8PBII4G

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

■

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK l

the

Northwest. West and

Maine

J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
g*P»“Until further notice there will be no Steamer
or New York Wednesday,
eave here
dtf
ocl

Saturday

—

To Canada, Drtroir, Chicago, ITIilwan
bee. Cincinnati. 8t. Coiiiti, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Walt Lake City,
Denver. Man Franciaeo,
and all

Eleanora, Franconia
Chesapeake

Steamers

and after Monday, September 21st.
trains will run as follows:
Ex press tn.in 7.00 a m. lot Mi utreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train ior Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30
iup-tiiwuegg-1

■

ia^g^^SiPl874.

Bl"eivr

143 Court Street,

—

ing Portland every Saturday and New York every

RUBBER, Gen. Superintendent.
STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

HEAD,

,

I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and Loand cure for the
th rop’s Tonic Pills as a

BOSTON,

will form

t.

S. H.

AND

-ing Boston & Maine K- It. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 0 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, ami at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accomnidations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals andberths incln<led),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
■ »■■■

_

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

12, 1874.

M.

Maine ana

Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,

Fall* at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
Farmington, via
For Boeltester, nod
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Alton Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portlnnd for Uennebuok nud Way Mintiona at 5.15 p. m. Reluming, leave Ksnnebuuk at 7.30 a. m., arriving al
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the irininr
Centrnl Knilrond will change cars at, and have
fheir baggage checked via Bouton dk Mnine
Traouler Mintion.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Bos-

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

II¥ THE

TE8TIUONIALH.

LOTHROP,

«:

The first class

_

POISON

Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each packago of
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wnich may also be had separately at 50 cents per box.

G. EDGAR

of Boston

HEW YORK.

«

—

L. CLAFLIN As

—

a. m.

so when they suddenly take cold
and leel all the organs of flic nose
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at ouec
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia and Melancholia.

GEORGE

depots

PORTLAND

—

Frewsburgh,

at

procured

Eastern Railroads aud at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49* Exchange St.
I>. S. BABCoCK.
L. W. FILKiNS.
President.
Gen. Pasenffer Ag’t. New York.
dly

Passenger trains will leave Portland for Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
ir
,.
_--a
p. ni., arriving at Boston at 10.59
—aa—“-J, m., 2.90, 8.00, p. m. Returning, leave
Boutou at 8.00, a. in., 12, m. 3.15, p. ni. arrivin
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p m.
For I.owell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9.10
a.m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord nnd Manchester (vta New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Law-

LIQUID

As

checked through.

On and after December 30, 1874,

were

R.EDER'S

GEORGE C. GOODWIN

except

_

from tlie grave,
are living witnesses ot its great virof the year,
season
tue. At this
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden chaugcs in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to caifry ill the

saved

TO WOOL DEALERS & POLLERS.
large anil

a

to mankind, tor its low
price ot 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” W e might tiling

Medicine

WHOLESALE

Steamboat Express trams leaves Boston irora BosSunday
ton & 1 rovidence K. K. Detx>t daily,
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enIsland, every
tirely now and superb Steamer Rhode
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant amt popular Steamer Stonlngton every Tuesd ay,
New York alThursday and Saturday, Airiving inline*.
Baggag
wayM in advance of all other

ARRANGEMENT.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. in. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcesand
ter, connecting at Rochester with Eastern,
Boston & Maine Tra ns tor Boston, also with tram?
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting at Aver Junction with tiains tor Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trams for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and witli
Boston & AlbaDV trains for Albany and New York.
1.4.5 P. Ml. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. ML Express lor Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. in., connecting, with Night Train tor New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorliam 6.20 p. m.
m.
ExpreNH Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat trail! from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
ExprcNN Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. m..
connecting with Express trains .having Albany at
10 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving Id
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage

but of what avail 1 Its proud record is enough, and flic thousands
ot people who have been by the

Nov.

OTHERS.

A'.I,

OF

This is tlie only inside route Avoiding; Point Judith.

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

GERMAN SNUFF.

GERMAN SNUFF

Syri-

•

RECENT

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

MAINE

Arrangement of Trains commencing Dee.
il, 1871.

for in

very best

Vigor

K. I

8TOMIMGTOW USE

Tickets

RADER'S

•

AND

_Providence,

no2dtt

_

PORTLAND ASD

years I have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
w ord is authority on all medical
Questions, says: “I call the com,
pound known to the world as

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Tbeir efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules,
Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm. Erysipelas, SCaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Klieum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Moulli and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the

Strength

_

RAILROAD.

supply of

Lothrop’s

to the

lading given
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
Fa. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL. Agent,

Through

GEORGE BACIIELDER, Geu'l Ag’t.
mat

Shortest and Most Direct Route

IICP

man.

C&aT&keft

Boston.

N. B.—
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train.
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
tAccommodation Train.
♦Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.

“GERMAN SNUFF
perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” Aii-

Tonic Pills,

Blood

_

—

Portland & Kodiester R. R.

RADER’S

and

—

to Washington and
Freight forwarded from Norfolk
Alexandria by steamer Lady of tbe Lake,
to be'ershurg and
Norfolk
trim)
Freight forwarded
K. to aM 1'
Richmond, and Va. and Tcnn. K.
Old State
basement
the South, W. B. Cork, Ageut,
House, Boston
.._.
by SeaSouth
CareHna,
and
of
North
To all points
Line.
board and Koanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast
boston.
street,
70
Washington
G. 11. Keith, Agetit,
&
Ohio
And to all points in the West by Baltimore
n if
c. A. Chinley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Ohio R. K, W. B. Clark.
And
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
bills of
by the above namea

on MONsuatn. Bml* nnd l.romioD ; and
DAYS willi the steamer for En.lporf and Ml.

BOSTON-&

AND

«*r.yided»ceAeycjTDWEDNESDAV

From

connects at Port-

--

RADER'S

Is a

ENGLISH REMEDY

cum

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.

—FROM—

GREAT

The Cordial Balm of

From

rCFor'oreat

RADER’S

LEV, WEEKS As ROTTER, Boston, Mass.

11

are

And if yon doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it w as
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
suffer when by the use ot tho

NOTICE.

W®B»??S|flirtlier Notice, the

PUT UP ONLY IN RUUE BOXES.

Catarrh killed them.

Boston
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IUV

WINTER

pelvic
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Yes, tlic medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out oi
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner ot Consumption, which, when fastened on a
ot the
person, is like tlic grasp
hideous anaconda. There is no
them
escape until death relieves
ti om its torture and they are la’d
in the grave. Friends may ssiy
they died oi Consumption. ’TIS
FALSE.

constituting

THE

The^^O P. M. Train lrom

week.

sss acc^p«Mx

for Portsmouth and Portland at
18.00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Lenvu Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboroogh, Went Snirb«rougb,Snco, Widdeford, Keuuebunb, Well*. North Berwick, ‘-©till* Berwick Junction, CouElict and Kitiery at
way Junction,
19.10 A. M.
For Nneo. Biddeford, Kennebunk. Well*,
North B< rwick, Noulh Berwick Junction, Conway Junction, Eliot and Kittei y at 19.10 A. M. and 13.15 P. M.
For Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway J unction, Killery and Portsmouth
at *1.25 A. M., t9.10 A. M., and 13.15 t*. M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough, Went
Scarborough, Waco, and Biddeford ai
5.20 P. M Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from BomIoii, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
Junction for North Conway.
Train* leave Portsmouth for Mover at 7.15,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, 7.05 P. M. Returning at 6.40,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M., 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make elope connections to New York
by one or other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of
This
the Portland and Ogdensbuig Railroad.
train arrives in Portland in season to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal}
Quebec, and all parts of Canada Ea»li
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for August*, Baugor, Mock land,
Belfast and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects \?ith the
Maine Central and European & North American
and intercolonial Railways for Bangor, Nt.
Johu, Halifax and other points on these

JilUU v> 11II

manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances.
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These diiteiences, in (he manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the uso of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such', is as protean typed in its peculiarities as axe the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in nis struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment's sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when tlie first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditionsof hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent iu
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limits,
with pains of a shootiug, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent ot primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned. In causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
and all chronic
excesses and the many forms of
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of tlie system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing tlie
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

Eastern Railroad.

USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

Is characterized by a genefal languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; consiipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix tlie mind upon any one thing any length of
time. There is ercat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and flattering condition of the mental faculties, rendering an individual what is commonly called a wbiffle-mfnder, or fickle-minded man. There must of
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
aecording.to bis peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the

a

should lie borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the Peabody medical
InMtiluie, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of <loing good.
These are, beyond nil comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
roost important and interesting character are introduced, to which no'allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All tbe New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probolilir navor Kotnro foil fn flip Inf. nf J»T1V matt, are ffiven
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical
generally highly extol these
and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can bo
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
■eodly
no2

SPECIAL

DISEASES,

prescrip-

The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new’book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed amt bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

ARE
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CbSI?rH W. FOWLE &

FOR

,

is

it has received.
proved by hundreds of testimodials
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the

Conn._ma2t4w

AKD ALL THROAT

timely resort to this standard remedy,

a

as

indiscretions or excesses of matuie years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-ayed men in particular. 300 pages, bound in

CATARRH—Pond’s Extract is nearly a Specific for this disease. It can hardly be excelled,
The relief is so
even in old and obstinate cases.
prompt that no one who has ever tried it will be

“PEOPLE

Pains or
More.ucssin the Chest
or Nide, 12 lee«I i tig at
the liungs, and every
affection of the throat,
lungs and
chest, are
speedily and permanently
cured by tie use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cou.-h and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most remand allays iredies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs
thus removing the cause of tlie.complaint.

Nauhood

Boston, Jan. 1, 1874.
Dear Sir—This is to certify that I have Fold at retail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your VEGETINE
since April 12,187" and can truly say that it has
given the best satisfaction of any remedy for tlie complaints for which it is recommended, that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its mei itB on themselves or their friends.
I am pertectly cognizant of several cases of Scrofulous Tumors being cured by VEGETINE alone in
Vet y respectfully yours,
this vicinity.
A1 GILMAN 488 Brsadway.
To H. R. Stevens, Esq.

Vegetine

Complaiut,

ritation,

me

anew man.

Consultation free.

ja6d3m

1871
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STREET.

DOOM !

YOUR

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
World Renowned Remedy for ail weakucMNtR incident (o Females.

OFFICE

BE

Nervous Debility

Something hew and Important to Ladies

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P.

ItAomAXT

ever

DEATH
WIIX

MEDICAL

What is Needed.

Are

OR
It Is of the highest importance, then, that Individuals should be able to judge for themselves by tlieir
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this inddlous enemy to ill-liealtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application of curative remedies.

_

VEGETINE
Says a Boston physician, “has no equal as a blood
cures, alter
purifier. Heariug of its many wonderlul
the

A

SNUFF!

Nervous Prostration.

health.

now prescribed in cases of Scrofula aud other disot the blood, by many ot the best physicians,
owing to its great snceess in curing all diseases ot
this nature.

grave and extreme forms of

a

First Class Steamship

turning loive

GERMAN

nervous’attections

VEGETINE
Is not a vile, nauseous compound, which simp]y
but a safe*pleasant remedy which
bowels,
vurge* the
is sure to purity the blood aud thereby restore the

eoses

Four times

Portland for Porbrnonth and Boston at
Re*1.45 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and 13.15 P. M,

_

Is

STEAMSHIP LINK

BomIoii

Strikes at the root of disease by purifying the blood,
restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy action,
invigorating tie nervous system.

some

RAEDER’S

City,

Washington

&

Norfolk, Biiltiniore

On and after Monday, March 1st, 1875.
Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot
of State Street,

Nervous Debility.

VEG ETIN E

Was

^Through

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

follows?

Tickets to New York via the various
Sonud Lines, for sale at very low tates.
Freight taken as usual.
oclW4
J. B. COVliE,! K..General Agent.

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

raoWfiBafg&^^*MSL0|jB.SS
$250.00.
largest,
£rCxr.
^ve $l,dag

aa

Dnily, at 7 o'clock P. HI, and INDIA
WUAHP, BOSTON, dnily nl 5 P. .«
(Suiiilny* excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they procuie a coinfof table night’s rect and avoid the exof arriving in boston late
pense aud inconvenience

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

CATARRH

time

Plllim

noHatr

Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

English Remedy!

Those

alternately

ruu

FIIANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

HAMILTON, SCPT.

J.

who pend to A. Burdette
Smith One Year’s Subscription
* (#1.101 l"r

■

AIJrrent

_

receipt of maruea price.
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a
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Par]'*£!

FaiD, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton,
and Chatham.

and their health ruinde annualin wall paper, and although
much has been already written on the suIh
ject, it is far from being generally understood.

uitjo

station.
Bemis for Portland and in ermedia'e
and intenne
Portland
for
Bartlett
Upper

dia»e stations at 7.15 a. m.
frATri
RauiIs
is
from Bern
7.30 a. in. from Portland and 6.50 a. m.
will be mixed trains,
T,„.,inn,i fn,
from
ni.
2
00
with
p
Stage connections
Kesav
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, 1 orter.
Lovell, Stowe

THE GREAT

poisoned
ly by arsenic

icw

m.

intonne-

Portland tor Upper
diate stations at 2 p. m.

are

a

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874,
further notice trains will run

Leave

valuable knowledge.
There is no doubt that hundreds of persons

>vaa

fopTbostonI

WISTEB ARRANGEMENT.
at 7.30
a9LeaveWport!and for nil stations
Bartlett and

_

Then there’s a feeling that can’t be explained
When some comrade speaks softly of the dead and
the maimed,
Of the widows and orphans the cruel war made—
Something you can’t feel who close at home stayed,

Portland & ogdensberuiuI
On

It is well lor every housekeeper to procure
vial of liquid ammonia, and a few grains of
nitrate of siver, and repeat the experiment a
number of times on samples of paper of a
lively green, delicate lilac or ether soft shades,
more commonly found in the higher-priced
kinds of paper, as well as on other colors, and
a few minutes of experiment may impart

The mean’s Influence.
Many farmers submit to much inconvenience in planting their crops, in consequence
of the belief that certain phases of the moon
either in waxing or waning and the signs of
the zodiac have an influence on the growth of
field crops and garden vegetables, and delay
planting potatoes and other crops while the
soil is in good order and the weather favorable, on account ol the moon not being in the
rigid; sign. Some farmers will not slaughter
auimals unless in certain signs of the moon,
and others must consult the whole circle of
the signs of the zodiac from Leo round to
Virgo, before they plant beans, potatoes,
and all the other garden vegetables, clean out
fence-rows, eradicate briars, thistles, etc.;
but after various careful experiments and
trials I never found it any advantage to pay
attention to the moon in planting any crop
whatever on the farm. I saw so many of our
best farmers being very particular about
planting potatoes and other crops at the right
sign of the moon that I felt anxious to follow
their example; butl never yet saw any benefit
the moon had ou any crop I ever raised.
Very frequently I delayed planting for many
days, waiting on the sign to be right accordiug
to the views of my neighbors; but when the
time arrived to plaut it would oftentimes be
raining and the crops would get planted
when the ground was not in the best condition, and I had poor crops l'n consequence.
At length I took my own plan of planting
potatoes and other moon-loving crops, as
near in the right sign as possible; and if it

STEAMERS.

Ej^pf^gjrnnd until

how

We feed oU the old army rations again,
Same’s.we used to years ago.
The boys are wide awake when the old pipes come
out,
And I tell ye times don’t go slow.

Let

IfURE

a

We fight the old battles all over again,
And crack the old jokes anew;
We remember the pleasant things longest,
Though the hard knocks warn’t by no means few.

Why keep

MISCELLANEOUS._

-V. Y. Times.

no

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL.

nic itself.

What do we do at these campfires?
Well, now, I can’t hardly tell,
But It makes my old bosom swell
When we Bing those old army airs,
heart
And there’B a spot way down In my
That kinder burns like a spark
When we onen them with the old chaplain’s prayer.

Well,

green may always be suspected. But
ill greens are not poisonous; many do not
contain a trace of arsenic. Then, again,
other colors are mixed with and obscure the
green where the poison is in large portion.
In such cases, a good microscope will often
Jetect specks of green. To be certain in any
loubtful point, place a portion of the suspected paper on a table and pour half a teaipoonful of liquid ammonia upon it; a blue
precipitate shows the presence of the copper
with the arsenic; then drop into the solution
i small crystal ot nitrate ot silver (which is
white and clear), acd the yellow precipitate
which forms about the nitrate indicates arseTrass

ABKAKGEnEST.

TRIP

WEEK.

PER

The Steamer LKWISfharlei
T«.K, C’Hpf.
^
4'tvC Opering. will leave RailI
ad Wharf, f<*ot ot Stale St
very T H U K « l> A V
i;t KIYIiVO. AT IO O’l' LOCK, €* amun-ne.
i,*a Thiir-diay• Tiwprh ‘i-I, Fur Ui ckland, Camden, Belfast, Castlnc, I>eer isle, Sedgwick, So. W.
Harbor, (Mr. Desert,) Millbridge, Juutspoit and Machi.import, (or as ice will permit.)
Returning will leave Machiusnort every Monday
I?lorui:«g n« 5 o’clock, touching n alinvo. arriving in Pori land same night,, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor Buston aud the West.
For turther particulars in .uire at Rai’road Wharf,

||

Porrlam!*,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
Portland, March 5,187ft.
marJOti

OF WITT
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Corner Pine and Park
H.

K.

Streets,

WING, Proprietor.

A first-class Hotel in every respect, artoilio wants

specially with a view
UALfgranged
tho commercial and

itiSdiBof
H public.

pleasure seeking
marl3-dtl

